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There's a Cheaper way 
Flying lawyers expensive 
TERRACE-  CommunitY')aw 
centre officials here say it'll, be 
cheaper to hire a second legal. 
aid lawyer than to continue.giv- 
ing work to Vancouver lawyers. 
Figures released last week'by 
the Lax Ghels Community':Law~ 
Centre indicate the am0u~::of 
money paid out ~to Vancouver. 
legal aid lawyers,to .fly,up,here 
and handie Cases i~/'0bhhl~'.t6ps 
$40,000 a year.- • , .. • 
Terry Brown'-- l~ax 'Gliel's' 
only..staff l awyer -  says; a. 
beginning lawyer in family .law 
would cost the centre $30,000. 
"Even if we got a third-year 
lawyer, it would only cost 
$36,000," he said: "There's ab- 
i Cabinet, shuffle delays 
WOrd/on:::Orenda's mill 
TERRACE : "  'Last week.s ' ' , ,w :e  mayi~avesom word in process featuring hydrogen 
cabinet"shuffle may delay abit a . a week or:two. It'll take awhile peroxide.as the bleaching agent 
decision' on the Orenda Forest  :to,have the new ministers get up and.not chlorinethat's common 
Products. plan 'to build a $365 ,to.speed On their new respon- in tradi'tional mills. 
million '.pulp "and. paper. mill ' s lbil!ties;:!! said BlasettL: .. . ' " 
,vlnclalofficial. ~ ' .:., i., .... some,word onitspro~ectlby last ...... i 
., FrankBlasetti, one of two of. ' Week, , :  :'; : i ': I:I:L ::i 
.ficfals in; :charge of  'the '.~ Its: plan: hasialready:~ibeen . . ..... ~:i: 
prov[n~!s ma3..or~,project review reviewed, by: governm~n!i: of- 
processi ..: said.i:the i.~ shuffle ficials, and.i..r~mhmendatlons 
resfilted:in! twb;he~w~ntnisters li~ stibmitted=:.tO, tlid cabinet :'eom, 
chai'g~ o f  key: po.rtfoli0s to  dO mltteeon~sustainable deveiop. 
i~vith devdopment~.,~ ?.. ' : merit just:before the~shUffle. 
: !i:We :havela~ne~ minister i n i:That c0mmittee'recommends 
dev.~lopment .land::' ~i'~new i an; a p.r0ject, be given .approved in 
Pnn¢iP virOnme~izt miizlsteri~.,'ih6.sald, :. . le :.~,or i.calls~,!for more 
/!: .And:,bod~ :ith0Se!i;imlntSters: .~ttthis ispass~ to the 
(D~vid: Me~cler in environment: who~e.:~abinet fora final deci- 
~d,~H0v~afd. Dirks' in' dev~16~. : S!Oh,::: '~ : '~ '  ' '~ ":~~"'" ~ ' : 
solutely no question about it in 
my mind - -  it would be cheaper 
to get a second lawyer." 
The law centre has been 
overloaded since it opened two 
years ago, ~ausing it to hire 
Vancouver lawyers to handle 
the backlog. 
It's been unsuccessful in per- 
suading the Legal Services 
Society to hire a second lawyer. 
That society receives money 
from the provincial government 
and in turn parcels it out to 
community law centres. 
In the last six months, the 
centre referred 43 of its 85 cases 
to Vancouver lawyers, who col- 
lected $16,000 in fees and incur- 
red more than $8,000 in ex- 
penses - -  travel, accommoda- 
tions, meals and court costs. 
Brown said a second lawyer 
would also mean the centre 
would be able to handle its pre- 
sent "crisis" backlog that has 
resulted from a legal aid boycott 
by the provincial bar associa- 
tion. 
The centre has more than 17 
applications for legal aid in 
family law cases right now that 
it can't find Vancouver lawyers 
to handle. 
One woman -- whose 
children have been apprehended 
by social workers --  needs a 
lawyer for a court appearance 
- ,  • • . , 
tomorrow, said Brown. 
Otherwise, she will lose 
custody with no chance o f  
regaining custody until a hear~' 
ing thatwould be set for more 
than a month away, he added.: • 
He said local iawyers:have: 
been helpful in accepting legal 
aid referrals for criminal cases' 
despite the strike, blit only a few 
have been accepting.family .law i 
cases, which don't pay asmucfi I, 
under the fee s tructu.re,. - - 
LAwyers voted last-month to" 
stop accepting all but the most- 
serious legal aid cases.in a bid to 
force the government, to in-- 
crease the fees they get paid for: 
legal aid work,- " ..... ~:~ 
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School head hits 
at wage restraint 
TERRACE - -  School board 
chairman Edna Cooper says she 
opposes Bill 82 and would have 
protested with local teachers 
had their demonstration • been 
held outside school hours. 
" It 's  unfortunate they went 
about it the way they did, 
because it's an issue that would 
have struck a real chord in a lot 
of people," Cooper said last 
week after teachers walked out 
of classes an hour early. "Their 
bargaining rights have been 
taken away by this piece of 
legislation." ~, 
,+.She s~[d.."~+ provincial 
g0'~ernm~n!i!e~lslgti0n --. Which 
requires new: publ!c sector'cOn. 
tracts igned after Jan. 29 be ap- 
proved by a Commissioner - -  
threatens to .cauSe., further 
labour unrest and leave local 
• Unions and guest speakers 
backed teachers in their demand 
for an end to wage restraint at a 
rally last week. That story on 
Page A2. 
school trustees holding the bag. 
The rollback legislation is 
also unfair, she said, because 
districts that settled before Jan. 
29 aren't affected, while those 
that sign contracts after that 
deadline will be. 
'!That means the teachers of 
Kitima(~n--d'Ter~e -ha~-¢- the 
p0ssib!lity'"of., their wage in- 
cre~ases being rolled back,".~ 
Cooper said, "and the t eacbers 
of Prince Rupert don't. •That'~ 
just not very acceptable." 
Oov,t loan review 
won't hurt Iskut 
road build plan 
TERRACE - -  A review of the 
province's policy on loans and 
subsidies to businesses won't af- 
fect the commitment it made to 
help finance a road into the 
gold.rich Iskut Valley area, says 
Skeena MLA Dave Parker. 
He said an agreement in prin- 
ciple between the province and 
Prime Resources for the former 
to provide up to $7 million was 
made before the review was an- 
nounced by Premier Rita 
Johnston last week. 
"The Iskut Road is a fait ac- 
compli. She (Johnston) was the 
one who told me tO get up to 
Stewart o make the announce- 
ment," said Parker in reference 
to his statement on the Iskut 
Road at a mining Conference in. 
that community;. " 
In announcing the review of 
loans and subsidies, Johnston 
said the government will look at 
why it should be spending 
money on aid to companies. 
The province's money will 
help Prime Resources f'mance 
the first portion of a 62km road 
to its Eskay Creek property. 
The money is to go to toward 
costs of the first 38km of the 
road. That portion will be the 
common route for Prime and 
other companies into the Iskut 
area .  
It will pay for the entire cost 
of the second section as will 
other companies who may want 
roads to their properties. 
And while the province will 
have its investment repaid from 
road tol l  fees - -  once 
maintenance osts are covered 
- -  the exact details have yet to 
be worked out, said Parker. 
He said it isn't known yet if 
there will interest charged on 
the $7 million or how many 
years it will take for the pro- 
vince to recoup its investment. 
Prime wants to build the first 
portion of the road this year 
and the second portion next 
year. 
That timetable leads up to 
• what it expects will be a 1993 
opening of its mine at Eskay 
Creek. 
It plans to submit detailed 
cont'd A2 
"I don't agree with i t . -  
they've got to get it togetheri 
those People in Victoria," she 
said, "They'.re. disrupting the 
lives of the people of the pro.; 
vince and.they're .handicapping 
the local people :who have to 
deal with that type of legisla~ 
tion." 
Although she said some kind 
of system of across-the-board 
wage controls may be needed; 
Bill 82 doesn't accomplish that: 
because it doesn't treat public 
and :private sector, employees 
equa l ly  - • 
• nbt-yet'-deci~.~hat a c,qn, i f  
any,~.will- be taken againR.the. 
teachers for the demonstration. 
She said the trustees will pro- 
bably decide by the next school 
board meeting - -  May 12 
whether or not teachers will be 
docked one hour pay for the 
walkout, 
Cooper said that might not 
happen because teachers in 
Stewart and Hazelton, as well as 
some Terrace teachers, didn't 
walk out to demonstrate. 
But she maintained the 
walkout is "serious" and said 
the one-hour walkout is a strike 
under the Industrial Relations 
Act. 
"Everybody wants it to be 
just noth!ng," she said. "But 
it's not just nothing; It's 
serious." 
I 
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Teachers slam Wage r:ii . 
walking out of G 
TERRACE --  More than I00 legislation must be repealed. A Brown called the one-hour mediator Vince Ready goes. 'q f  
local teachers walked out of 
classes an hour early last 
Wednesday to demonstrate in
front of provindal government 
offices against.a provincial 
statute that could roll back 
public sector wage increases. 
Calling Bill 82 a "vile law," 
Terrace District Teachers' 
Association president president 
Rob Brown denbunced the con- 
troversial legislation and called 
on Premier Rita Johnston to 
repeal it immediately• 
"We're out here io tell her to 
take off her designer hardhat 
and give her head a shake, and 
to consign this bill to oblivion 
along with Bill Vander Zalm," 
Brown told the crowd. "This 
deal i s  a deal and we won't 
renegotiate any collective 
agreements." 
Contracts .negotiated by 
teachers and other public sector 
e~ployees after'Jan. 29 are sub- 
ject to approval by Ed Lien, the 
compensation fairness commis- 
sioner appointed to review 
negotiated contracts. 
He's to examine contracts 
and make final pay raise deci- 
protest "stage one" in a 
province-wide program of 
labour unrest aimed at forcing 
the government o axe the 
rollback legislation. 
He said he hopes the school 
board doesn't carry out a "veil- 
ed threat" it leveled at the 
teachers. School board chair- 
man Edna Cooper sent Brown a 
letter indicating the board might 
consider the protest astrike and 
glens based.on ability, to pay take some kind of action. 
and on private sector increases. ,, . . . .  . .  
Organizers of various local uur  ngnt zs not wun the 
unions, str iking Kit imat board- -  not yet," Brown said. 
teachers, alderman Rick King But he hinted more teacher 
and local teacher and Skeena walkouts could be jug, around 
NDP candidate Helmut the corner depending on how 
Giesbrecht also spoke against the next bargaining session - -  
the government and Bill 82. slated for May 4 and 5 - -  with 
from front 
Gov-  loan review JUdvge 
lea es 
mine plans to the provincial subcontractors. 
government for approval next That follows statements by TERRACE - -  Terrace provin- 
year. Skeena MLA Dave Parker who cial court Judge E. Lloyd leer- 
, , , . , ,  said the provincial cabinet son is leaving the local bench. 
Prime wants to have its main wants northern hire onthe pro- Iverson is moving to 
contractor chosen for the first ject. : Nanaimo to take a new posting 
section of the road by the end of "We'll want touse local peo- as a provincial court judge 
the month, pie who are experienced and there, 
The company met with nearly know the area," said Gibbs. He has served here for a 
l0 potential main contractors 
. here last week. 
Mac Gibbs, a spokesman for 
Corona which owns 4.~ per cent 
of Prime and has controlling in- 
terest in the company, said the 
intent is to have as much of the 
work as possible go to northern 
He added that the Tahltan 
bands to the north will be in- 
volved in the construction. 
Prime wants to be ready to 
begin construction by mid- 
June. It expects to have final en- 
vironmental pprovals ready by 
then also. 
number of years as the senior 
judge at the Terrace cour- 
thouse. 
Iverson's replacement is ex- 
pected to be named soon. The 
new judge will likely be chosen 
from among the senior lawyers 
in the local community. 
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mediation breaks dow n I think 
we're going to'ahave a reallyi 
strong strike vote here." 
Carpenters' unidn',president 
John Jensen alsospoke, attack- 
ing school-board trusteesfor 
• I t  
giving Tri-City Contracting, of 
Kamloops, the contract for a 
$607,000 addition and •renova- 
tion project at Kiti-K'Shan 
Elementary School ~here. 
Building trades unions here 
don't recognize Tri-City as a 
union'buildei and wanted the 
job to go to a Prince George 
contractor whose bid was 
$25,000 higher. 
AprU ts 
Denta l  Hea l th  
Monf~ 
THE DENTAL pROFESSION OF B.C. 
I 
Roadside screening devices are in the hands 
of police officers across the province. These 
devices are being used to detect drinking 
driversl to measure their  levels of impair- 
ment, and to get them off  British Columbia's 
• roads BEFORE they kill or injure someone. • 
Because . . , .  : . , : '  , .  , - ,  i , :  
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Demand 
exceeds 
supply 
TERRACE --Organizers of a 
inewly-op~med soup kitchen 
ireceived more business than 
ii~they b~gained for last week 
when more than 150 school 
students Showed up April 17. 
The i kitchen, run through a 
~TerraCe Anti-Poverty Group 
Society cook's training pro- 
• gram, ran out of soup as a 
! result. 
; Society spokesman Gerald 
K ing ,  who worked in a similar 
kitchen here in the early 1980s, 
Said he  expected a response 
• from students but had no idea 
• of the numbers. 
~ "There's room for 60 people 
!'here and they filled up the tables 
~ twice and there were kids stan- 
:ding around," he said. 
Most of the students eemed 
to come from E.T. Kenney and 
Clarence Michiel schools 
• located near the soup kitchen's 
current home at~the carpenters' 
hall, King added. 
He said the number reflects 
the economic situations of some 
families in the city. 
At the same time, King said 
some of the students who did 
come might have done So out of 
curiousity and not out of strict 
need of a hot lunch. 
" I  think that after a while 
we'll• get an idea of the consis- 
tent need for such a service," he 
said. 
k 
m 
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DEMAND BY school students for lunch at the Terrace Anti-Poverty Thought kitchen is a by=product of a cook's training program being 
Group Society's soup kitchen was high last week. The Food for ' run by the society. 
ches for needy children was 
discussed by teachers last fail as 
part of its accreditation process. 
He and Shepherd said infor- 
mal arrangements of sharing do 
exist to ensure that children get 
a lunch who need one. 
***** 'k  
The school district has had no 
information from the provincial 
government since Premier Rita 
Johnston said last week she 
wants a study of the idea of pro- 
viding hot lunches in public 
schools. 
Super intendent  Frank 
Hamilton said the idea is attrac- 
tive but doesn't feel monies for 
it should come from education 
buGlgets. 
The soup kitchen, called say they believe some students 
Food For Thought; began with do need lunches provided for 
lunch every Friday and last them but that numbers are hard 
week expanded to include Mon- to come by. 
day and Wednesday. Organizers "There are families in this 
are now looking for a new area whose means is quite 
home. limited," said E.T. Kenney 
* * * * * * principal AI Shepherd. 
Principals of E.T. Kenney Clarence Michiel principal 
and Clarence Michiel schools Rick Olson said providing Ion- 
I 
Lunch. 
program 
coming 
TERRACE - -  The Kermodt 
Friendship Society will 
operate a pilot hot lunch pro- 
gram this fall in two schooh, 
says its e~tecutive director. 
Sadie Parnell said the Wo- 
gram at Clarence Michiel and 
E.T. Kenney will test the de- 
mand from students who 
can't have a lunch provided 
for them. 
The two schools contain a 
s ignif icant port ion of 
students from families on 
low.income. 
"We've heard from a 
number of teachers, from 
home-school co-ordinators. 
Mothers are saying that with 
costs going up, it's a real 
struggle, " said Parnell of 
the idea. 
"There are a number of 
social problems but this is a 
start. Students can't concen. 
trate on an empty stomach. 
If they can have a hot lunch, 
they won't be worrying 
about an empty stomach," 
she added. 
The delicate part is making 
sure that students who take 
advantage of the program 
aren't singled out or feel dif- 
ferent because they don't 
have lunches of their own, 
said Parnell. 
She estimates a $0 cent: 
cost to the student for a hot 
lunch consisting of soup and 
a sandwich. 
,i !i 
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MORE AND more local drivers are locking their vehicles and 
that means less thefts, report RCMP. One of those out check- 
ing during the recent "lock it or lose it" campaign was aux- 
iliary officer Ann Peg8. And while RCMP are happy about this, 
their Spring CounterAttack campaign continues. Drivers can 
expect roadblocks up un.til thefirst week of:MaY. 
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Closed committees stay 
TERRACE -- All four of the 
school board's committees hfive 
"voted !:tt~,~ee~ their meetifi~s 
~. clbse~o :t~e public, r 
Board chairman Edna 
Cooper in  Janfiary had asked 
each of the committees - -  
facilities, finance, negotiations, 
and education/personnel --  to 
vote on whether they will open 
their doors to the public, or re- 
main incarnera. 
Trustees who oppose a more 
open system argue that it would 
be a constraint on free-flowing 
discussion, and there's adanger 
committee recommendations 
might .be reported before the 
board  addresses them. 
Trustee Wayne Braid said he 
doesn't have any problem open- 
ing up committees, but noted 
some trustees fear reporters at 
the meetings - -  where most 
debate takes place - -  might 
report their gaffes. 
"The new trustees expressed 
~oncern that,tl~'ey're n w, they~i' 
come, they're going to say 
things, it's going to get 
reported, and they're going to 
look like goofs," Braid said. 
"That's a concern for them." 
Trustee Terry Brown said he 
favoured an open-door policy 
as a general principle, although 
that would depend on the com- 
mittee and the type of issue on 
the table. 
"Not much discnssion hap- 
pens at the hoard meetings 
because it's already happened in
committee," he explained. 
"Things have already ibeen 
thrashed out ahead of t ime."  
He said he, favours lopen,• 
meetings of the native advisory 
committee, which he chairs, 
because he said natives here 
"face an uphill battle" dealing 
with the school board, from administration and how 
" I  would like to see the media decisions are made.'~ .-. ,~ 
there, ~rown sai~J.~ i It s.in the~--..Cooper a~'~. ]~ be~ 
¢/bmmitte~s where the: real "unable to acifieve';herBoal of
debate happens, where.you see creating a more open board 
all the pros and cons presented, structure. " I  guess you win 
And you see the strong push some, you losesome," she said. 
Volunteers sought I 
TERRACE - -  The city's parks 
and recreation department 
needs volunteers to help with a 
provincial conference here May 
9-11. 
:Approximately 275 people 
connectedwith e B.C. Recrea- 
tion find Parks Association are 
expected intown, said organizer 
Elaine Parmenter last week. 
"We estimate we'll need at 
least 20 volunteers each day. 
T i red  of  f ly ing on someone e lse 's  schedu le?  
Thye can volunteer for two 
hours or a whole day," she said. 
Help is needed to decorate, 
take registrations, collect forms 
and give directions between the 
conference meeting spots of the 
arena, Terrace Inn and Inn of 
the West. 
Parmenter and city recreation 
director Steve Scott can be. 
reached at 635-4750. 
., .',' 
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. . . . . . . .  C oodbye 
Last /week  
year 2000 
wasn't a good one for 
teachersi school officials and provincial 
education bureaucrats. That's because 
Premier Rita Johnston wants to review 
the Year 2000 program. 
As its title suggests, the Year 2000 pro- 
gram will change the way students are 
taught by the turn of the century. 
Whereas students before had to fit ar- 
tifi(:ial education slots, the emphasis is 
on having students proceed at their own 
pacewith the help of their peers. It does 
away with labelling students as being in 
Grade 4,  5 or 6, for instance. 
As such the Year 2000 was and is a 
tough sell. It's hard to explain to parents 
educated under the old system. It's 
equally hard to sell to teachers who use 
the structure of a classroom as a secure 
base from which to operate. It's also 
hard to sdl to taxpayers because they 
ultimately have to pay for this kind of 
Rod Unk :;.,.! '~ 
Productlon Managon 
EdoUard Credge*ur ::"'; 
!:." 
public on their respective sus- 
tainable development plat- 
forms in the next election cam- 
paign. 
What makes the Round 
Table report unique is the diver- 
sity of its authors. Members of 
the Round Table include such 
political and philosophically 
divergent people as David 
Ainsworth, president of 
Ainsworth Lumber Co. in 100 
Mile House, and Vicky Hus- 
band, conservation chairman 
of the Sierra Club of Western 
Canada. 
Members of the Round 
Table come from every walk 
of like and all parts of the 
political spectrum. There is 
former NDP MLA Graham 
Lea, now secretary treasurer 
and manager of the Truck 
Loggers Association. There's 
Paul West, director of en- 
vironmental studies and an 
associate professor of 
chemistry at the University of 
Victoria. 
Over the next wo months, 
the Round Table will hold 
public bent'rags in 24 com- 
munities.throughout the pro- 
vince. To help the public 
debate the issues, the Round 
Table released the paper that 
gas  l'm discussing here. The paper 
so few. doesn't•0ffer solutions; i t  
simply tries to outline the 
issues before us, and does it 
very well. 
thing. 
The latter point is probably why the 
premier wants the Year 2000 program 
reviewed. Spending millions of dollars is 
one thing. But spending millions of 
do l lars  on someth ing  nobody  
understands is quite another matter. 
In asking for the review, the premier 
won't lose any points. It gives the im- 
pression she is in charge. It also gives the 
impression she's listening to the com- 
plaints and questions about the Year 
2000. 
And should the premier be criticized 
for deep-sixing something upon which 
millions of  dollars has been spent, she 
has a perfect excuse. It wasn't her 
government that brought it in in the first 
place. She can take advantage of  the 
grace period automatically given new 
political leaders. Politics can be a fun 
sport. 
Move regretted 
Mr. Weisgerber approached native af- 
fairs in much the same fashion as a lot of 
British Columbian< s - -  curiousity mixed 
%~/~ ~. , ,  ¢ , - ,  • , . , , .  - ,~ l  +'i,:.' ~7r '~, ,  1, , ~'+,14)~. 
With a uasn s t  sKepttclsm ana a .cer tam 
willingness to look 'at the ,,province 
through a different pair of eyes. 
Although Mr. Weisgerber seemed to 
run just a bit behind the events at times 
given the previous premier's habit of 
running the province on spur-of-the- 
moment decisions (something from 
which we all suffered), he developed a 
firm grasp of his ministry. 
That kind of knowledge and ex- 
perience is needed in such a portfolio. 
Premier Johnston would have not lost a 
thing in shaping her administration by 
keeping Mr. Weisgerber as native affairs 
minister. 
There's probably no more important 
issue in B.C. this decade than land 
claims.. How,~that issue is settled will 
el&ermine how the provin~ce~s'~6H~y 
and how its people will face the next cen- 
tury. 
One measure of how important the 
provincial government reats the issue is 
the creation of  a separate native affairs 
ministry. It came before the province 
said it would take part in land claims 
negotiations and served, despite one 
might think of overall Social Credit 
policy, as a sign that some things can 
change. 
The first native affairs minister up un- 
til last week's cabinet shuffle was Jack 
Weisgerber, the MLA from South Peace 
River. It's too bad he was given another 
portfolio. 
Many don't know 
Through 
Blfooals f 
question was "Will Vander 
Zalm's resignation change your 
vote in the next election?" 
A woman caller's remarks 
made it clear she was unaware 
Vander Zalm had resigned, or 
that Socreds in Victoria had 
been thrown for a loop after 
standing by for two weeks with 
paste and rollers ready to paper 
over any fallout from Hughes' 
report. 
In New Brunswick, convicted 
i:killer Allan Legere -- charged 
with committing four murders 
during the seven months he was 
Unlawfully at large -- told the 
Court of Appeal his notoriety 
.has made it impossible for him 
to get a fair trial in the province. 
• : In Newfoundland, several 
Christian brothers -- due in 
court on charges of sexually 
abusing young boys --  claim 
• publicity surrounding the 
• •Mount Cashel inquiry has killed 
thor chances for a fair trial 
'Their lawyers expect o screen 
up to 1,'000 prospective jurors in 
their search for 12 who haven't 
already made up their minds as 
to thei~brothers' guilt or iri: 
~nocence. 
. Well, let :n~e .reassure the. .  '~ perhaps she'd been getting 
'court. Uiile'ss the following in- her news from my TV station• 
cidents •are flukes, finding The day Vander Zalm resigned, 
know-nothing jurors should be. the supper hour news began by 
" , . "  . .  , .  • , 
• " '  ' " i i 
T i I "  
.'.. . :, .~,:<'::.,...-- ,.>'"~:":~'." . , .  ,"~,.. . 
,,* ~;,'<,:~ •.: 'i.,~-..-~:i ".: ">• ' " :  *':"<://"• ' * Special thanks to all !i'~:":"i!!~i:;~i/~!~'~ i :iSpOrts'MalcOlm~t,er:~'Ne~s;' / "  ;';::~' 0ur cbntdbd!o~ and. 
. :  "/../,fArlene W~.gs '~)'Typesetter, Rose FIs~!:~. F~j<O~Jlci. Manager[:,... .... 
" '  Carolyn Ando~on',.~ Typesetter/Sosan Oedoeur =Comp'oslng/Da/kr~ ;:.:, 2 :eOn~S*poitde'~tii'for 
Can/Rodin -Advertising Manager, Janet'Vlveir0~ --  i),dvertlsing C0nsultant .. their time' and'. ?[ 
Sam Collier - Advettisln9 Consultant, Terry Miller -CIrcuiat~ S~pervlsor talents; ' . . . . . .  
. ~.~,.. . . . .  . . . .  " . " .~,~., ~:~.~.. 
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Balance needed 
gripped Victoria all day. 
I find news more fascinating 
than any script. The plot can go 
anywhere, take on or shuck 
characters at will, and com- 
mand extra air time when the 
plot thickens. But Only a 
minority favour news over sit. 
corns, sports, or game shows. 
There are families in this 
country using natural 
heat ing because 
newspapers come .into their 
home that can't light La wood 
fire. 
Legere may 
for the economy 
VICTORIA --Overshadowed 
by the recent political turmoil, 
British Columbia's Round 
Table on the Environment and 
the Economy released an im- 
portant document on sus- 
tainable laud and water use 
that should not go unnoticed. 
The paper is meant o 
stimulate public discussion of 
how to achieve sustainable umbia's environment, the 
development,'that elusive economy and our quality of 
balance between ~onomic life. Resource industries, it 
~to'~h'~ah"d'~sk)und;en*ItOff =''~' p~lht.['6~t,:~t~cOtlnt "fot'20~er r 
ment. ~:* '* " " * : " *:" " *ceiit of the provincial gross 
Both the Socreds and the domestic product and provide 
NDP have be~n busy defining most of our exports. 
policies which they hope will "Economic analysis in- , 
get them closer to the goal of dicates that natural resource 
sustainable development,and industries are a major driver in 
both will, no doubt, devote our economy, responsible for 
much of their energy to sell the 23 per cent of all jobs. The 
natural beauty of the environ- 
ment supports tourism, recrea- 
tion and*other service in- 
dustries which .are major com- 
ponents of the economy," it 
says. 
"The issues are difficult. 
For example, biological diver- 
sity should be protected, but 
the business community is con- 
cerned that its sec~e access to 
the province's natural 
resources could diminish," it 
adds. 
The report says that 
pressures on the environment 
will grow in the future. In the 
next 25 years, the population 
of British Columbia will dou- 
ble, it says. The challenge is tO 
come up with a framework of 
who receives access to our land 
and water and how to best 
manage those resources, The 
present system, the report 
warns, isn't work!ng. 
"As we draw on the 
economic benefits derived 
from nature, the province's 
land and water systems are be- 
ing diminished; There are not 
as many fish as there used to 
be, as much forested land, or 
as much clean water. 
'.'SawmiliSate closing for 
want of trees, and industrial 
pollution is contaminating the 
'rivers, ocean mid air. In time, 
the province's store of natural 
wealth could be sev~ly ~ ":,,. 
depleted, its eco,system put In 
From the 
Oapltal ' 
environment could begin to 
collapse." ~ - 
: .Sustainanble development, 
ti~ifepo~t~ays~ i  -ooted.in tSe 
~o~cel~t:(hat over!th~:lodg -'~)'! 
haul, onlya healthy environ- 
ment allows us tO have a 
healthy economy, It adds that, 
so far, the concept is only an 
idea, that no jn~lustrial country 
has yet worked out a realistic 
way of balancing its economy 
with the environment .... ~. 
• The repm't]ists six principles 
deemed essential to the ~0n~:ept 
of sustainable debelopmem. 
We should limit our impact on 
the living world; preserve: .and 
protect the environment and 
minimize the depletion of non- 
renewable resources. 
Further, we should I~romote 
long-term;economic develop- 
ment hat increases the benefits 
from a given stock of 
resources without reducing our 
stock of environmental assets; 
aim for a fair distribution of  
the benefits and costs of?~ 
resource use and environrhen- 
tal protection, and promote 
values that support sus- 
tainability . . . .  ~ .,~ k<. 
Without spelling it i0Ut~ithe* 
report says that sdstainabfe'~ ~' 
development ts oo important,. 
to beieft othe whiiiiS 6f ',/I'~!~ 
politicianS. . , ..... ':'"~i~ ~.,' 
'.: we need to link ~ono~:.' 
planning more closely ~tf i~/-  "
.vironmentai planning;/and" ~ ".~at 
will mean extending ourpi~n: 
ing horizons far into the future 
to consider; the effectS Of:: ~ i: 
present-day land and water,u~e 
on o~ grandchildren,, an.di~n'~: 
their grandchildren aftel,thqt;ff 
• -" That isn't just. the stuff, else2! 
tion campaigns are made.of, 
and while we need present-day 
policies to bring about sus- 
tainable developmenii/iwe n~t  
first find the politicians.who ....
• The paper stresses the in- not be as well danger. The economic / . rift give more than lip service 
r~porting Soviet food prices had known as he thinks. 'terdependence of British Cob ramewoi~k bulltaround the; ..... to that goal, ~ '~ ":? ,' 
risen overnight; unrest in " ' " :~ . ¢ ' " ' " ' ~: ' " " '  ' . . . . .  "." ' ' . " .,."":'~'""""< 
Albania following an election - -  (OI4Y 'DO ~/O0 ~ 8f~CAO.f)f:: IF; _, '~  ~ e~ A GA~6f :  ~oTAOt~I),'TO ff , i~"[ .l~tr~ .~1 $./Afrl~:' _ , : ,~  
had resulted in several deaths; ~ ~AA~O?~ ' X ~ I fg~4~g~ot~l~/~Aq~.y~ _ , J  AVe'U0 f~=:':l"H~.fiA~A6~ ~] $1"i~K: V ~ E S ~  x~!;] 
. 'I" Pj, i y ' /IN BP..FoP-E YOU I,~0(0 'rT,.., • • OUR ~I I :~$ I  y&i~ l '  Canadianretaii saleshad rop- I A . . . . , ,  . . . .  . . . . , , , . , ; _ . , ) ,  . . . . .  
ped. • ' - . suc  uP' , ]  u " /u r i - s )o : ,  
Not until item four was [~ I ; ' , |~ORP=~O0~)~/  I/llllllllllll   , /l i"- - ~ ~ r - " w  ~-  I I '~ /~. i~ '~,e~] l  
Vander Zalms resignation ~ ~ ~ "  '~[  ]'/~[I :. "~ C ( ] ~ v  ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 9 1 i I ~ , < ~ , . ' I  
touched on., He was showh ~ ' ~ ! |  - d  I~J | ~ I Jl ---~. ~ ~  i:! 
' r .dinghis two-minute reside, | ~ ~ ~ |  ~ I ~ ~ [  . . . - . . . . ,  ~[  ~ ~ ~ ( ~ -  t 
tion speechi. No reaction .fr, om l ~ ~ i  ~"4[ ! [~[¢O ~ ?//I ILI/P~,~:II ~ r ' -~ I : i $ ~ ~ ~ n ~  r"~\~ I 
anyoilefoli~wed:At the cpd<~f i i : [ ~ ~ ~ ~ z  ~ [ ~ J ~ ~ : i  i 
the newscast, highlights of the [ ~  /~.~"~/ /~ ~//~ ~ l ~ ~  ' ~ !  ~ ~  
day's news'repeated the Soviet, | ~ J  ~/[ ~ ,~ ~)  ]~/ / ,~  ~ / , ' / / / ~ |  VHP~ ~ 
Albanian, and retail, sales [ ~ ~ 1  ~ - ' ~ i ~  ~ ~ t ~ [ ' ~ ~  .~ ,~-~ 
stories, No word was sald ot the [ ~  II 
dysentery.like tU~0tl that had ~ > '  j !  p,,--w,w~,~, ?,~/. / /~/// / / , : t  ? , . . . .  , . . . . .  
as simple:as grocery shopping. 
"' :Just :twO weeks ago a TV 
reporter  asked New- 
foundlmiders how they felt 
about paying $27 million for the 
:iSpicer:commission. Most had 
:never heard of  the commis.~ion, 
dapite its being six months 
old, ;holding televised hearings 
from Vancouver to Halifax, 
and being led by Sptcer in his 
t ':flamenco dancer shat: 
., Then, on a radio open line 
showAprH 3, the day following 
~Ted Hughes'i repert into con- 
iflicLof interest surrounding the 
• sale, 0f,~Falitmy~Oatdens,, the 
z 
- '~:~':2:'.:~=?~ .7- .~.L~Z~:~:~::~=~;~.:~:~.,~'.~-~*.~ ~ * ..~-~. • ' /~*~~'~. -~ T~=:~,~z~.~-~.~=~-.::2~...~..._.::~+~.O~-.~ ~, -~  .. ..... ~,~,,~.~,,.,..~ . . ... ~,~.,o~.~..~.,.~,~., ....... ...... ~ . . . .  =,.~,~,.~.~,,~.~.,~,~. 
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R ived ited nations rk ev un ma s .. 
global move to law and order 
TERRACE --  The world's a 
safer place than it was 10- years 
ago but people shouldn't, con- 
fuse that with justice or with 
democi'acy, says a prominent 
political affairs commentator. 
the United States legal and 
diplomatic cover for its 
actions," said Dyer. 
• And because it is the domi- 
nant world nation, Dyer adds 
that the other nations know 
"I f  you want justice first you they can't coerce the United 
need law and order • so , States and so seduce it instead. 
somebody doesn,t pulla gun on  That kind o f  power politics 
you," says GwynneDyer, the shou ldn ' t  surprise people 
author of a book on war and a 
regular speaker on the CBC, 
Dyer, :who Spoke here last 
week, sees the United Nations 
as :the Central body to dispense 
law and order and justice. 
His example of that was the 
United Nations coalition put 
together to drive Iraq's Saddam 
Hussein out of Kuwait. 
• That military action and con- 
sequent agreement by lraq to 
give Up a lot of its weapons and 
forit to pay damages from the 
• invasion of Kuwait have created 
a precedent for tbe United Na- 
tions and for other countries 
that might consider war against 
their neighbours. 
"We are bascially 
quite inclined to be de- 
cent, to recognize the in- 
terests :of others. Those 
kind of ~ compromises 
work in small groups 
and. now it's happening 
in a larger sphere." 
I 
"It may not be nice but 
what's nice got to do with it. 
Before it wasn't nice but we 
didn't have a lot of security, 
either," said Dyer of the new 
role for the UN. 
He says the new role of the 
UN doesn't come from new 
policies within that organization 
but from its major members 
deciding to use the world 
organization for personal and 
collective, advantage. 
"What's happening is an 
enormous political change. It 
may not have been designed to 
rescue the UN but now that the 
Cold War is over, everything's 
changed. There's a c0.nY.f~r~.e.nce 
qf~ ~in~]reSts,',. ~;he,~s~i~ 
The prime player in thaLis the 
Sov!et. Union which views a 
functioning UN as now the only 
way it can still have an influence 
in world affairs, added Dyer. 
"The Soviets want the Securi- 
tyCouncil (of the UN) to be the 
central body. Its military power 
is practically unusable interna- 
tionally. Its economy is in ruins. 
It has to use the channels it has 
left," he said. 
One irony in Dyer ' s  
statements i the role of the 
United States in the United Na- 
tions and in what is now being 
called the New World Order. 
It's still unsure of the United 
Nations but because i t  is' now 
the ..world's only military and 
economic superpower the other 
countries need its approval and 
assistance. 
':,.What the UN can do is give 
because the strong nations will 
always be able to dictate what 
occurs,, he said. 
All of this makes for a safer 
world, said Dyer in citing a 
decline in wars fought by proxy 
by the'major powers. / 
"There are still wars in the 
third world but there are fewer' 
than before. What can you ex- 
pect when one nation (the 
Soviet Union) withdraws," he 
said, 
As well, more and more na- 
tions of the world are becoming 
democratic which Dyer views as 
a progression based on interna- 
tional security. 
"We are basciaily quite in- 
clined to be decent, to recognize 
the interests .of others. Those 
kind of compromises work in 
small groups and now it's hap- 
pening in a larger sphere," said 
Dyer. 
"The Soviet Union is halfway 
toward being dismantled. It's 
two-thirds of the way to becom- 
ing democratic. All that with a 
total oss of life of less than 200. 
It is amazing," he said. 
It's role was and is still in- 
tended to be a body that 
guarantees the borders and in- 
tegrity of countries, whether 
they be run by  democratic 
governments or not. 
"The  UN i sn ' t  about 
democracy. It's about law and 
order. And that comes from 
common interests," said Dyer. 
COMMENTATOR GWYNNE Dyer brought an optimistic view of the world to Terrace last week in several 
speeches. A revitalized United Nations is the key to more international law and order. Dyer also says 
democracy is on the increase. 
Local disagrees with new 
view of world structure 
: .  ', ,. , ,  :~ ,~ .~:~ , j~  ~, ,~ . ,~t ; J .~ .  ~ . r . . , ,~ ;~ j  '.,~t'tt;~,:i U: . '~'~i~ ' ,~ . l l~ lL ; , i~ , i J ' .  ~ - - ' l : ; i !  ~!!'~ 
have.st~uck~with therich~oil ha- Soviet Umon, saying they came 
because of economics. 
TEIlRACE ,-r-. One local ~ res~- 
dent disagreed with Gwynne 
Dyer's views, particularly those 
on the Middle East and on the 
Gulf War. 
Steve Ramzi, an Iraqi-born 
Canadian, said Dyer's analysis 
didn't take into account he use 
of force by the United States. 
"America with her 52 states 
and 27 other nations stood to 
fight one great nation weakened' 
by American aggression and 
pushed by the Iraqi leader to the 
front by force," said Ramzi. 
He added that American in- 
tentions were clear from the 
start of the Gulf crisis last year. 
"We all said give the sanc- 
tions a chance, Saddam can't 
eat and drink the oil. But the 
USA wanted to destroy the Ira- 
qi infrastructure," said Ramzi. 
He feels that intent came 
from alliances the Americans 
tions of the Middle East. ~, 
"The Americans don't want 
to see Saddam Hussein capture 
40 per cent of the oil in the 
region. Also they were worried 
he would move to Saudi Arabia. 
They went there to  protect 
Saudi Arabia." 
"The Gulf States and Saudis 
pay the Americans to protect 
them. They pay the Europeans 
to develop their country, they 
pay the Pakistanis to drive the 
buses and they pay the 
Bangladeshis to clean the gar- 
bage: The Americans protect 
the non-democratic regime 
because they have the oil and 
money against dictators like 
Saddam who crossed his line 
and stood facing the 
Americans," said Ramzi. 
He also disagreed with Dyer's 
analysis of the changes in the 
"The Soviet Union did not 
change the policy because they 
shifted to democracy, but 
because they ran out of money 
before the USA did and because 
they lost East Germany, Poland 
and the Eastern bloc." 
"The only thing he (Soviet 
leader Mikhail Gorbachev) 
wants is money, food and aid. 
That's why he didn't intervene 
in the Iraqi-USA war, because 
of his economic fall out, not 
because of the summits." 
"The New World Order of 
Mr. Bush is the New World 
Border. Israel extends their 
border to the USA and to 
Japan. The USSR extends its 
economic border, and the Euro- 
pean Common Market has their 
own border," said Ramzi. 
He also said there is a double 
Steve Ramzi 
standard in the world, depen- 
ding upon who takes action. 
"Why did Israel invade 
Lebanon and why does it still 
occupy Lebanon. Lebanon 
wasn't at war with Israel. Why 
did Turkey invade Cyprus and 
why is it still occupying half of 
the island," said Ramzi. 
:Resource plan, makes progress 
Each year Canadians 
volunteer one billion hours 
:of time for community worth 
an 'estimated $13.2 billion. 
' :  'Just i over 160,000 people 
work  On wildlife and on-. 
TERRACE - -  The Kalum 
forest district is about to em- 
bark upon a series of studies for 
effective resource • planning 
planning in an area south of the 
city and to answer some past 
criticisms. 
They follow a series of public 
meetings on how to combine 
logging, recreation and other 
uses in the Thunderbird area 
which stretches from the Skeena 
River south past the airport to 
include Lakelse Lake. 
There were f requent 
references atthe meetings about 
the need for more detailed in. 
formation of what was in the 
area if participants were to draw 
up future plans. 
At the latest meeting, held 
last Thursday, Thunderbird 
project chairman and forest ser- 
vice official Norm Parry outlin- 
ed what will happen. 
He said information on the 
various ecosystems within the 
area will be collected and 
transferred on to a map of the 
area. That  task is to be com- 
pleted by Oct. 31. 
The map will then be used to 
prepare a report'outlining all 
timber/vegetation to be found 
50m either side of all streams 
identified in the earlier study. 
Also planlned.is a survey on 
the .  curren~t state of 
Volunteers are like FORD. ~ ~-,:'~i 
They ha~,e better'ideas. ~ii~i ~ 
Volunteers are like COKE. ~°;'~ 
They are the ~real thing. : ' ~: : 
,vir0nmental projects, 94,000:~ 
are~olueit~r firefighters, 1.5 Volunteers are like PAN AM. 
.nlillion~i~ t[nvolved in sports They make the going great, L
and recreation-- while 1.7 . . . .  
nlilllon help In the health and VoluntL~rs are:like PEPSI. 
social s,e~Ices' field.~" !  ii.. They'Ve' got a lot to: give,. "~ 
This m-Naiionai Volunteer " " ' 
,~,.,.t,: =., ~.,, ,a,,  'rh,.' ' Vplunteers are like DIAL SO/ 
oi""w '" ""'w'""': mit", ::;Ther'caremOre;Don'ry0u ,f Io Ing m as sub . . . . . .  , .... . ~ : 
./~ed;bYthe I I~a l  cancer soele-"- " d l~?  " r' ' r : 
? ' ,  
silviculture/regeneration and its 
impl icat ions for wildlife 
habitat. Parry anticipated that 
work would be completed on 
3,000ha -- the Thunderbird 
covers 22,000ha - -  by the end 
of the year. Based on present 
budgets, a survey of the entire 
area would not be completed 
until December 1994. 
Other projects include gather- 
ing additional information on 
archeologicai nd heritage sites 
within the area; carrying out an 
inventory of recreation and 
landscape f atures as a first step 
to formulatinga "visual quali- 
ty" plan; addressing concerns 
about he need for more control 
over camping and litter along 
the Lakelse River; and prepar- 
ing a plan to manage access to 
the Thunderbird, 
Parry said the district has also 
asked for a research program on 
biodiversity issues in the area, a 
hydrological study to establish 
the influence tributary streams 
and creeks have on the Laklelse 
River and a study of local wind 
patterns to see what relationship 
there is between these patterns, 
existing cutblocks and the in- 
cidence of blow-down timber. 
The district also wants to see 
a soil erosion team set up to 
identify problem areas and 
recommend steps to repair the 
damage. 
i~•~ :( •,Volunteers are like V05 HAIRSPRAY. 
..~ .Their goodness holds in all kinds Of weather, 
i!:;VolUnteers are like HALLIVlARK CARDS. 
i!~ilThey care enough to give the~ery best. '
'i~!.;i,V~iunteers a e like STANDARD 011:.. 
::~. you expect more and you get it. . 
~i~,~':But:..,~:~.!,~ .m°st of all, ~: . .  i~ 
: i, ,Volunteers are like FROSTED FL ": 
,~i/:'~Titey're grrreeeeeaaaaatllll "i:'/:,'-~i ::.,:~::i,~-~:i.:: " 
WHAT)~ THE VALUE 
OF" VOLUNTEER TIME 
I hl ~NAI :~ EAf, H W/~R .?- 
~il3.~ 8eLL 
I ETT _ _ S 
Majors 
escape 
paying 
taxes  
Dear Sir: 
Mr. Wilson is trying to 
wrestle inflation to the ~ 
ground (in five falls out o f  
10). Canadian workers are 
being taxed at an ever in- 
creasing rate, The poor are 
more and more being told to 
tighten their belts for the 
sake of the national debt. 
The section of society 
represented by the Conser- 
vative government, namely 
the corporations, are doing 
just fine. 1987 statistics 
reveal that of the 350,000 
corporations, 118,000 paid 
no tax at all, 28,000 paid less 
than 10 per cent tax. 
A few examples of the rich 
freeloaders who paid no tax 
at all: 
• Aigoma Steel ~ Profits $80 
million. 
Brascon - -  Profits $263 
million. 
Ocelot lndust. - -  Profits 
• $432 million. 
Xerox Canada - -  Profits $74 
million. 
If the corporations 
paid their fair share of 
taxes there would be no 
deficit. 
Some corporations did 
better than that - -  they got 
tax credits. For example: 
Central Guarantee Trust Co. 
- -  Profit $75 million --  Tax 
Credit $2.86 million. 
MICC Investment -- Profit 
$72 million ~ Tax Credit 
$29.9 million. 
Power Corporation - -  Profit 
$214 million - -  Tax Credit 
$2.12 million. " 
As you can see if the cor- 
porations paid their fair 
share of taxes there would be 
no deficit and the, gover.n- 
,with:, a .dfffereni rea'sort~to 
punish workers,, the poor and 
the sick. 
Yours truly, 
John Jonson 
Business Agent 
B.C. Northwest 
District 
Council of 
Carpenters 
He's not 
mixing 
words 
Dear Sir: 
Regarding the native land 
claim. 
I am not much for mixing 
words, but when tax dollars 
have to be spent on land 
claims, Chief Justice Allan 
McEachern 's  decisions 
should be final. But as usual 
they are not. 
To me, the native people 
feel they are better. 
Jerry Duhan, 
Terrace, B.C. 
About 
letters 
The" Terrace Standard 
welcomes letters to the editor 
on all topics. All letters must 
be signed and carry an ad-~ 
dress and local telepho~! 
number. Addresses o~ phone" 
numbers won't be printed 
with the letter, but they are 
necessary' for confirmation 
of.the letter's authenticity 
The writer's name will be 
published. Requests for 
names to be withheld may be 
granted in extraordinary cir- 
cumstances. 
Thank you letters should 
be submitted to the "Card of ~ 
Thanks' section of the  
classifieds. 
Letters containing libelous 
or objectionable matter will 
be edited or returned to the 
writer. All letters are run on,. 
a space available basis~ With | 
Shorter letters likely t0 'be l  
published soonest. • '  
I 
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, Two acts booked + ~:++++ :+ +++': ,++;+i '~:++:: 
'. , , t .  .... " " ': ": " ";' ':~""~'' 
M u s i c  m a  
TERRACE - -  Music is turning Heritage Park Aug. 4. ternal' +vice president IGWIe Mi i t  "Lindsay: Donna I~anren~ i ; 
out to be the theme of this 
year's Aug. 1-5 Riverboat Days 
wit5 two out-of-t0wn apts ap- 
pearing. 
Mark Perry from S'mithers 
and'the countrprock band 
Guitars and Cadillacs appear 
through Music '91, a provincial 
program emphasizing concerts 
in B.C. towns this year. 
Ri~,erboat Days spokesman 
Mary Ann Burdett said talent 
fees, travel and. other expenses 
to do with the musicians are be- 
ing paid for by Music '91. 
• ~ Mark Perry will play Aug. 3 
and 4 at2 p.m. both days at the 
L0wer Little Park bandsheil 
along.~.with local performers. 
That's • being •organized by the 
Centennial Lions club. 
Guitars and Cadillacs, the 
Other Riverboat Days events 
confirmed include the legion- 
sponsored; •parade Aug. 3 
followed by:a barbecue hosted 
by the leeioh.,. 
• Entry forms will be available 
at the legion by;June 1 5 . .  
: Science,World in ,Vancouver 
is pr0viding its science Squad , i  
With : two ,' ".~hows: and i.tWO 
workshops Jn:LittleP~k Aug. 
? There, il; be...fireworks from, 
Ferry Island thel night:of Aug., 
3, .a pancake breakfast hosted 
by!thesenior Citizens' associa.. 
tion and a mile run, also hosted 
by the association. 
Aug.-4 marks the Slingers 
Race hosted by the Inn of the" 
• West while the Northern Motor. 
lnn]s the location for a keg roll- 
Holtom, external vice president 
Marry Ann Burdett, treasurer 
Louise Beaumont, secretary, ty's April 
Daisy McAlpine and direct,ors meeting. 
,+ 
I I I 
OUI, IULr 'O 
and loyce Schulmeister. ': ; :.::. ~ ~ ; ~ :  
They were named at the socie- ~ ! .~'/ ' . . . . .  
16 annual general i :  
• ,, 
;'. :~  ' " =1=~= Nature: Brake James Jr,... ;.,~' ~,. • 
~'.~ .. 0atei'irlmeofBidh: Feb. 11 1991 '.i . . 
. . . .  ~ : W~gM:71bs. 70z. sext~le '?~ '. 
,. Pmn~: nez Robinson/James Moore ; ."' 
" '. ! ' : ,  Bib,S Nsml: Jesse Dyfan Dlgnard . :! .  ?. 
• , Date &Time of Birtll: March 20, 1991 ~ :+ '  .., 
' " , ~ " " "  W ~  ' 7 bS. 5 oZ ' I" ~X : Ma le  / , , ,  
: +: Pamntl: John DIgrmrd & Madlyn Skarra . . . .  
: : i "  ; seby'l Hlmll,' Ha~;old James Gosnefl : • 
+ Date & T im M Bidh: March 28, 1991 at 5:27 am 
Welgl¢. 8 Ibs. 7 oz. Sex: Male 
:: .Pmnbv Ron &Karl (Stedham) . . ' '  
" . Baby's IMme: Robert Wade gaol ... 
, ' i • Dil l  & Tlml M Birth: March 29, 1991 at 11:38am : 
. WelBM: 6 Ibs. 6 oz. Sex: Male " ' .  • 
band takes its name from a ing ¢ontest and tricycle race. - -  - - - - - -  1 I ~ l ' "  eamnt|:Andre&Alls0nOapl 
"There'll also be a slow pitch ' The Ba k Eddy___ 1 Dwight Yoakam song, will play C 
+ a tribute tohim Aug. 3 and host tournament and Paddle Wheel 
a dance at the arena from9 g . , i b i ~ Z ~ ~ ~ ~ i  i Tavern. P l lh  p,m.,, a.m. Burdett said more events are Ne l  h b o u r h o o d  I 
Burdett said the Riverboat being planned and that there's a 1 1 
Days society had an idea two • meeting of the Riverboat Days The Back Eddy Nelghbourho0d Pub, located street level I I  ~ - - -  l 
Mus ic  '91 acts may come but Society May 8 at the legion, atthoBavadanlnnlsopening I I  I F I l l : ; ' l l lV lCP i l lg l l t |  OA l . i ' !  l 
didn't know until they got word bcginning:~r?~r30~. , II 4~ ~ O I OFF EVERYTHING / 
news the new ex Ap i l  u - /o  ' " ' " ' ' ' o " '  . lastweek. In other , - I ~ T~IE2 PTO R ' . • ' Still with music, the museum Thursday, rm 25 IN  
society will once again provide ecutive of the society includes 
an afternoon of listening at president Maria Thomsen, in- Dro In and sa hello and sam Io our reatmenu and All Crayola 15% off Offer expires May 29, 1991 
fu ture  is you ° ' P g ' The have a look at our wonderful decorl , . - J , • 
TEI~CE -- The Citizens' ~ LUCKY DO.LLAR BINGO Forum on the future of Canada comes to Terrace April 29 
courtesy of the chamber of 
commerce. I ' ' 
It's hosting the evening at 
which time local residents will 
be asked for their suggestions 
on what can be done about the 
country~ 
David Mitchell, a volunteer 
moderator for the forum from 
Prince George, will be at the 
session to give background in- 
formation. 
Speaking last week, Mitchell 
said the political structure of the 
Country has been one of the 
main topics at similar forums in 
northern B.C. 
"There's afeeling of a lack of 
accountability politically. Peo- 
: pl~ say special interest groups 
i h~ve captut~d~d:lo~!0f ~h'~ ~[g'en- 
i da~ .and the silent majority, if 
yo~":~ilI,has been forgotten," 
he said. 
People also feel there's a lack 
of fiscal accountahility when br- 
inging up the issue of the na- 
tional debt, Mitchell added. 
The third major issue brought 
up are aboriginal rights and 
how settlement of land claims 
will affect others living in the 
north, he said. 
"There seems to be a lot of 
confusion. People do realize 
that the (aboriginal rights) issue 
needs to be settled but'they're 
unsure of how to do that and 
what it means," Mitchell said. 
Other issues raised are the 
role of Quebec in Canada, 
multiculturalsim, worries over 
the Americanization of the 
country and the environment. 
The forum begin s at 7:30 
p.m. in the TEC centre. That's 
the group of offices in the same 
building on the corner of Eby 
and Lazelle that contains the 
government agent's and other 
provincial offices. 
MAKES A GREAT GIFT! 
20 Diapers a week ......................................................... $8.00 
30 Diapers a week ......................................................... $9 00 
40 Dia/~sua, ~R£k.9.,,.++. ~. ...,].... - - ; - , - - , . ; , . ;~ , , -~L l~. !~: :  
50 bi;~pers aweek.~.;,,..... ~ .. i.................... ' ................ $12.00 
60 Diapers a week..'i ...... ~ ..................... ;...................... $13.00 
70 Diapers a week:: .............. . ...... !ii;:?;.~:~,i:,.:..'.i.L,?.?.;i:.$1$il)O u 
80 Diapers a week ....................... ':.'...; ..... , ........ i......... $17.00 
90 Diapers a week ......................... , ........ ....... '.......... S20.O0 
Twins Or Two in Diapers 120 Diapers a week....$100 per monlh 
Includes Pail, Deodorizer, Free Delivery 
and Pick-un Twice A Week 
0,A . ',..S s. 9Sll 
=.:.o, - Ii 
, ,  . .
,~  A Larg%Sf?lection ~ II 
' 7  * Baby Fur~'ture . ~  
• Baby Accessories ,~="  
• Safety Products "%= 
OPEN: Mon. te Thin. 9 - 5 • Fit. to Sat, 9 - 6 
~HORTY cPANT~ ~Diapef" Service 
4624 A Grelg Terrace 635-9797 
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7Terrac e ' 8 Terracl 
Athletic / Minor 
ASSOC. / Hockey 
14..+ 115 
Athletic Minor 
Assoc. Hockey •
21 ' 
Terrace 
• Athletic. 
Assoc. 
28, 
Terrace 
Athletic 
Assoc. 
2 i:e 
Baseball 
Terrace 
Minor 
Baseball 
2 Kerm0de 
Friendship 
Society 
.9  Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
.~ Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
23,  
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
30 
!3 : Terrace 
Blueback 
Swim Club 
0Terrace 
Peaks 
Gymnastics 
17 
•Terrace 
Blueback 
i Swim.Club 
24 ' 
Terrace 
Peaks 
Gymnastics 
4 Order of _~ Canadian 
Royal Purple v Pm'ap!eglc 
- -  - ASSOCIatIon 
Shames - - - -~ .  
Mountain Terrace 
Ski Club Local 
1 747 . 
"Air Cadets 
Terrace 
Search & 
Rescue 
1• Canadian Paraplegic 
Association 
N.T,C. 
Terrace 
Local 
French' 
Preschool - 
Kinsmen 
Terrace 
Figure Ska!ing 
1 . 'Z  Terr;,ce 
I ~,#. rlt!le 
I Theatre 
Parents for French 
~9 . 
8rotners 
R Order of 1 0 Canadian ;ONMontessm 
v , - . i # Paraplegic ~ " ~  
HOyal Purple Acsociation .zu,=== 
. . . . . . . . .  " i . . . . . . . .  T trace = 'un ,  in )m noreliace , ,,~ =~q[~;+ ..... nta . . . . . . .  i ' : n,. +. ' Local ROU e ~lmtin9 Sk~usuu . : ' ~ :: ,, -. 
9K  747 9A Canadiall #~'7 Terrace, 
=VAir,Cadets =--v rff_a_pl~i¢ " -- - -  .,.~Li.tt.le 
Terrace 
Search & 
Rescue 
AssOciation Theatre 
N,T,C. , Kinenes 
• Terrac1~ Big: 
![ Local " Brothers 
' : "  :~':/ i : i  ¸ , i "¸ •!~: ;I~ •!•~ i'i '¸i+: i:i:,~ • ":i ~~ "i  
CONGRATULAT IONS!  
New Area Supe~ 
Will Be Pleased To 
you With Requirer 
Purolator Courier is pleased to 
announce a new, energetic, service 
minded team who offers Air or 
Ground service to Canada, U.S.A. and 
International. 
LET YOUR SHIPMENTS 
-GO = _ WITH THE WINNING TEAM! 
YOUR 
COURIER 
From left to right: Bert Wright, Lee Blnoham, Lylo Knudeon 
& Frank Dexter. 
ra la taP  
 OUPIOP 
For Fast Response 
638-1455 Terrace 
632-7783 K,t,mat 
,t +~-;i 
Sat. Afternoon Games ? Doors 11:30 a.m. :Games  12:45 • :  
' Evening Games : Doors 4:30 p.m. " Games  6 : i5  
Fd. - Sat. Late nloht Games Doors 9:30 p.m, . Games 10:00 p.m. 
T.V. MONITORS 'SMOKE REMOVAL .AISLE'CONCESSlON 
I | l  n w  ~ N  | l l - - I I i l l l l l ~  ~ m u m  l I u ~ | |  | |  
CX-W700 PORTABLE 
:OMPACT DISC PIJ~YER 
with Dual Cassette, AM/FMISW Radio, 
3 Band graphic equalizer and 3D Super 
. Bass Surmbndi$o0nd: 
~ ',.CO Features: 
• 32 Progr~m'~er~o~,! 
• Random Playbp(~l~Optioff 
• Synch re Function for Tape R~brdid 8
• 20TraCk Mus l i~e  
I /  i / !~ i l l l~  
SAVE $20 i 
Two'eand Headp hon"~tP~Oo2 I :  
' Rad|oCassenePla~r [] i 
Reg. $49.99 == 
grin 8 In this coupon and i 
= mmv l ,  
~ HITACHI  i $gQee i I, 
[] OHt'rAOH,, '~"~ ' "q  -'+i,,,i • : 
i 
. . . .  m ~I  mm~m ml  m~mmm , ~  
'Gre ig  Av l~nue i : '  "',, ~i} 
Phone 635'6347 ! !  ~i ~I '~il=i i 
!:il?:~i!i!i:? ':+: 
~.<~- , ,  ~. : : -~-'-+'~--~+'~"r*-~-~, ~ .-~ .... :.~ L..I 
., ~;7 , ,  ,,.,'.,~ .. . .  
7:?; i C E  - -  The local Pro- 
:!!S ~¢ialEmergency Program last 
; : :~veek "presented awards to a 
17 ~ . :  ~'6~p' far'work in establishing 
t l i e  "~'c~ommunity's emergency 
f the special 
amateur adio 
Pierre LeRoss, 
ooney and zone 
)lfert. 
.'d were Pare 
Anson and 
for their ef- 
bl ishing an 
:ial services 
i and rescue 
#e awards were 
Iyhr, executive 
~nnis and zone 
representative 
an l l-year 
presentations, 
shorts 
; id 
Kim Ol fer t  
local Provincial Emergency 
Program co-ordinator Ray 
Tank said other people have 
also made contributions. 
.. going up 
TERRACE - -  After months of 
tiscussion, the city will boost 
.'fforts to keep vehicle speeds 
~own near school playgrounds. 
Until now, the 30kmh speed 
i'estriction effective in school 
zones applied only from 8 a.m. 
i to 5 p.m. on those da~s when 
school was in sessi(m. 
• Butthat didn't recognize the 
use  of  ch i ldren using 
playgrounds a t  other times so 
:the city will erect additional 
signs reading "30kmh when 
children on highway." 
That means motorists will 
have to slow down at all times 
when there are children on the 
shoulder of the road or adjacent 
sidewalks. 
'k A" A" * A" 
: Vehicles exiting the Skeena 
Mail parking lot will now legally 
be able to turn left onto Eby St, 
following council's acceptance 
o f  an RCMP recommendation 
the i~urrent right-turn- only 
restriction be removed. ,  quest to - attend 
,~ ~, Insi~t_ori:. Izarrff ~'¢eske -~x:+ ~ ~.sem!nar. + .......... 
t plain~"that iestriction meant, ,+ " 
defivei~ '~fucks leavihg the mail 
and wanting to return to .the 
highway had to exit on to 
Lakelse Ave. 
~ Although the detachment had 
originally requested the turning 
ban; Yeske said traffic volume 
on-Lake lse  had increased 
significantly in the interim mak- 
ing use of that exit impractical 
for the large vehicles. 
Council has referred to com- 
mittee a request to renew the 
• lease on the Eby St. fish hat- 
chery. Noting the current lease 
expired at the end of March, 
Department of Fisheries and 
Occans officer Barry.P~'ters a k- 
ed for a five-year'extension. 
During its 10 years of opera- 
tion, he said, the hatchery had 
"become a local focal point for 
' 'edui:ationai activities with the 
distr ict  schools and local 
. residents." With the help of 
volunteers, it had also produced 
:more than. two million salmon 
fry which had been released into 
rarea streams. • 
;-: ;<Council ,has agreed to pro. 
claim April 15-21. Sikhism Bir- 
thday (Khalsa) Week and allow 
the Skeena Valley Guru Nanak 
Brotherhood to fly its religious 
flag at city hall during that 
period. 
Also approved was a Kitimat- 
Terrace and District Labour 
Council request o declare April 
28 an official day of mourning 
for worke~:s killed or injured on 
the job - -  flags will fly at half 
mast for that day - -  and Oxfam 
Canada's request Feb. 29, 1992 
be proclaimed Oxfam Day. 
Aldermen have given en- 
vironmental health foreman 
Don Gare the go-ahead to at- 
. tend a May 4-6 seminar on land- 
fill operation to be held in 
Salmon Arm. The session will 
include trips to Salmon Arm 
and Cache Creek dumps. 
Estimated post of the trip is 
$1,000. 
At his request, council refer- 
red to committee engineering 
director Stew Christensen's re- 
the same 
l i l t s  I l l ' I t  + 
, -+ :  
+ . i 
. , ,  , 
I I  "II 
t4  , . . . " " " " ' ,  ; ' .  ' 
1991 SEASON 
Terrace Speedway Race Schedule for 1991: 
Saturday, May 12 
Saturday, May 25 
Sunday, May  26 
Sunday; June 9 
Saturdai; June 22 
Mother's Day, Regular Races • 
Regular Races 
Regular Races & Bumpto Pass.7~: ~i~' 
' ¢ ,  
Races r ' ; ' : ' '  . .~ 
Kiddies Day . :. ~ ;:; .i~;,. ! 
• ': '++' , ' [ . ;Z  t ; ; ~ 
Open Wheel Invitational, :.-:~,<~+:,.;.~.;~!i. • 
Regular Races ' : ,  :.',<+.'.'++++';,+::~ 
Sunday, June 23 . Open Whee! Iny +--.~ 
' , ' - 'Regu lar  Races +i'i+!i:; h. " '+  . ' , .  
Saturday, Ju ly6 .Regular Races - :;C" 
Sunday,. July 7 " Regular Races W-'," 
Sunday, July 21 Regular Races . 
Saturday, Aug..3 MemorlaIRaces -,~i:i+!;; 
Sunday, Aug.:4 • Memorial Races i + 
Sunday; A'dg;~l~ i+ .Kiddi++' Day +~!+7,'+: :' ?;/! :Y: ~IY:. • 
Sunday, Sept, 8 Open DaY, Races & Demolition Oerbyi++!, 
• ..i • ' OTHEREVENTS: :m ., . . ;  :,..i. ;; ?~+: ~ 
Saturday;May 4 Start-Up Dance : '  : :  " .,>'i"+: " . 
Saturday, Sept, 28 Awards Banquet & Dance 
SEE YOU AT THE RACESF': .. 
I 
(:ail-us' today for a freeconsultation and we'll help you 
select the perfect Matrix coloring technique that's right for 
your hair. Whatever the choice, 
your hair will look and feel healthy ~ lnat r ix"  
and vibrant. HA,, ANt, am. CA.E 
I ' ' i "  i 
,, ...... t.~..,.~., i ~.~!.......~<,~r;:: 
~_~~M~AA/~ " / .  We over extended .~"~x. i . , "~/L  ourselves with our 
~Pr ince  'Rupert store, ~ illO 
Y ; ..... and our mistake is your 
"~ PRICES ~ REASONAB! good, fortune! . 
TOO LOW <~ALL.furnishings, elec- ~ OFFER 
• ~,  TO PRINT .~ tronics,and appliances , .~ REFUSED! 
~ ~ / / ~ % ~ .  ,n BOTH.stores MUST t . ] / ] t /  i~/~ 
, ~ GO. D0nt miss these ~'//I/ 
once-in=a,lifetirne • sav- 
ingsl " . . . . .  
I I 
.-S 
Terrace Furniture Mart 
.4434.Lekelse Ave., 
"" Terrace. 
"*"" 638"0555 
I1 
Pride of the North Mall 
Prince Rupert 
827"4353 .: 
(CLOSING ~OON)  
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Great Breaks on all 
NEW CARS & TRUCKS 
Come in to McEwan GM 
;Lna say . ,  
+ °'Give Me A Break!" 
cEwan s. 
Weekly Special 
88 CELEBRITY EUROSPORT 
- 2 .8  V6 M.P.I. - Tilt & cruise 
- Automatic w/overdr ive . Power w indows & locks 
=8 995.00 Great Buy At: 9 
Super Used Values 
83 Oldsmobile 
Station Wagon..$3,995 
84 Chev Cavalier 
4 door .............. $2,995 
e7 Climmro~Z'Ze~:'ro~i 
.... • " '~ " ,,,I ' :Z 
equipped..  ;~11,~8o 
89 Cavalier 4 dr., auto, 
AM/FM 
cassette . . . .  $8,995 
86 Pontiac Parlslenne 
Brougham ......... $9,975 
87 Chev ` %10 
4x4 .. . . . . .  $9,995 
89 Pontiac Firefly 
Red .................. $5,995 
07 Mercury Topaz 
4 dr., NC .......... $6,990 
89 Pontiac 6000 
vG, auto .... $9,975 
89 Pontiac 6000 V6 
4 dr., w/air. $11,990 
88 Topaz 4 Door 
Air/Cassette ...... $8,995 
06 Pontiac Grand Prix 
Full/Load. " _ 
erou0ham ....... $10,990 
89 Tempest _ 
NC, Auto W...510,990 
89 Pontiac Firefly 
Blue, Hstchback $5 ;050  
83 Pontiac J-2000 H/B, 
auto.; only 
51.000 k in . .  $5,950 
4door .£'~.... $3,985 
TRUCKS: 
TRUCKS 
84 GMC 4x4 PU 
....................... $6,590 
85 Ford Ranger 4x4 
w/canopy . . .  $7,995 
Fully,:~:; <:",~i .<~t: L,,.. 
equipped . .";' $13;99§ 
90 Jeep~YiL~J~ier 
11 ooo;~'.-$14,990 
85 Ford ` %Cab 
Automatic . S8 ,980  
81 Jeep 4X4 
Auto, Canopy .... $2,990 
67 Chev Silverado PU 
Fully Equip, $12,981 
81 DodgLPt~ _~1, . , . . .  
2 WD, ~. .~ '~Z,~U 
88 Chev Sllverado 
Ext-Cab 
4x4, F /L . . .  $14,990 
88 Chev z/4 Ton 4x4 
Brown ............ $12,980 
89 Chev Ext-Cab 4x4 
Fully equip..  $18,990 
88 Ford Club Wagon 
1 5 Pass ........ .$1"2,980 
89 GMC Ext-Cab ,%15 
4X4 . . . . .  $12,990 
88 Chev ~ T. 4x4 
White ............. $12,980 
89 Crew Cab 4x4 
Brown ............ S16,990 
88 Nlssan Pathfinder 
4x4 . . . . . .  $14,990 
! 00 =, T'on  t ab,x, I ] pu, ,Th' '6%.ll [ Fu,8~e ......... ~;18,590 I 89 Nlaean Ext, Ceb I 
Pl©kup ........ .,./$10,9901 
ALL TRADES ARE WELCOMED ON 
NEW & USED CARS & TRUCKS 
McEwan 
The Bright 8pot on Highway le Wlat 
Oul elTown Customers '~ 
..... Ple'se Call Collect L" r 
:~;635-4941 ": 1 '~1 
II " . l '  
, 
TIME MAGAZINE 
QUALITY DEALER 
AWARD WINNER 
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PROUD PROFESSIONALS 
ND BEST WISH E:S:! XT 
"% 
%, 
I 
, , I ~  i: : ~',.m'~'~-~ '7"': ~ , t , _ .  ~, ~" ,:..~ . :-i~ ~ 
N ,OC.,.ON. 
I. 
+ 
i " . BREAKFAST AT THE COLONEL'$ : ::I 
Join Us Friday Morning April 26 7:30 a.m • 9:00 a.m. For:A Continental I 
Breakfast 0f Juice, Muffin Or Danish And Coffee, For only $2.00.,AII Pr~ I 
ce0ds Wl Be Donated To The Dr R E.M. Lee Foundation For The Purchase 0f'! 
The CT Scanner. ' : . .  , i . .  : .;~, 
' " " '  : t  . , ' . 
TERRACE, B;C. ~:'.: , i  
Best of luck for the future in i •-  :.: 
: your new location. ' . :i " , .  i;. ~ 
4711 Keith 638;1166.  
~ i m l i  
CongratulationS! i 
on your  Grand Opening:".- 
FAR-KO . . . .  " :  
• ' Cont ract ing  Ltd. , .= ,. 
Sand a Gravel • Contract Crushing • Bulldozing _ ~  
• Road Building * Log Loading * Top Soil 
• Excavating * Custom Screening . / f ~ . ~  ' 
• Trucking * Grading . ~ 
KALUM LAKE RD., P.O. BOX 508, TERRACE 
635-5156 , . o , . . . ,  
=-=ir==j~ -~ Teikwa Roofing 
~[ ;~~]r  & Sheet Metal Ltd. 
Congratulates K.F.C. on their 
GRAND OPENING! 
~,'.:~ ~:  .~. '-" ="'~ ....d.~: 'U. ~ ~'.~" ....... 
M Aide/~:)T:~I E~:?  ....... - ,.. 
'SITE i1 g, COMP. 3, R.R.'3, TERRACE, B.C. VBG 4R6 
, .o.  ~ ,,x II ..o, 
635-234411635 -:3197 II 635-4604 
WEST K/CUM ROND, TERRACE, B,C. 
PRINCE GEORGE 
STEEL LTD. 
Wish ing .  cont inued  success  
• j n~y~g}" n [ , , . .  , o , . , -  
P.O. Box 2215, 315 Ongman Road 
Prince George, B.C. 
562-5025 
~ ~'"." 
I~':~!" ,~."~"~;"~ 
HART IRON & MACHINE LTD. 
:,~.,~tee!.,F,,abricating & Machining 
" "~) .o ra tuh i t l~  : " "  
on your new.bulIdlng! 
No. 4-2229 Knell Road 
Prince George, B.C. V2K 4A8 
r::,'.;) 
PH. 962-5194 
GRAND OPENING! 
Congratulations on your Grand Opening 
and best of luck in the future. 
Contractors for: 
• BLOCK & BRICK CONSTRUCTION 
• FIREPLACES & TILE WORK • CONCRETE FLOORING 
2304 Pear, Terrace 
• 635 5941 
" KTS-  MILLWORK 
PLUS LTD. 
Wishing you many years of 
continued success. 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
4864 Zimrnaro Ave., 
Prince George, B.C. 563-4707 
' ERLE'S 
 'IRON WORKS 
: i:~i : ' congratulations 
on your Grand Opening: 
Best wishes for the f(]ture!: 
2122 O'Keefe Ave., Prince George, B.C. 
561-1777 
TRUSCO INDUSTRIES 
t 
I Proud contributorto" Kentucky 
:I Fried Chicken s new building. I 
2266 S. Nicholson, Prince George 
563-4904 
DIVISION OF 385191 BC LTD. 
Proud to have been. a 
part of your new Iocabon! 
~" ROADS v, SHOPPING CENTRES 
~,- DRIVEWAYS v, QUAUTY WORK 
~,, PARKING LOTS 
FREE ESTIMATES 
o,~, 635-9676 
Congratulations end Best Wishes  
for a Prosperous Future, from the 
management and staff at.,. '.., 
,~,,~-:~,,~' YOUR DEC ,~i ". ~'.:- / '  
TERRACE 
Terrace Carpet Centre,.~ ;, i,.~ ., 
3202Munroe Street at HWy, 18 W:~ i. :: .,~'~ ~'~ ,. " 
.,: 
636-2976 
BEST WISHES! 
Kentucky Fried Chicken on your 
Grand Opening! 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS CENTRE 
3207 Munroe St. / 
635"6273 
I 
I I I I 
"FOR ALL YOUR ELECTRONIC REPAIR NEEDS" 
Copper Mountain Electronics Ltd. 
Congratulations _ . . . . .  and' 
Best of Luck on your 
..~ new building L . ,. .. 
, . .  :,! . 
.. * Audio • Automotive • Repairs • Installations 
" 6 3 51v~enO~T~ .".:" '.i " 
:,'~ 4460 Grelg A i.~: ....... .... . ' ":"":"~" ' 
. . . .  ,v r 
~ ~ SKEENA 
CONCRETE PRODUCTS 
Proud to have supplied the ': 
location: '• ~i concrete at your neW "~"  "~' 
;~ CONGRh, TULATIO : ;  
4430 Keith Ave:, TemPe, B:O: "': 
II 
" II 1 I l " ] 
I 
i 
h i ( 
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• ,::,;~,;,~,:~i,;,,? ' : , ; / , , , -~ . t Skeena  Va l ley  : : ; ,~  . [ 
• " 1,i ' P IFARMERS  I , : " '  i . . . . .  " 
.TERIL~CI~'~Here are CoiivJc- r Lee :Scott: Bemard~pleaded i "' . ' . ; r v ' , '  ' • l | 4 ~ ~ 1  ,.. 
ti0~.resulting from recent cases 8uilty: tO driving with a blood- I I t  ~1 'A  I '~ i f  ! m'11" |~!~?  I~? 
heard .in,. Terrace provindal alcohol level over'thelegal limit I I~1  ~,~lr'~ i'~ i~| ,  W~,, ,~f f /  
of .08. Bernard was sentenced I . . . .  - "  l l~ i [ - i ' i~ /  . , ~A~iV l  NGS[  ! 
{7 ! . ' ; ) i ; . Y : i : . ' Feh ' .> l i  ; ;, ; ...: to tw0 months in jali'and a one." [ ,,, OPENS MAY' 4 ~ ' ~  
, ':Merlih ' 'Chester  RObinson yeardriver's licence suspension. I .  " '  ="r  T~'e Season I ' |  ~1~1~3-"  
pi~d~]*:~)ilt~t, i o  diglualifled " Edward Lori Sinelair pleaded I " " ' ~'~ " ' " ' ' ' " ' " " 
.... dfiVing.:Rol)i~on was  fined guilty to obstructing an officer, : ' "  ' " . ' 
$300; .......... >;"'>" " . .... ' ' and was f'med$300. : ' • , '  . ~., ' : 
:;:R011ald...Allen..Kerr pleaded ; Noree, FayeWende, pleaded ....;;; , . ; '  .+).-  , :i . . . .  . . . . .  ' : SPARERIBS 
guilty.to driving.with 'a blood- guilty, t0:driving with a blood-. " , ; . . .  ~!, ; . . . .  " " ' . ' 
'c°h°llevel°verJhelegallimit 'coh°lleveloverthelegallimiti' I Po~S 2 39 of;.08. K , r rwa i fned$600and of .08.kWend¢ll.was fined $60e :: i: ! ]. " . ' . ~i~,i.' Q~,~X'~, ,. ~.~,~I\ 
is prohibited f fo , .d r iv i ,  for, and isprohibitcdi'tom driving ". .!i!iiii;; " iii i!!, '~ )i '!.= iha" :,:: : o . . .  
a broth  sample, .Hoekstra was One: e0unt: ;of assault causing: :, 
fined: $600 ~Id[.;is prohibited bodily:Sai'm:imd one count o f  ,: e r  
from driving forgone year., ... assault ;with: a.~veapom He was: , , 
: Bernice.. Jennifer McNeil senten'ccd to nine months in  
Pleaded,guilty o,driying~with/a prison"andl8 months on proba- ' , . . .  , 
blood-alcohol./level-, over the ' ' " ' 
legal limit Of . . .o8 :  McNeil  was 
fned and. is'i prohibited, from 
driving for one year.:: ' . .. 
i Kenncth,.La valle pleaded gull. 
ty io".essahlt;,~vaile was fined 
~t~0. . . .  . , - 
• Jkd;iila~er pieR.dad g~ty 
to'pOsseSsion of;stolen; proper- 
!y. Tanner, wa~ given nine mon- 
ths prob'ation and community 
service h0~rs. ' ./- '  ' i . :  . 
/ JosephBrian Burdett pleaded 
guilty:ito dr;tying, .~th a blood- 
'.alcohol level Over the legal limit 
t ion . : ' "  ' . ,  . - . ,  . ' 
: Mar;. 12 
Ivy Fern ; Lincoln pleaded 
guilty to  possession of a nar- 
cotic for  :the purpose' Of.'traf- 
ticking. Lmcbin was sentenced 
to one day in jail and two years 
on probation... 
• Brian Scott '.Wright was con- 
victed of assault. He was fined 
$350 and;was given one year on 
probation.. ~ . . . .  
.: - . Mar. 14 . 
• l:~avid Gordon Broome plead- 
ed to driving with : a 
of.08, He was fined $500and is blood-alcohol level over the 
prohibited from driving for one legal limit o f  .,08. Broome was 
year. : i ;  < . , . fined $550 and is prohibited 
' :Fd); ~ " .  ' ' . ' from driving fo~ oneyear; 
DougiasPaul Haworth plead- ' Mar,  15 
ed guilty tO mischief, He was 
given;a.suspended sentence and 
six months onprobation. 
, •Joseph •Gerard Richard 
pleaded guilty tO driving with a 
blood alcohol level over .the 
legal limit: of .08. He was 
sentenced .to 14  days in jail, - 
three months ,on probation and 
is prohibited from driving for 
one year/ -. . . .  ":/7. '. - " 
Lenord.. Car~ ,Radfoid ,was 
found guilty o fp0~s ion  of a .  
narcotic, He was fined $75. , 
******  . 
Mar. 1 
HoWard  : Gilbert  Fowler 
rp leaded,  guiltyto impaired riv- 
ing. Fowler was.fmed $400 and 
~is prohibited from • driving for 
~ ne.year .  " :. 
Glen Morris SobchDhyn 
{~ • . . i "  . . . . .  . "  
:pleaded guilty tO dnvmg with a 
blood-alcohol level:over the 
legal imit of .08., He was fined 
$450 and is prohibited from 
driving for one year., 
Rober t  Joseph Morrison 
pleaded guilty to breach of pro. 
batten, and was.fined $75. 
• Mar. 6 
• Sterling Walter Kinney plead- 
ed  guilty to  driving: with a 
blood-alcohol level over the 
legal limit o f  .08,: Kinney was 
sentenced t0 21.days in jail and 
is prohibited from driving for 
one year. .. 
Rita Lorna: Bowman "Was 
:found.guilty on. two c~ounts of 
theft under $1;000~"B.owman 
was sentenced toone month in 
prison and .on~ year on Pr.Oba-. 
~tion. ~ ,. . , :.: 
~.' Mar .  7 • ' .-' 
Wilfred Derrick, pleaded guil- 
,ty to possession of a narcotic; 
,and was fined $~0. -,  
. . . .  51bu'. 9 ~, 
~ Rodney ' Geoyge ' Anderson 
ipleadedguilty o impaired riv- 
Jng., He was fined $400 and pr o. 
ihibited from.-driving for  one 
,year. • .. i': " " 
' . '  "-:' Mnr .  i l  , 
Reginald Maufice Fortin was 
found.gui lty on a Charge .of 
'~assanlt and a Charge Of issuing'a 
:threat. .He, Was sentenced to 
;,:three months in jail and three 
',months on vrobation. 
Grants 
? boost = . .  
~"TEBRACE -- '  The city will 
~,~r .c~i.ve ~tost  $20,000 extra this 
y~:  through : the provincial 
i S'overnment's ievenue.Sharing 
',grant Program.. " .... , '  .... ' 
!' Municipal df fa i is  minister 
;Lyall Hanson ahnounced Tar- 
', race's. 1991 bp lc• ient  has been 
,',in~felsed ~to" ' $86.000 ' f rom 
t$78 ,400  last year 
iconditiona[ • Sr~ 
i ssis,ooo, i~ip, iron 
,~ l dmtn ls~tor  
• ~had been i~. ived 
~¢lede th'e ex~t'fl~ 
7ty's ; 1991 budget 
~.counctl had alrea< 
'budget down wht 
;:were announced a
~$3~,000..windfall 
!~anie in a~ve c!t} 
Tammy Sharlene. Lawson 
pleaded guilty to possession of a 
narcotic and was given a four- 
month conditional discharge. 
For the  economy of diesel and the 
spunk of  turbo, the German-engineered 
Jetta Turbo Diesel can't be beat. 
• Operates on lees expens ive diesel  
fue l  
• Height  adiustable,  fu l ly  recl ining 
.6 .4L /100km city, 5.0L/100km hwy 
Drop by for a test  drive today . .  
f ~  Jet ta  Turbo 
DieselP14,230" f ront  seats  ' • • ,' ,. 
. GeT, 0prime, Irdght md pm-detlve~ t ' ,~  extra. Deale¢ may sell f~leu,  
Columbia Auto  Haus Ltd. 
3779 R IVER DRIVE, TERRACE,  e36-5717 
We 0nly Use Hanging Beef 
If you don't know the difference between hanging beef  end b lock 
reedy beef ... you owe It to yourself  to taste the difference. 
OPPERSIDE IV 
2891 Clark 
635-6624 
MEAT CUT THE RIGHT WAY J 
'" '• 1 ~ ~ = : '  i i , , .  
. . . .  i , 
7 :• : . :•  ! ~ : / : -~=~.~-~.~ ~~_~.~.~ 
F~]~E "RAT,T OONS, ~, ~.. ~"~'~s ~,~g, j~ ,  
• . .~,~,..~:~.~u~ o l~Rt -9~l~ FORKIDS! ~m~ • .~~_,  
• D m.lbdm Zadiaa Dan e Oroei. :i 
.] ' . .  
 ntucky led Chicken, 
4750 Im~lse  Avenue Phone 63g~3663 ••"~"?~* " 
, . .  / . . . . . :~ ,... ~ , ~"~4 ~;;~t: 
~ " ', ' ){~">Y~,'( : '~'~,' , ,  ' ' ' h t4. . '  : , ; "  "~ " I :  i ,~ i¢  "t~'~ 
...... i,.f.<; ,t',:~ ~.,'h' ,;~-.' ". " ' ~ ,. t ' 
• " " " ; '  ' " . . ' :  ~ ' ; . r  . 
(;'1 
, . )  . .  , .  < . . ,  
. . • . "  
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For the Best ... New Sedan 
theY ear, tomes 
Sedan'- 1991 
Best New Sedan*- 1990 Legacy ~:~ 
100,000. kra and 50,000 Mile World Speed Record Holder. 
First, ever Group-N Class Finisher 1990 African SafariltMly; ~/ 
Overall Winner 1991 Canadian Winter Rally " , 
-2 ;  : :  
SUBARU.  
1 
L 
. . . . . .  ..~-:.',.~_~, .,. . . 
f,_ ' 
~/" . . . .  " ," '2- 
~:.~.. ,  -~ ,~.~ ,~,,~d,,~j...,~o~...~.~2~,~,-~.~?r- ~ .~,~ ,,:-~.~..~:L ~ . . . . .  , ~ .. • . . . . . . . . .  -.-.,._~ . . . .  
" " L'-. :.. ~.',' 
• - _ -,. 
V:  ,¸ , ,:, 
• ] . :+)+): ,~;7 ; '.: ;! ; 
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- Credit  Union FITNESSAT HY RIENDS' 
assets rise 
TERRACE - -  Dividends in- The increase •in mortgage 
creased to 13 per cent, up one loans reflects a strong local , : ~: : : : 
Bridge work 
REPAIRS WERE underway on the old Skeena Bridge last 
week as North Coast Road Maintenance replaced wooden 
guardrails and washed down the structure. That's bridge 
crew member Dieter Rubling with one of the new rails. 
TERRACE --, Kevin (Buck) 
Maki has come a long way from 
washing buses six years ago at 
Farwest Bus Lines. 
Maki, 22, received his cer- 
tification last week as a com- 
mercial transport mechanic. 
boutiques. 
They are, says consumer ser- 
vices minister Jim Rabbit, 
"designed to meet the needs of 
sophis t icated and 
knowledgeable wine customers, 
a market niche not well served 
! Maki began working for the at the present ime." 
cbmpany while still in high The province will soon be 
school at the age of 16 and : asking for ~ proposals by those 
stayed with themAhrough the-- interested in opening the 
Outlets. 
Or ,k * ,k, ,k ,k" 
The province says its ready to 
commit half of the money need- 
ed for a five-year mineral 
development agreement with 
the federal government. 
The sum, $5 million, wuuld 
be matched by the federal 
government. 
This agreement would end a 
similar one just concluded. Pro- 
vincial officials hope the new 
one will be in place by this sum- 
mer. 
The money will be spent on 
improv ing geologica l  
knowledge, developing new 
technologies and increasing 
public knowledge of the mining 
industry. 
I 
point from last year, and its 
asset base is now nearly $20 
million, reports the Terrace and 
District Credit Union. 
Manager Dennis Brewer said 
the finfincial institution record- 
ed a strong year. 
"This is the healthiest we've 
ever been in our history," said 
Brewer of the credit union in- 
corporated in 1945. 
Net income before taxes last 
year was $102,730. That's down 
from the $127,000 the year 
before and reflects writing off 
$26,000 in loan losses, hesaid: 
The asset base of $19.2 
million is a nine per cent in 3 
crease over the $17.6 the year 
before. 
In part, that's allowed the 
credit union to loan more 
money and to increase its 
capital base. 
New provincial financial 
legislation requires credit 
unions to have a four per cent 
capital' base. The credit union 
has a capital base of 6.71 per 
cent. 
Brewer said mortgage loans 
increased by nearly 14 per cent 
to $8.869 million while total 
loans were up seven per cent to 
$10.6 million. 
economy, he added. 
"We're seeing a lot of de- 
mand in residential housing and 
people are using the equity in 
their homes," Brewer added. 
And while the credit union's 
financial performance in- 
creases, it has had to deal with 
regulatory changes. 
. Five new pieces of legislation 
have placed provincial credit 
unions in a more self-governing 
role. < 
As well, the credit union's 
financial performance has 
resulted in it officially being 
removed from regulatory super- 
vision. 
This happened in the early 
1980s when it built the structure 
in which it is now housed. 
That placed more of the 
credit union's assets in one area 
than what is normally allowed. 
• The credit union has approx- 
imately 4,000 members, 75 per 
cent of which live in Terrace 
and Thornhill. 
Members have the opportuni- 
ty Lo question the credit union 
b¢)ard at the institution's annual 
general meeting May !. It 
begins 7 p.m. at the Elks hall. 
Up fi)r election are four posi- 
tions on the credit union board. 
apprenticeship process. 
He also has his natural gas in- 
stallation ticket. 
A request by the owners of  
the The Motel property on 
Marsh Crescent below the 
Bavarian Inn to rezone the land 
has been referred to the city's 
planning and public works 
department. 
Nancy Perry said revenues 
from rental of mobile home 
pads and bachelor suites don't 
meet what is needed. 
Instead, she wants the'land 
rezoned to light industrial use. 
The first such move would be 
tearing down a four-plex 
damaged by fire late last year 
and constructing a storage ren- 
tal building in its place. 
• k. 0r ,k ,k ,k, "A" 
Phyllis Wilson has left Nor- 
thern Native Broadcasting here 
tO take an internship with CBC 
Radio in Vancouver. 
She had been promotions 
director at the native broad- 
casting outlet which provides 
programming to central and 
northern B.C. villages. 
,k- ,k. -k "k Or ~ 
Work is continuing on the 
Bavarian Inn to repair damage: 
caused by fire last December. 
A pub downstairs hould be 
open this month while the 
upstairs dining section should 
be open the early part of May. 
,k ~ "A" Or • Ot 
One northwest airline Wants 
to fly [hmtters directly from 
Seattle up:here. 
Cential Mountain Airlines. 
based in smithers, iswaiting ['or 
Word on'its application. 
'•.Company spokesman Ne l l .  
Blackwell said the plan is:~for 
two flights a'week:from Seattle 
to Smithers. - .- 
. He said the presence of a 
',,:customs ~:L 6fflce-in:: ;Smlthers ; 
fiiilk~s : tile i~rosi~it of  ,direct 
~ (flighis possible;' "% \ :  : " '  "::. 
, i The company, i s  also in-".' 
.".(roduClngTflights east.: to' Ed-..: 
"mofiton and north, in COOpera- : .  
7 "tion. with another. airline,., to :  : 
/Wh i t~0rse ;  . ':. "': .L'.;  !,:' : ,  : 
~! ~c~s"to alcohol.'. :" . !'.i:,*: ".~,:7:/: 
; , : _~!  t" . , ,  -7. ' : ,  t ' . . .~.  , . . '+ ' ,~ , :  " , , - ' / ' : .7 '3 + 
Buyers gather 
For the •month of April, when you & a friend come to '!The 
Student Body", buy a one-month membership & get at 2nd 
one free. 
T ry  out our weight & racquet sports facilities. We are 
located at the NWCC campus. 
For More Inf.o. 635-4009 
7: : 
T E R R A C E  --  Northwest 
buyers and suppliers gather here 
.April 27 for the third in what's 
bcconle all annual event. 
Joan Sorley of the Purchas- 
ing Management Association of 
Canada's norlhwcsI district 
estimates 200 people will he at 
the event. 
Guest speaker is Kitimat- 
St ikine regional  distr ict  
economic development officer 
Andrew Webber. 
Flip Cervo at 635-6511 has 
I I lO l 'C  information, 
i 
TERRACE LABOUR SOCIAL  
..... An_evenlng of muslc, theatre, song and dance 
FEATURING VANCOUVER'S TOP LABOUR BAND 
SPLM 
(Society for the Preservation of Live Music) 
Saturday, April 27, 8 p.m. 
Terrace Hotel 
Skeena Rooms I and 2 
"$ I0 admission, SS seniors, unemployed and adult student~ 
Co-sponsored by the Terrace - Kltlmat Dlstdct Labour Council 
and the Hospital Employees Union 
For Tickets Call: 
"l'ammy 635-6410. Norma 635-9126. Mail 798-2550 
You're Invited To 
THE NORTHWEST REGION 
OF THE 
NORTHERN REGIONAL 
HAIRDRESSERS ASSOCIATION 
_i  h).,  :1991"at ihe :I ' : Fas i0 •.: : 
• ri:: :,],]:.,:.TERRACe ' : 'r .'':'~ : ' ) ' :  
• :i;$bndaY,/ April 28th,:1991 
;' ' : st Artist: ~, . ~ ~ 
r'CH :-N~:[ i~:i( " A ",.' 
;! : :" c~npeiifi0~::ViSUal, open Men"a'Commemiai, .
' : i! Evening' ClaSiiica (After 5), Fantasy Total.Look 
:,:Anypne.~intel;ested:.In havlng,.(::)i:~:..~ 
tv their:hair: dofio:in the Hair Show:i:! i " ~ ~  
: i!i~i~ase ;~ ,com~ ,i:': {oi:!.:'Halrwav~s'. ', :;::;:i:'¢.m~~ ,c, 
-::4046: Lakelse..AVe,, at 4.30 ~: i : :~~ 
::~ pim.;::on 8aturday{~l 27; :....: i - '~ :~~ 
i_,,, [ . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  i'll "'rill ii- 
XEROX Canada Ltd. 
Spring '91 Product Show 
Highlights include the... 
• 5065 High Speed Duplicator 
• 3010 Digital Copier/Fax 
• 7033 Plain Paper Fax 
• 5034 Multi Purpose Copier 
April 25, Inn of the West 
9 am - -  7 pm 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL CHRIS AT 635-3323 
XEROX... The Document Company 
=7 '~. : • . !.7.,i ~"!~:i " : y:..:, 
"Visit Vancouver's" 
"All Suite Hotel" 
S5 9 • Minimum 2 night stay + Tax "Based on double occupancy 
• Friday- Saturday or 
i Saturday- Sunday 0nly 
• Complimentary 24 hour airport shuttle 
• Indoor p0ol & jacuzzi, complimentary membership to Fitness World 
• Tivolis Bar & Grill, cozy Executive Lounge 
• Within walking distance to two large shopping malls, 
theatres, restaurants, etc. 
• Gov't, corporate, group & tour rates also available 
1-800-663-2878 
7211 Westminster  Hwy,  R ichmond,  B.C. V6X 1A3 
rqE 
C 
May 1 - June 28, 1991 
I 
t 
:i 
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, School board shorts , : :  -~ !i~: 
Schools rflow 
TERRACE - -  Enrolment at 
Oneschool will be restricted to 
s;udent~ who live in the in: 
t~mediate area because it is in 
danger of becoming overcrowd- 
ed. 
Assistant school superinten- 
dent Skip'Bergsma said Thor- 
nhill Elementary now has more 
than 300 students registered. Its 
rated capacity is 275 to 300. 
~:"There really isn't the 
space," he said. "Another 20 or 
30 kids would put us into an 
overcrowding situation." 
i.Bergsma said new students 
might be shifted to Copper 
Mountain Elementary because 
it ~has extraspace• 
':lf we can avoid forcing 
students out who have already 
star'ted at the school, that would 
be hice," Bergsma said. 
!There's a similar situation at 
Uplands, another school at 
Any decrease in class sizes 
that is negotiated with the union 
will make the problem even 
worse, said Bergsma, as more 
Classrooms will be needed. 
An elementary school in 
Hazel,on is also close to capaci- 
ty. 
Trustees criticized a letter 
from advanced education 
minister Bruce Strachan about 
centralization of the University 
of Northern B.C. at Prince 
George. 
Strachan's letter says the 
university will serve all regions 
of northern B.C., and that its 
officials are working to meet 
that mandate. 
"My question is how will they 
be serving the regions of the 
north," trustee Wayne Braid 
asked. "That's the question, 
isn't it? And 1 don't think 
they've addressed it." 
Stewart trustee Kris Chap- 
llt "~ 'k.'k ~ 'k" 
The school board wants to 
know more about its share of 
the. costs of "Flame;out", a 
campaign to combat teen smok- 
ing organized by the Skeena 
Health Unit. 
Trustee Braid met with 
Flame-out coordinator Joan 
Rysavy recently, and .said 
although• each school will get 
some money to put together its 
campaign, the costs to the 
school board have been 
underestimated. 
Under the program, the 
board will provide a teacher in 
each school who will spearhead 
the activity and attend ~eetings 
on the subject. 
That, said Braid, will mean 
• signifcant costs - -  of as much 
as $4,000 - -  to replace those 
teachers with substitute teachers 
when they're working on the 
project. 
The board is " supporting 
the cause of a fire that damaged 
part of Terrace Builders Centre 
last; week. 
!F'ire chief Bob Beckett said 
thei fire started after 6:30 p.m. 
last Wednesday in a 10-gallon 
plastic garbage container in the 
store's electrical room. He said 
it's likely a cigarette butt 
thrown there at closing time 
smouldered slowly before 
sparking the blaze. 
"There was extensive damage 
to the electrical room," said 
Beckett, adding firefighters 
managed to stop the fire before 
it spread to other partsof  the 
building: 
,~ ffirefight~rs couldn't use their 
hoses for at least half an hour 
until the electricity was turned 
Off, he said, because of the 
danger of electrocution. 
capacity, which is also losing 
on~;~f its four portables while a man agreed: "They've placated "Flame-out" and Braid said 
c6nsti'uction project to expand us very nicely, but we don't he's sure "it will be an exciting 
the school takes place, have any firm answers." project." 
i Fireo ,damages bus]nes,,S 
TERRACE-  o " g ponde 
cigarette butt is believed to be in Thornhill last Thursday, a with one truck and two tankers, 
volunteer firefighter returning and had the fire out in a little 
home from fire practice spotted over 20 minutes, Hoving said. 
a fire breaking out in a vacant He said the interior is exten- 
house, sively damaged, but hesaid the 
Thornhill fire chief Art Hey- house appears to be still struc- 
ing s:~id department captain rurally sound, and can probably 
Dan Sangster spotted smoke be r~paired. 
rolling down the bank from the Hoving said the cause of the 
Creech St home and ira- fire is unknown and is still 
• , , • . 
mediately called for backup, under mvest~gat=.on. 
BIG ONION COPPER DEPOSIT 
OF VARITECH RESOURCES LTD. 
I Mr. Bradford J. Cooke, President of Vadtech Resources 
: Ltd., is pleased to invite the general public to attend an in- 
vestment seminar on the Big Onion Copper Deposit near 
Smlthers. B.C. 
Worker  , st  :::~ ' :  ' f. T F"P t ,.,.--:'..'.~.. ,~;'~: "~LOCATION: Inn o h 
,i Ki l ICU: ' 4620 Lakelse Ave, 
TERRACE - -  A local man was 
killed last week in an industrial 
accident while working on a 
highway paving project north of 
l'~rrace. 
.,Ken Procter, 45, was pro- 
nounced dead on arrival at Mills 
,~lemorial Hospital last Tuesday 
after a wad of roots rolled down 
an embankment and struck 
him, :terrace coroner Jim 
Lynch said. 
. Procter was doing clearing 
work on the NaBs road paving 
i~roject north of Kalum Lake. 
tie was employed by AI Sims 
a.d Sons Ltd., of Prince 
t,eorge. 
TIME:- May 1, 1991 
7:30 p.m. 
Refreshments Served 
Look Forward To Meeting You Then 
VARITECH RESOURCES 
325 Howe Street, Suite 401 
Vancouver, B.C. VBC lZ7 
685-9700 Fax 685-9744 
Symbol: VAR 
I " • : '  - 
: :  CHICKEN TETRAZINI 
Sauteed chicken with fresh vegetables in ~ 
a creamy parmesan cheese sauce, , 
tossed with fettucinl noodles -:, '~ - 
STEAK CATALANE : : : :~  
Slrtoin steak cooked the way you like 
"--: It ,  topped with an array of fresh 
. vegetables and smothered In a tangy , ,, . . . .  : 
tomato sauce : : 
RIBS & LASAGNA : i "':~:`':~:': 
in our chef's own barbeque sauce , . 
}i; ~ =r chef's homemade desserts: : 
, Apple Pie 
~: .~, ,  :~"i,:!%:, Gourmet Pecan Pie 
. . . . .  " Mount Layton Buttertarts (the chef 's  favoudte) 
• Ask your server about all our fine desserts 
If you enjoyed your stay tell others I fyou didn't, tell usl 
• be J t t  • 
Reservatlone Recommended 
MOUNT LAYTON 
• HOT SPRINGS 
RESORT LTD, 
798-2214 
~:" ,, xmi, Come SeeUs AtThe:'JayCe~!s/Trade.Showl 
• [~"  r~.= _.ILL f,~, | PacJiio Northwe§t'sii~&:deF~ir 
I i i  - - ,~a  ,url i Hourly Draws F0r'Free:Pri~:es : 
[ . IBN I~RI~Y J May.3, 4 .&:~i": :.i:.i,i:~: :(:,:.: 
A PROVEN REPUTATION FOR QUALITY  
~-., RSF ENERGY LTD. \ 
Box 3637 
' ~ Smithers, B.C• - :  
V0J  2NO . ,-- 
.. Phone: (604)  847  4301 =' 
.... : : Fax: (604) 847  4432 
i .  , . , . ;  ," " 
, Produc}s Built to Suit YOUR Needs, 
. Manufactured in 'B.C. 's  Northwest 
I I 
--  SERVICE BODIES &'DECKS 
HEAVYDUI, Y BUSH •BOXES 
L~ SKIDDER'WATER TAN,,KS:';~" 
. MOBILE FIRE SUPPRESSiON 
UNITS - ~ ' ~ " "  ~' 
"CANOPIES  .',":::~, : 
- -  TRUCK:ACCESSORIES! i 
~..,;..& . . . . .  ' 
"-- CUSTOM FABRICATION • 
I 
' l '  
SIRLOIN TIP 
,OR TOP ROUND 1~1 
STEAK .... " 
$8.80/kg  
9 
ib 
B'C'GR0WNMusH" $ 88 
ROOMS : 
$4.14/kg  I b  : 
C 
:BREAD 
454 g ' 
I I "  
EINZ 
KETCHUP 
19 
C 
I100 g 
COUNTRY TIME •~ 
LEMONADE 60 
600 g tin : i  
CALIFORNIA GROWN ~ A R 
STRAW- IU  
BERRIES 
10 Ib case 
ROGERS 
SUGAR 
10 kg bag 
Umit 2. 
Additional quantities sold at $8 .48  :: 
. * ,  . , . ,  
[ 
• , - -V -  ~ " , , ' ,  
( I t ' ' , r r ¢ l '  
 :  :Community hall goi ng up::: 
TERRACE --~ Work continues 
on the I~:itselas band's com- 
munity hall at its Kulspai sub- 
division on Queensway with the 
help of a $79,100 provincial lot- 
tery grant. 
It's less than the $200;000 the 
band asked for because work 
started before the lottery grant 
~, .~, ,  ~=~'~-!,,,,,,,~,.t% .  :,:~, 
.~.~,,: .-., ~. '~,~,',.%,~ ,,., ,~,,,¢.~ -..,,.."" :- .~/,,  
"~," '*' " ' ""  : ' - '  I ~,~~:~.~ :,~:.,,::: ,, 
............. band's community hail at iis 
Kulspai subdivision on Queehsway. Edward Innes, at front, takes 
down a wall support. Helping him out at back is Harvey Johnson. 
Council 
ponders 
tent fee 
TERRACE - -  Council is recon- 
sidering the amount of money it 
charges for renting the city's 
large tent. 
This comes only nine months 
after aldermen agreed to charge 
users $600 for a one-day event 
with a $250 surcharge for each 
additional .day. 
The re:eXamination comes 
after Northwest Community 
College asked the fee be waived 
or reduced so it can use the tent 
of a graduation dance. 
Proposing the request be 
turned down, alderman,.~ut~ 
~Hallock recalled counc'~:T~ 
,~ decided to purchase the te~/t ]~t 
year on the ~nderstanding users 
would have to pay. 
That motion was defeated 
when mayor Jack Talstra used 
his casting ballot to break a tie 
vote by aldermen. ~ 
Told by recreation director 
Steve Scott the actual labour 
cost of setting up and dismantl- 
ing the tent was $500 ~ the 
balance is supposed to go into a 
special reserve to cover the 
eventual replacement cost of the 
tent --  alderman Bob Cooper 
proposed the college be asked to 
pay only that base $500. 
Talstra's casting vote was 
again:required to pass that mo- 
tion. :: 
Coun¢ i l  then unan imous ly  
supported Cooper's call for a 
1complete.review of  the rental 
policy. 
Last year the city declined a 
slo-pitch ball team's request for 
a reduced rental - -  it wanted to 
use it for a beer garden - -  
charged the Muks-Kum-OI 
housing society the full rate and 
waived the fee for the B.C. Nor- 
thern W~nter Games ociety. 
".British 
Columbia  
1 .8o4 .687-9o96 
Total cost of the. hall is 
estimated at $600,000. The lot- 
tery grant application was for 
one-third of that amount. 
Other monies include $50,000 
from the band, $80,000 from a 
federal employment program to 
train carpenters and:a $10,000 
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. ~ Do,~e Noon,~,~,!Sicp oi,,i'or'ii;~,,~ki i l' 
step out for abreath of air., "/"":.""Z'I 
k ~  And take a bile ou! 0ialong'day,' / '  
• Makeya//Imove, 
grant from the federal Indian 
paperwork had b~n completed, affak's department. I ~ C ,  ( ~ ~ l p ) ;  ~ ~  - -1  " "  * ¢0¢~ m says chief councillor Mel Bevan. ." Bevan said $50,000 in equip- t " 
That means the hall can be lent  time has been donated, 
finished but the kitchen building materials came f rom 
facilities will have to wait until the band and other sources and 
more money can beraised, he that Some of the labour has 0~)'~. d 
said. ' : been volunteered. ~" ~0 ~ 
ocietyi! hosting 
I 
S • 
two wo kshops III 
TERRACE - - '  The Terrace Both have been involved for 
Anti-Poverty Group Society is years in lower mainland anti. 
sponsoring two workshops on poverty groups. 
tenants rights and welfare rights , They take place atthe Skeena 
and responsibilities. Health Unit andeach runs from 0penTda:YSF~gknE;h;;AT; ;CA  ~°63;'-;6;:~°r 1100.pro 
The first one May 8 features 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Margaret Mitchell from Van- The locaianti-povertygroups ~ ~  FOR ! 6N-150 L ' ; 3 8 3  
couver while the second on May receives money for the 
9 features Gas Long, also from workshops from the B.C. Law 
Vancouver .  Foundat ion .  , " "~.~4402 Lakelse Ave, Terrace ~a~,~ , • 
• / ..k'.?/,, 
/ .  ' , / I  
/.,i'/ 4 
. / l  
WIN YOUR 
PURCHASE FREE 
See Totem's "Spring Splash" flyer 
for details, or drop into the storel 
I FURNITURE & APPLL~NCELTD. ]~, , .  ,~  _ 
PHONE 638-1158 4501 LAKELSE AVE., TERRACE 
True to the Harvest 
PASTOR APPRECIATION 
SUNDAY 
April 28, 1991 
Times: 10 a.m. 
11 a.m. 
Banquet: 6:00 p.m. 
Church Of God 
3341 River Drive 
Pastor Arnold Miller 
You are invited to attend this spedal event as 
we honor our pastor for his faithful ministry. 
For Further Information, Call 638-1561 
i 
VHAT IS WRONG WITH CANADA? 
:iiHOW CAN CANADIANS FIX IT? 
,'i!! WHAT KIND OF COUNTRY DO YOU WANT 
:~ FOR YOURSELF ANDYOUR COUNTRY? 
ml 
THE CITIZEN'S FORUM 
 ::ON CANADA S FUTURE 
"WANTSTO HEAR FROM YOU 
I I I I 
;'Come and Discuss These Questions As Well As Others 
:¥ ' ,  
Monday, 1 April 29 
P:ll0.p.m. Tech Centre 
. : B~C:~Access Buildino :?; 
DA, IT'S 
• L 
~, ~i 
64 
I.P.G 
,~TOTAL" 
3-YEAR/80,000 KILOMETRE 
WARRANTY 
'91 Chevy Sprint/Pontiac Firefly 
• =6 995 On Selected Models 
~l While Quantities Last,. 
, Price4ncludos Cash B4~ck, Frei.ght $ 
Spot on H~ 16 
q(:Ewan ,_c. Out of tOwn 
Call Collect 
635.4941 
I I 
m 
DO YOU HAVE A CHILD TURNING 5 
ON OR BEFORE APRIL 30, 1992? 
Jyes I v' Then your child is eligible for KINDERGARTEN registration 
(first year primary)! 
Have you thought about FRENCH IMMERSION? 
This program enables your child to learn a second language 
while studying the same subjects offered in the regular 
English program. 
Who's eligible? 
Any Child normally eligible for English kindergarten or Grade 1 
(now: called 1 st and 2nd year primary) is eligible for French 
Immersion. Prior knowledge of French is not a requirement. 
Does it matter if no one at home speaks French? 
No. This progam was designed for children of non-French 
speaking families. . ~: 
You may register your child for • :: 
, FRENCH IMMERSION at: ~ . ,.., 
• k Klti K'Shan Primary • , John Field Elementary. i q: 
4730 Graham, Terrace OR Hazelton ::: 
635-3115 
For more Information on the French Immersion program, 
. on.c: 
Joan Norton635 7461 ( 
Patti Barnes 638-1713 
(This ad paid for by'Canadisn Parents for 
French -- Terrace Chapter) 
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Quality and 
alue at Safewa) 
rat Safeway Woen"HOd'or All competitors....coupop, s 
______Items We Carry in S tock '~~• 
H 
~i i~  
2 
l 
ORANGE JUICE 
Scotch Buy. Frozen Concentrate. 341 ml. 
/ , 
--.STORE HOURS: 
Sunday. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Mon., ,Fr i .  9 a.m. - 9 p .m.  
Saturday 9 a.m.. 6 p,m. "-;, 
- ! , 
Sale: prlces effective Wednesday, 
April 24 toSaturday, April 27. 
ea 
.... ~ i  ..... ~F '~ ~ , e,N 
', n' a,©, .... ~ :~: :  LUCERNE I 
Wh te, W:lle ~ocks Lasr~ I " i  ""-:i::: ;; • ' ~,:~,~,~,LARGE EGGS I 
• ~ :. ; i ;  ~?/:! ! i Canada Grade A. White. Family Pak of 18. 
.(1 i9CJea 
l 
"itall to  ther* ; I ng 
~1' i ( l i l  . . . .  I I I ' i  I ~ , ~,,",, ~,,,,,, ,, , nil . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  , ' l  
I 
RESIN CHAIR I LUCERN 
LARGE 
9 99 
S ! 
We  ' al  t gether'  
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Arts and sciences celebrated 
-------I ng'young isthe secret sc,E.CE Starti il i FA IR  
:Lots 
see 
This Saturday marks the 
26th annual Terrace Science 
Fair organized by local 
volunteer teachers and 
residents can take a look at 
the work of tomorrow's bof- 
fins by visiting Caledonia 
Senior Secondary school 
from 9:30 a.m. onwards. 
Drop by the gymnasium to 
take in all the experiment and 
display entries from local 
students of all ages. By then, 
judging will have been com- 
pleted and those selected for 
prizes will be appropriately 
marked. 
Also on view will be the 
entries in events sponsored 
by Canadian Women in 
Timber, a newcomer to the 
fair. You'll be able to see the 
results obtained from tree 
seeds planted in early 
February and the scale 
mOdels students have made 
of logging or forests. 
Also well worth seeing are 
the: number of competitions 
being~staged throughout the 
day. They are: 
• Scavenge~:; -nunt~. ,  
Teams of tMee sttidents have 
20 minutes to collect a varie- 
ty of objects and solve cer- 
tain problems. Owing to the 
overwhelming entry (more 
than 150) last year, this event 
has been split into two 
categories, years 14 and and 
i grades 4-7. It gets underway 
at 9:30 a.m. in the Lecture 
Theatre. 
• Two-egg drop - -  An 
ever-popular event, this re- 
quires contestants toput two 
raw chicken eggs in a two- 
litre milk carton cut down to 
measure 10cm x lOcm/'The 
container is then dropped 
from the top of the fire truck 
ladder and the w!nner is the 
one whose eggs survive the 
fail uncracked. To see how 
it's done, be in the parking 
lot at 10:30 a.m. 
• Foil boats -  Con- 
testants are given a 20cm 
square piece of aluminium 
foil and 10 minutes to con- 
struct a vessel that will hold 
more pennies than any other 
without sinking. Be in Room 
2 at 11:30 a.m. to catch re- 
enactments of the Titanic. 
• Paper airplane - -  The 
hallway outside Rooms I and 
• 2 will be the proving ground 
for  youngaeronaut ica l  
engineers as they put their 
craft to the test'. Planes must 
be made on site. The contest 
begins at 1 p.m. 
: •  Tree aging -- Another 
Canadian Women in Timber 
event, entrants have.to ~unt  
the rings oii cibss'sections of 
trees to establish Its age. 
Most accurate count phts the 
ability to answer questi6ns 
about tree agLq8 will' deter- 
mine the winner. Room 3 Is 
the Venue and ~e contest will 
mn from 1 p;m;to 2:p.m. 
* Block tower' building'- 
Two-man teamsare given IO 
minutes,to build :tl/e'tallest 
tower they ~m usln8 wooden 
blocks. Start time is, 1:30 
p.m. inRoom 2; 
• Straw tower bui ld ing-  
The same idea.as'above but 
this time using straws,and 
str'aight pins; The'tower must 
b~e: , free , stahding "andli' hb 
I mmt~are allowed. Room2 is 
for ,,,, = 
"Write every day...even if 
you only write" two sentences." 
That's the advice offered young 
authors by writer Irene Watts. 
"Andread  as much as you 
can," she adds, "otherwise 
where are your ideas going to 
come f rom? '  ' 
classroom," she said. 
The result7 The Great Detec- 
tive Party and Just a Minute, 
books aimed at teachers and 
parents. The former is a par- 
ticular triumph for Watts, hav- 
ing received aChildren's Choice 
Award from the Canadian 
This Friday Watts ends a 
three-week stint here as author- 
in-residence, the second con- 
secutive year she has been in- 
vited to bring her expertise to 
Young Authors Week. 
Watts said she started writing 
when she was nine years old --  
" I t  was always my favourite 
thing to do at school." Upon 
leaving university, however, she 
changed irection and went into 
the theatre, first as an actress 
and then a director. 
Recalling it was directing that 
turned her back t0 writing, she 
explained, " I  wanted ~ to write 
my own plays for young au- 
diences." Since then, plays aim- 
ed at youth have made up most 
of her published and performed 
works. "You find your niche 
and that seemed to be my 
Irene Watts 
niche," she added. 
However, her most recent 
books have taken her in a new 
direction. "When you get old, 
people think you know 
everything, they want you to 
write tips and hints for the 
Children's Book Centre. 
American reaction to was so 
enthusiastic an expanded ver- 
sion has just been published 
there. And there is a northwest 
connection for that book -- it 
includes drawings by Hazelton 
and Kitwanga students which 
she received following last 
year's event. 
Watts said her visits to local 
schools this time saw her spew 
ding 10-15 minutes telling a 
story, then discussing its con- 
tent before moving on to drama 
activities based on the story. 
Founded in the Japanese, Inuit 
and Punjabi cultures, the stories 
varied depending on the age 
group involved. 
However, grade 12 drama 
students were given a"unique" 
opportunity - - to  workshop 
/' tackled by Ioead school students taking part in this, ed, Natballe Monteith and Gavin Wallace of 
the dghth annual Young Authors Week in Terrace Parkside and Clarence Mlchiel's Pety Nirwan wax 
and Thomldll. poetic about the arrival of springtime while 
Those chokes reflect the Earth Day theme Caiedonia students Andrea Arnold and Lisa 
adopted for this year's event which is again Lambturn their attention to the more somber sub- 
SPELLBINDING. To see the rapt attention Irene Watts commands 
when she talks to local students is to understand why she was in- 
vited to return for this year's Young Authors Week. Above, Parkside 
Elementary youngsters listen attentively to a Japanese tale told by 
Watts. 
Goodbye, Marianne, Watts' 
latest play the theme of which is 
racism. 
"They are the first group of 
actors who've had a look at it," 
she said, adding their thoughts 
on where it might need rewriting 
would be important because the 
play was aimed at the age.group 
immediately below them. 
Earth Day provides theme for young writers 
,! Nature andtheenvironmentaretbesubleets llelow, la a small sample of the works prndu¢- Trumpeter swans  
organized by the teaeher-lihrarlans of school ject of  pollution. 
dlsldct 88. 
Gavin Wallace 
By GAVIN WALLACE 
Toodle-oo to heavy coats. 
Toodle-oo to shoveling the 
driveway. 
Toodle-oo to sliders. 
Toodle-oo to hot chocolate. 
Hi to flowers blooming. 
Hi to baby birds. 
Hi to my summer pyjamas. 
Hi to new grass. 
~LIE MONTErrH 
:ice. onthe lake: ~ .... 
weekend ice hockey: 
o howling, freezing 
itchy, warm scarves. 
o birds' nests, 
o cool breezes. 
to rain pitter- 
o bugs. You can land 
Natalie Monteith 
" Pety Nirwan 
By ANDREA ARNOLD 
ThroUgh the years 
We've been ignorant 
And. now the time 
Draws near. •
Convenience and greed 
Has taken its toil 
And now danger 
Approaches here. 
Toxic.waste,.' 011 spills, !,~ • 
CFCs, radiation, 
Malignant garbage 
Killing the esr~.  
Who is responsible : 
• For this.destruction? . . . .  
Only one power 
_~ .'ETY NIRWAN 
Summer, Summer, 
You're such a bummer, 
You're so hot, 
Even in the parking lot, 
Winter, Winter, 
You're so cold, 
I wish every snow flake was 
made of gold, 
Fail, Fail, 
Your leaves fall, 
And pile up to cover the school 
wall, 
Spring, Spring, 
You're the king 
Of all the seasons. 
Because you're not too hot, 
And not too cold. 
/, .. ~:~'~':'.~/Andrea. Arnold Usa Lamb 
I used to:drink the water from Our lakes aren't safe to swim in 
our lakes and from our streams, polluted and filled with ooze. 
The commercial earth,~ , sllv~,sallaon swam; oh, what a 
: '::':,::~ beauty, to See,:/ 
' By LISA LAMB food was safe to eat, We cannot consume anything 
molten sun natur'aland healthy, I used to,watch the.i from our.lakes Or our streams, 
dropinto the S~'~iii~:~;i~ii~,~:,::.., .. ,?~,~. . ~:.~! ~).,'. ~, ~.~ :~;: ~;.,,~ the sllveif!~s~Oii:sdH remain 
green grass. qoUijdleff and '.Now 'I::[~i~tiiiOugh. smog and there: flOatl~ on  the.waves 
,~, ~.., . . . .  '(oOf ~ people...do~U  ~ou!re told . . . .  
decorated our ~lilh'~i ~h~e/~m'et  ought to So  rem'6~er , :  ~all you 
L lakes were =fie toni I ~f in ,  . ' ' 
~i  /i~ .~j~,./.~;~.:i~i I' ~ " ' Do~'L~!~t~di~i doh ' t  drink so 
For their contribution for Young Authors Week, Eila 
George's grade 5/6 class at Cassie Hall focused on Lakelse 
Lake's famed trumpeter swans. A ~isit with Lakelse resident 
Lloyd Johnstone gave them an opportunity to both hear 
about and observe the m4]e4.tic birds. Below, thr~ examples 
of haikii poetry produ~i! by thedass,~ The drawing is by 
David Finnerty. 
Swans swim elegantly 
across the clear waters. 
Floating gracefully. 
Fiona Taft 
Fiona Taft 
Feathery ,  p rec ious  
swans.  
delicate and delightful 
Feeling wonderful. 
Nell Harley 
Neil Hailey 
Graceful, peaceful 
birds. 
Soaring through nor- 
thern skies 
flapping strong white 
wings. 
Camilo Deseirto Camib Dmeirto 
k . . ,  
I 
! 
l 
t 
• . • . , .  
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to get ready 
Contflbuted The club will also operate the . . r~;~.~-  " " - -  t 
Right now you won't hear the lndy-Vancouver Lottery again . . 
A versatile herb 
During my seafaring days in the late '30s, I visited many 
market places in southern Asia in cities such as Bombay and 
Calcutta in India and Colombo on the island of Ceylon, now 
Sri Lanka. 
• In all of those market places I noticed the tantalizing smell 
of curry cooking at the many stalls manned by vendors of 
prepared foods. If, in the future, you should be visiting India, 
your appetite issure to be whetted by those nticing aromas. 
Ope of the.m.aipin&r, e~ents of~,.¢j~/y b Turmeric ~,~ cir. 
~cuma longs L The distinct odour comes from the powdered 
root of this plant which not only flourishes in India, but also 
in the rich, moist soils of China, Java, Bangladesh and other 
tropical areas in the Far East. 
Tprmeric can grow to a height of five feet with large leaves 
up to 1.5 feet long and eight inches wide. The pretty, funnel- 
shaped yellow flowers grow in pairs from the leaf axils. 
The understems, or rhizomes, are the most desirable part of 
the plant. After they are dried and ground to a powder, the 
substance Curcumin results. This is sold in the supermarkets 
and health stores under the name Turmeric. 
This orange-yellow spice is the main ingredient of curry 
powder and the distinctive warm-bitter taste of curried foods 
comes from Turmeric, the versatile root. 
Many mustard producers also add this tasty root in 
powdered form to their products because it enhances and 
strengthens the mustard --  to the consumer's delight. 
But this is not all. Curcumin also has a history as a folk 
remedy and in many parts of Asia is still used to treat a varie- 
ty of sicknesses. 
In India, powdered Turmeric is often administered asan 
agent o rid the body of parasitic worms. In other countries it
is prescribed as a carminative to relieve stomach and intestinal 
gas or as part of an ointment to help healing of smallpox and 
ehickenpox lesions. 
Curcumin may also stimulate the production of bile, which 
is produced by the liver. This substance, say herbalists, is also 
a great help in the digestion of fats. 
Do the rhizomes contain antibiotic properties? Yes, accor- 
ding to recent reports by researchers. They may also inhibit 
the growth of bacteria nd fungi, so they say. Scientists, 
however, have not been able to substantiate this claim. 
Anyway, whenever you make mustards, pickles, relishes or 
marinades, add a teaspoon of this versatile herb. You will not 
be sorry as the enhancement will meet your expectations. 
*****  
And now, some background on Nicholas Culpeper, an 
English herbalist I have mentioned before. 
Culpeper was one of the most popular herbalists of the 
Middle Ages. He was also the most outrageous, known to be 
a non-conformist, a puritan apothecary while all others were 
"loyalists". 
~ ._~s~.~ c.gnce~..fgr the ent~e medical establishment of
medical knowledge out of the hands of the Co"ege of Physi- 
c ians; a very proud and domineering institution. 
A man. who drew the ire of the medical establishment but 
the devotion of the public, he also translated the London 
Pharmacopeia from Latin to English -- it was published in 
1649. 
The happy people ore those who are producing something. 
The bored people are those who are consuming much and 
produce nothing. 
revving of engines or the whin- 
ing of tires at the racetrack - -  
only the sounds of hammers,. 
saws and paint brushes in high 
gear. 
That's because members of 
the Terrace Stock Car Club are 
keeping busy *each Sunday 
through to May$ making im, 
provements and preparations 
for the '91 season. They meet at 
i p.m. and any volunteer help is 
appreciated. 
Most of the drivers are busily 
preparing their cars, and several 
new ones will hopefully hit the 
track in time for the opening 
day --  May 12. 
The first Bump.and-Pass will 
happen May 25. That datewig 
also mark the race where a fan 
will win by raffle a chance to 
drive a club car that's being 
built. 
Hann to 
perform 
Songwriter. Singer. Enter- 
tainer. Television personality. 
Paul Harm is all of these 
things as well as being a firm 
favourite with youngsters here 
and across the country. 
And he Will be playing the 
R.E.M.Lee Theatre this Sunday 
so if you haven't got your 
tickets yet, the Child Develop- 
ment Centre - -  sponsors of the 
event -  reminds you time is 
running out. 
They're available at the cen- 
tre on South Eby St. or Sight 
and Sound at a cost of $5 (it's 
$6 at the door). All proceeds go 
to the Child Development Cen- 
tre. 
Quilt draw 
This Saturday, some lucky 
person will become the owner of 
a colourful quilt when the 
Skeena Valley Quilters draw the 
winning number in their raffle. 
which invol~'ed all 16 members 
of the club, says president Hilda 
Euvermann. The mor/eyraised, 
she adds, is being do/rated to the 
Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foun. 
dation to aid its efforts to pur- 
chase a CT Scan for Mills 
Memorial hospital. 
The draw takes place at noon 
in the Centennial Christian 
school gymnasium where the 
club will be holding a quilt-in-a- 
day session. 
MS campaign approaches 
Four locations have been set for the May 10-11 
sale of carnations in support of the Multiple 
Sclerosis Society. 
Vohmteers WIll be at the Ten'tee Co.op, the 
Skeana Mall, the liquor store and the credit union. 
The sales efforts requires $0 volunteers and 28 
have so far signed up says, Terrace carnation co- 
ordinator Doug Mackay. 
Money raised by the sale of carnations supports 
research at a UBC clinic wMch concentrates on 
studying viruses, the Immune system, environmen. 
tul and genetic factors in the effort to find the 
cause of MS and for effective ways to treat it. 
Services for people with MS and their fandlles 
are also provided from carnation sale revenues. 
As well, the society's annual van raffle also pro. 
rides revenue for research and services. 
1"his year, 2,600 B.C. residents with MS are 
registered at the UBC clinic. 
People wishing to volunteer to sell carnations 
can call Doug Mackay at 635-4809. 
More cash 
winners 
Laura Erhardt of Fort 
Qu'Appelle, Saskatchewan last 
week got a pleasant reminder of 
her visit here last year -- word 
from the Dr. R.E.M. Lee 
Hospital Foundation she has 
just won $50 in its cash calendar 
draw. 
Other recent out-of.town 
winnersof.$5.0 were Dale Baker 
"(Richm6nd), Leighton Traviss 
(Victoria), Vera Chartrand and 
Jack Thorgeirson (Masset). 
Lucky locals were Greg Ross, 
Audrey Allen, Cheryl Watts, 
Kelly Jackson, Trina 
Delaronde, Victor Pedro, 
Margaret Rempel, Bhajan Kan. 
dola and a team entry by 
Messrs. Maio, Rigsby, 
Nygaard, Mumford, Kennedy 
and Cook of Skeena Sawmills. 
Money raised through the 
sale of the cash calendars will be 
used by the Foundation • to pur. 
chase a CT Scan unit for Mills 
Memorial hospital. 
DOES YOUR ORGANIZATION 
$ NEED MONEY $ 
MASTER FUNDRAISERS SEMINAR 
in the mounta ins  
COMING SOON 
MR. RONALD M. McCLORY 
President, Fundraising Division 
The Martin Group; 
Toronto Ontario 
Pmlesslonal Fundraising Trainer 
Public Relations Slrategist 
Volunteedsm training for Annual Campaigns 
Membership Development Program 
LIMITED ENROLLMENT 
$575.00  
Includes: Accommodation, meals, 
evening entertalnmenl and seminar materials. 
CALL 994"3265 * 994"3313 * 994"3489 
SPonsored' by 
Wells & Dlslrlct Chamber of Commerce 
WhiteCap Motor Inn 
Jack 'O Clubs Hotel 
Orange Tree Inlernatlonal Markellng 
this year, with winners picking 
up a flight for two to Vancouver 
for the event plds accomoda- 
tion, race tickets and $200 cash. 
The "Open Wheelers" from 
Prince George will visit June 
23.24, i ~ 
The club will hold theii' star- 
mp dance at the ThornhiU Com- 
munity Centre on May 4. The 
theme is "Daytona Beach Par- 
ty" and everyone's invited to 
Come in their Snappiest shorts, 
suziglasses and hats tosee Who 
has the "knobbiest knees,,' 
Prizes will be awarded, and 
tickets are iavailable at Central 
GiftS, Off Road Specialties and 
Universal Workwear World. 
Anyone seeking more infor- 
. marion on any of the club's rac- 
ing activities can contact Marg 
Cooper at 638-0609 after 4 p.m. 
i i i 
WIN YOUR 
PURCHASE FREE 
See Totem's "Spring Splash" f lyer  
for details, or drop into the storel 
I I I I  I 
PHONE 638-1168 4501 LAKELSE AVE., TERRACE 
BRITISH COLUMBIA PROVINCIAL 
ROAD AND BRIDGE .MAINTENANCE 
This year, the Ministry of Transportation and Hi~hw.ays i renegotiating contracts 
in its 28 contract areas. This proposal call is for 3"of these Contrad Areas. 
Companies may make uOposals on as many contract areas as ~ey wish, but a 
separate proposal is needed for each. 
The successful contractor will be respgnsible for direct delivery of specific 
maintenance services and for ensuring that business opporlunilies for small 
operators are retained through competitive sub<:onlracllng. 
The schedule below oultines when Request-for-Proposals documents wil be 
available and closing date for each Contract Area: 
#22 
#11 
#13 
North Peace 
East Kootenay 
Okonogan/Shuswap '=
May 6, 1991 
May 13, 199] 
May 21, 1991 
May 24, 1991 
May 31,199] 
June 7, 1991 
To be considered, Project Office 
proposals for any Highway and Bridge Maintenance 
Contract Area must 
be received by, 2 p.m. Ministry of Transportation & Highways 
on its closing ~/ate at 3D - 940 Blanshard Street 
the following address: Victoria, B.C. V8W 3E6 
", Phone (604) 387-6931 Fax (604) 356:7276 
Request-for-Proposals documents, costing $500.00, include a GenerolContract -
Information Packafle a~d a Contract Area Information Package. Companies who" 
• hove already Ourc'~au~l Ifi~ C~neiql I~ckage at ~e ~b~a~ 21 st Information ..... 
Conf~re~¢e n~,~o~ly'l~ll~;Conlr~t/V~" PdEEage', 0($250:00 for each Area: " .... 
These prices inclddeG.S.T. . . . . . .  ' ' : 
• Request-for-Proposals documents can be purchased from the Project Office oy 
cash or non-refundable cheque, payable to the Minister of Finance and Corporate 
Relations. The documents can b~ couriered (prepaid) upon reg. uest. Cheques 
fo~arded prior to the date on which documents will be available will ensure 
prompt delivery. . 
Province of 
- British Columbia ~ ~ 
= , ,  o , , , , ,  , , , , , ,  , .  , ,=  , , . ,  . . : 
Ministry of Transportation 
nnr l  I - I lnhw~uc " - .  ' : '  ' " ~ 
: : :  " !  . -  
KITIMAT 
DISTRICT OF KITIMAT 
RESIDENTIAL LOTS FOR SALE 
CABLE CAR SUBDIVISION 
COMFORTABLE AND CONVENIENT LIVING IN KITIMAT. 
Cable Car is a rural residential subdMsion off Highway 37, approximately 5 km north of the 
Kllimat townslte. Services Include asphalt roads, municipal watqr, B.C. H~dro, B.C. Telephone, 
Pacific Northern Gas, and T.K. Cablevislon. Lot sizes range from 3108 r# (.75 ac) to 4840 n~ 
(1.2 ac). Prices range from $19 205 to $28 175. 
"' [~ S2 
CJtBLE CAR PHASE II 
Sketch showing Lots offered for tmle B 
%, 
:: "For~ Info~atlon J 
. : i e~s  of,sale or zoning 
:',;Planning and Developm~ 
Kitlmat, BC 
vac 2H7 
Phone: 632-2161 
Fax: 632.4995 
(.  
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W H A T  ~I' I' r~ ~i 'S: 
APmL 10-,MAY 4 - -  Insight s '. 
91 is a showcase of dynamic art 
by the your artists of Kitimat. 
Paintings, drawings, Indian 
design, graphics, photographs 
and collage can be seen et the 
• KJt imat Centen'niel 
Museum. 
* 'k* 'k*  
APRIL 16 - JUNE 2~, 1991'-- 
Adult Bible Study..We invite all 
v~ho are interested In a women'a 
bible study to join us Tues. ~ mor- 
nings 9:30 - It a.m. at Knox 
United Church. Free childcare 
will be provided. 
APRIL 24, 1991 --Homebased 
business meeting 7:30 p.m. at 
Gims Restaurant 635-9415 
. . . .  * *** 'k  
APRIL=~,  1991 , Socially 
Transmitted Diseases. With the 
emphasis on AIDS in our media 
we forget that there are many 
other dheases transmitted sex- 
ually. Join Donna Jewel and 
learn about ways to avoid these. 
l:O0 p.m, . 
.APRIL 26, 1991 - -  Film after- 
noon " In  Bed With An 
Elephant" an exploration of 
Canada/U.S. relations through 
the years. In light of the pro- 
blems in lraq, a timely subject. 
!~00 p.m. Women's Centre. 
* 'k 'A"k*  
APRIL' 27, 1991 - -  Lyn Han- 
cock, author. •Saturday, 2 p.m. 
at Terrace Public Library. Free. 
All welcome. 638-8177 
* ' k 'k* ' *  
APRIL 27, 28, 1991 --  Terrace 
Pipes & Drums piping seminar at 
NWCC. Anyone interested can 
call Audrey Kerr at 635-3726. 
APRIL 29, 1991 - -  The Lakelse 
Community Assoc. will hold its 
next meeting at the Mount 
Layton Hotsprings at 7:30 p.m. 
At these meetings important 
decisions are made regarding the 
community of Lakelse, a better 
place for everyone, specially our 
youth. To meet our goals we 
need the assistance of as many 
redisents of the area as we can 
recruit. Please attend and make a 
contribution to the betterment of
our community. For information 
phone 798-2449 
'k * "k,k * 
MAY 1, 1991 - -  Shames Moun- 
tain Ski Club will hold a general 
meeting on Wednesday at 7:30 
p.m. in Rm. 208 at NWCC, Ter- 
race. All current and former 
members are urged to 
attend.Anyone interested in 
becoming involved with the club 
in the 'development of anAIpin¢., 
race pro~'  'on Shl~e',~ .~t~' /  
will be: welc0me: ~Information ~ 
will be available on the plans for 
the coming" year's race program 
and fundralsins activities. 
"k*W* 'k  
MAX" 1, 1991 - -  The 747 Air 
Cadet Sqd. would like 'to invite 
all past Cadets to an open house 
in the Air Cadet Hall at the Air- 
port. There must be many in the 
Terrace-Kitimat rea who would 
like to come and see the hall after 
many years away, and meet the 
officers and cadets. Air Cadets in 
Canada re celebrating their 50th 
year in operation and we hop- 
you will join us at the hall. If you 
need any information, please call 
me at 635-2158 and I will be 8lad 
to talk to you. L 
MAY 6, 1991 - -  Terrace Little 
Theatre annual general meeting 
7:30 p.m. at McColl Playhouse, 
3625 Kalum St., old and new 
members are encouraged to at- 
tend to help in the planning of 
another exciting year of live. 
theatre in Terrace. Call 635-2942 
for further informntinn. 
** 'k**  
MAY 7,1991 - -  Tuesday - -  The 
Breastfecding Support Group 
wilt be meeting .in the Mills 
Memorial .Hospital education 
room at 8:00 p.m. This months 
topic is Night Time Parenting. 
Feel free to bring any 'child- 
raising questions...we are more 
than just breast feedins. 
• **  'k 'k '~ 
MAX' 8, 1991 - -  A meeting of 
die Riverboat,Days Society will 
be held in the'Auditorium of the 
Royal Canadian Legion in Ter- 
race on Wed. at  7:30 p.m. 
Anyone interested is encouraged 
to attend. Society members who 
have not as yet paid their dues 
are requested to bring them to 
the meeting. 
**** 'k  
The Te~ Standard 
o/fern Wl/~t!S'.,.,.UIP,.., 
- public •: gerylee' to ...it s 
readers and, cemmunliy 
'l'Ms'S- .,~.olumn Is Intended 
for non.profit orsanl~a. 
Uom and.th0se vents for 
• him the~ hue . i i d~ 
~iTo meet,o~ p~a ,~on 
deaaHues,,We =sk that any 
Item for What's Up, be 
sdbm~tted by noon on the 
FR IDAY. ' .  preceding . the 
Issue In*wMeh It",, to.up 
, :For contdbuted srtldea, 
the deadline b S p.m. on 
the,/.p ,recedlql: ~ THU~ 
DAY.'/~,::-i{!. '~ : . .... ~'..: ~'::: 
We =iso zizlt hat till lab- 
millions be t~ped or 
pduted neatly. 
, ooooo  o 
From broken down to beautiful 
Don't ignore maintenance 
just to save some cash now 
awards as well as the professional 
affiliations of the shop and the in- 
dividual mechanics. All shop 
policies should be posted or 
someone should be willing to ex- 
plain them. 
* Find a good technician. 
Competent echnicians are the 
be-'khoneof any repair eslablish- 
merit. Good technicians often 
build up a very loyal following. 
They .have established reputa- 
tions, especially in smaller towns. 
• Professional training 
In addition to word-of-mouth 
reputation, technicians can often 
be judged by their professional 
training and certifications. Check 
out the customer service area for 
trade school and/or community 
college, diplomas, certificates of 
advanced course work, and 
professional certification. 
Certification has become in- 
creasingly popdar, among con- 
sumers, since it offers a standard- 
ized benchmark of technical com- 
petence. 
*. Get ready early/or summer 
driving. Check all major systems 
and components before he[ 
weather sets in, Summer's h~t, 
dust, and stop-and-go traffic can 
cause marginally operating sys- 
tems such us a weak air con- 
ditioner to fail. 
The cooling system should 
completely flushed and refilled 
about every 24 months to prevent 
overheating. The rightness and 
condition of belts and hoses 
should be inspected. 
The engine oil and filter 
should be replaced according to 
the mannfacturer's recommenda- 
lions, more often if yon do lots of 
-. ~,~.  ~,:~',:: ,,~ .~. -.,, . 
Other flutds and" fi'Jters hot Id 
tires, so replace badly worn treads 
now. Rotate fires about every 
5,000 miles. Keep them properly 
inflated. Examine the tires for 
cuts, nicks and uneven wear. 
Brakes should be inspected as 
recommended in the owner's 
manual, or sooner if you notice 
pulsations, grabbing or noises. 
Batteries and cables hould be 
cleaned, even in the summertime. 
Make sure the windshield 
wipers are working properly and 
carry plenty of washer fluid. 
With the cost of gasoline tak- 
ing a bigger bite out of the family 
budget han it did last summer, 
prior to the Middle Eas t crisis. 
:many motorists have/a ready: 
made excuse for ignoring routine 
vehicle maintenance and service. 
But that's a bed :choice. 
Failure to  perform routine 
maintenance and service as pres- 
cribed by the owners manual can 
greatly t~luee the life of your 
vehie Iv. ' 
Avoid breakdowns 
Not  on ly  may preventive 
maintenance slow or reverse the 
damage doneby winter driving, it 
can. prevent annoying break- 
downs in the dog days of sum- 
mer. 
The following tips have been 
prepared by the National Institute 
for Automotive Service Ex- 
cellenee. 
* Begin with the bosics. 
Whether you are an experi- 
enced do-it-yourselfer or rely 
upon. professional auto tech- 
niciam, study your owner's 
manualand follow all of the 
recommended service intervals. 
* Don't. ignore early warn- 
ings. You probably know your 
car better than anyone lse; you 
drive it every day and know how 
it feels and sounds when every- 
thing is in top working order. 
Among the signs to be aware of: 
unusual sounds, odors, drips, 
warning lights, smoke,, etc.; 
changes in acceleration, engine 
performance, gas mileage, fluid 
levels; worn tires, bells, hoses; 
and problems with handling, 
braking or steering. 
* Find a seed shop. Unless 
• y.,)u ~)h ~ to, do all of ~.  work 
!~ =i!i ' gl i. t~ :h. a.ge,.);ou hy~ d~l "''~'~ t:.- [¢W,peop~e *" "'~' ~' ': ,i~, will oo ~-~'ne~l'10 ':  m|s ~~"'m v~. 
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PROPEB MA/N'IENANCE OF YOUR CAR can save you time, money and 
aggravation. Your local mechanic can help you to keep your car looking 
and running beautifully, so remember that bringing your car in for a. 
tune-up regularly is a necessary step for peace of mind and saving 
money. 
LET'S GET GROWING! 
.~%= Come and wander among the trees, shrubs 
~!~ and flowers and• relax with the soothing 
~, - - -~ ._c~,~ influence of nature. 
• Bedding Rants • Hanging Beskets 
• Plants u Ferlilizers 
• Trees & Shrubs • Gardening Tools 
Uplands nursery specializes 
in the highest quality 
of hardy materials, 
grown with care. 
UPLANDS NURSERY [ 
. . . .  635-2603 
find a good +rc~ shop . . . . . . . . .  be replaced as recommended., f f ' - - '~ '~ 
Ask friends and business asso- Hard starts, rough idling, poor CutYour Spring 
zation and inquire as to the better engine performance with a ~ • 
repulationof~eplaceofbusi-well-maintainedengine. S e r v ¢ e  C o  
hess in question, Summer's heat is tough on 
Designed for the customer " - 
Professionally run eslablish- lU i l l l ' l l~WAl l i I~  / . .~- :  ~ ~.~L  
ments are unusually neat and well I I [ I r lM1 i I IWI I [  | McEwan ment and polite service personnel v ~ ~t~l  - -  / " [  / • / I l I 
willing to take the tim e to discuss 
your repairs. The customer wait- ' rla,.',n,r', 1 1 m - - - . . -  , . - . - -  
ing area is often usedto showcase YOUR tO(At POU(|. LI |~1)1~ 
community andcustomerserviee " - -  I G.M. Service Spectal ' 
Includes -- Oil Filter, 4 litres of oil, Labour to Change 011 & Filter and Grease Vehicle. | 
I [1~ 39 Point Safety Check. Genuine G.M. Parts (most G.M. vehicles) I 
• ' ("  I 'U/  With coupon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  on ly*26 .95  plustex&matedals I 
I 
' 
E = NI O t 
K N It The expertchmce." ,PartSHwy. 16 &Service 63,$-4941Ph°ne I I FUERGUTZ I I ' - - - - - - ' - - - - - - -  - - ' - - - - - -  
I - -  1 m - -  - - -  - - -  - - -  " - -  - - - - - - - - • ~ 1  
I I  Wheel Alignment Special ' 
F R E E  ":~rw" ] [i,,, . F ront  Whee l  Dr ive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  *19,95 wim coupon ] 
' I I~f " Rear Wheel Drive . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  • *29 .95  w,th coupon a 
|CAMERA CHECK I ' "  [ -~7 (mostdomeatlceare) . , " I I .~l Plus a FREE 39 point safety check o....=,.,..3,as 
Bring Your Camera Into' Our I • e~,~s ~ ~=• 
I '  Skeena Mall Store And Let Me | - Parts & service Phone I 
| Give It A Complete Check To I I The expert  chm¢e. Hwy 10 ear,4041 
I Make Sure You re Ready For I z - -  - - -  , , - -  , . - -  - - -  , . -  - - . ,  - - - -  - -  - -  . - -  
spr ing  " "  " - - - - "  "= ~ - "  ~ " -  " - - '  ~="  ~ I 
,I G,M.  Fuel  In ject ion Serv ice  & Ignit ion Check  I 
Includes --  Check and Clean Throttle Body& OII Cleaner ElemonL Electronloally II 
| Check Ignition System and Spark Timing, Re-adjust Base Idle Speed if necessary. | 
~ uenu|ne G.M. Parts. . , 
I coupon, . .  $49,95  w,, only p!~. = ar~.~ (oddl,on~ =.~ a ~o.ro~) O 
1 ' wan ' I 
, . . . .  P~I  ~ Phone= e 
The exper t  cho ice .  ' 10 -4041 I 
I ., , ; H~.  ' . ' 635 / Skeen,  Mall e$,~4948 / 
I mmmt m,=m, mmm zmmm mmm mmm m m ,..,.,m aml  
I 
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kl i  the most co 
use Cok r ~ ;~ ,ch you attach " AS the national gardening craze has can comfortably walk side-by-side. To a tze ba s h 
[/Iossomed, many homeowners are turn- make.a smooth curve on'your path, bend a ys wire mesh i product!to the 
ing:their attention to their home land- PVC tubing and stake it into place to " back of.the wall, roll it.out perpendicular " ' - 
seaping. This is a logical next step from mark the edge. to the wall 'forSe~,i~ral .feet, and cover it • 
flower and vegetable gardening, but it • Use a tie-back system--When ter- with earth. The weight 6fthe s0il on the r ,,,,~ 
can mean new, bigger'problems for the racing youryard, add retaining walls that .mesh Will help h01d thelwall in place...,.. . . . . . .  " 
amateur landscaper. - 
Research by Better Homes and Gar- 
dens e shows that the major concerns Q u i c k  ~ l ~ l ~ ' ~ p ~  ~ ~ ~  - -  
among homeowners are landscaping on .: 
steep slopes, covering shady spots, beau- OUt  .-i~.._~% 
tifyinguglyfoundations, treatingthread-bushes that  don  't reamre " a p ro fess iona l  =. bare lawns; clipping overgrown " - - - - - . l - - - - - -  
and trees, making the most of tiny plant- ~ 
ing areas and building walkways. Spring cleaning can be even more re-- ing the *tube toward you as you work, ap- ~t ,q  ~ 
According to Pat Welsh, host of"SoN- warding if some common household ply the sealant ina continuous bead, t: 
ing Landscape Problems," a new home problems are remedied at the same time. ~zJ ~ , 
I video from Better Homes anti Gardens ~, A few simple tasks can save you money Sealing leaky gutters: The drainage ~= ~" • 
there are several points to remember and prevent expensive repairs later. The gutters on your home oftendevelop leaks ~ ~ ~ 
when tackling a home landscaping pro- result is a home that not only sparkles but at the seams and end caps., These leaks " '.~,~'~'~ 
ject. is professionally maintained as well: are easily kept in check. Start by scrap- 
• Sketch ideas f i r s t - -Agoodwayto  Recaulkingthebathtub/walljoint: ,.g 'h°°'d '°"'°r a"' °l°ani''h° i m - . 
• choose attractive foundation planting is Many of us notice the growing gap be- seam. Using a product like Elmer's Butyl ql 
totake a photo of your home. Have iten- tween the tub and wall, but few people' Gutter & Lap Seal and a standard car- HELP Y O U  
,arged and tracc it onto several sheets of know what to do about it. lnsteadofcall-, tridgegun, completclyrescalallconnect- :LET US 
I graph paper. Draw various arrangements ing in a professional, reseal the tub joint ing edges and joi.nts. The caulk should be 
of pla~ on the graph paper and com- yourself by following these hints from the water and weather resistant, and remain ~ ..... 
pare them to see which you like best. Elmer's people, who make a full line of flexible even inextreme temperatures. Brown & Green Ceramic 
• Eliminate bare patches - -Bare  caulks and sealants: Protecting windowsand oors: Keep Latex Stain Tiles 
patches under invasivi~-trccs can be made Some useful hints moisture, dirt and insects out o£ your 
to look like flowerbeds by building a low Before you begin, fill the tub withwa- home by filling the cracks that develop = 14  98  Are  In  S tock  
retaining wall, covering the ugly bare ter. The water's extra weight will open where different surfaces meet, for exam- iI 4 Iitre 
ground with mulch and sinking potted the space between tub and tile to its pie, crevices around doors and windows. Now[ 
plants in the mulch. 
• • Choose proper plants--When choos- greatest width. 
ing any phmt, always give consideration Remove all of the old caulk, use a First, remove the old caulk and clean • Wallpaper • Interior/Exterior Paint 
to its eventual size. People who try to flameless heater and a putty knife, or the surface thoroughly. Use a cartridge • Fixtures • Blinds 
squeeze great big plants into small spaces substitute your hair dryer at its highest gun applicator and a quality acrylic latex 
have to continually chop at them to make setting, caulk to reseai the spaces. Make sure the Plus Much More 
them fit. Products that simplify bead reaches'and overlaps both surfaces. TERRACE INTERIORS 
" * Cover steep slopes--When planting Next, choose a waterproof, flexible The caulk may be painted after 30 mira 
on a steep slope, first cover it with jute caulking compound or sealer. Snip off utes, and cleans up with soap and water. 461 0 Laze l le  635-6600 
netting, overlap the netting properly and the plastic tip at a 45-degree angle. With a few additions to your spring 
staple it in place. Plant your ground Finally, hold the tube with the flat side cleaning chores, your home can look 
cover through the holes in the netting and of the nozzle against he wall, and, pull- good and last longer. " 
the plants will soon grow out over it, hid- 
ing it from view. 
: • Buihl wide sidewalks--When =~" '~ ' yOU. .~. , , .  • '" ~ , . ' t " , : -  " "  '. ::~, " 
bi,ild a front walk, be sure to make it at ~ .- ~c,'-.; .,.'., - . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . .  ;J"' , ,  ~ ;  
least'four feet wide so'that two people . . . .  . ,  ~ ,  . . . . . .  , .  . . .  . 
I 
• .  ;~ . :  . 
DOES YOUR THUI 
• Gardenland can 
Come in and sp¢ 
best plants, treii 
LACK A BIT OF 
t6day(;~ 
? 
I I 
way to a!;l~ndscaped 100k. 
~i~canilhe!l~,,~.(t~j choose the 
Pyram|i 
Ceda¢ ~ 
Beddin 
Prim R~ 
' " " " ' ' ' " ° ' ~ i  " , "~"  " 
Spreader rentals 
g ea. 
ca .  
ble 
3092 Hwy. 16 East. Terrace ---" i ,"-  
i~;~;i 
I ECESS ION BUSTERF 
F ,  - - - 
Month 
I Membership 
* 12 Tanning 
Sessions 
;I or The Price Of 10 = 
- -  OR --  Pave $20 On A 3 Month Membership 99 
:' L I"ri...esent..i_CouPon To Save, Offei.irs ExPii.ire May 15/9~ 
 I - ROIIUJORH S 
"IBIBP GYM & FITNESS CENTRE 
Open 6 :00  a,m. at 4545 Lazelle 635-4130 
30% OFF" 
&L CLOTHING 
suPPLEMENT 
Xplres May 1E 
-'i-,)3 
FREIGHTLINER M.B. TRUCKS 
SPRING SERVICE 
SPECIAL 
OIL CHANGE SPECIAL 
Includes: oil, filter, labour 
and disposal charge on oil. 
.,, . 
s134.00, l" CUMMINS NTC 
3406 I i 00  CAT " . . . .  =1.2  
(Bypass Extra) • • :. • 
DETROIT 60 ~ERIES 
SEINES 92 . . . . . . .  
(Bypass: Extra)  ~ L 
=145.00 
s119.00 
OFFER EXPIRES MAY 31,  1991 
We'll Keep You Where You Belong - -  on the Road! 
: .o6 .~,  lew.i, co, t 0a=, T~.~. e.C, vm 4w teD,) ess- .:! = i'i,:, .i~ i::,i,£'i 
. . . . .  : :- t ~ ? ( ~  A'dL'BO~ H2,'Pdm.AI ~ B,O, 627.130.4, ?.. :,.' ":.C, " ,  ~ ' |  
I I " " I I '  " " : "  "1" I I ~ ' ] *11  I 
I I I e 
• I 
Terrace Standard, wednesday, April 24, 199i- Page B5 
Creating your dream home ~ ~: Answers.. to your questions about painting older homes 
: i ' :  : , '  Many people take great pride in durability. . • • . oil-based paint from old exterior wood- 
~: i 0 '~g an 01der home. But home own- However, if the old paint is chalking work? oe'-- easier ~lla,na;ll- _ _ ~  "KYf1~l I r r t l l r t  a l  • 1iX. ' .... ' ; r="~ersh ip  necessitates h°me maintenance" ~.-... ,~)~nd theowners of oldei" homes h ve badly and cannot be thoroughly A. Most professional painting con- 
cleaned, thenapply an oil.based primer tractors use a torch or heat gun to can  • , ~ l l , , . f  ~ ID I I  ~ LL ' ]k  ~ /~more  than their share of that. followed by a top quality acrylic latex remove old oil-based paint, but some 
The  f irst step in improving your : ' - ~ - ht One of the best ways to keep an topcoat, prefer sand blasting. In some cases, 
many  people who once  might haVe/')~ ;7~ ~L~f. older home looking fresh while accent- Q. Can latex paint be applied over chemical paint removers are used. 
home this .spr ing is.a thorough clean- moved un to a bioo~r hr~m~ are. n~tt,/~A~, ~ ~'~ ' ing its character is with top quality oil-basedpaint? Since ail of these methods can be dan- 
_. _ r _ PP=" ".~'"- " -  : ' - -  "I"" %//1 exterior paint. Of course, paint is also A. Yes, today's high quality acrylic gerous if proper safety practices aren't 
ing. Most people are so busy these days op~mg to~ stay put. ~t In.at .s your so.ha.- ~,= ~t// the first line of defense against the la!ex (water-based) paints are formulat, followed, consider using a professional 
that housekeeping is no longer the pri -  hen,  you may ne constaermg remooel- iv. ~ harsh elements that can weather a eel to provide xcellent adhesion to sur. painter if you are not thoroughly famil- 
ority it once once. If that's the case in ing your home or building an addition t~,  ~ home's exterior. " faces painted with oil- or alkyd-based jar withthe pro~er p ocedures. 
• . , : I~ , "The Rohm and Haas Paint Quality your family, set aside a day for a thor- A new room can  provtde the extra  ~all l lg Institute has the background and data paints. But if you encounter a surface Q. When is zt necessary to strip old 
with more than three or four coats of paint down to bare wood before ough cleaning, with help from the space your family needs, and aremod- ~ that can be helpful to homeowners wben oil paint, ~ou may want o apply an oil. painting7 . . . . . . . . . .  , ,.~-.-. 
whole fafi3ily. . . . . .  ~ e led  k i tchen  and/or  bathroom can  undertaking exterior painting projects, based topcoat. Be sure to properly pro- A. If the surface hasmore :than 
You , l lp robab ly  feel bet ter  about  change the way you feel  about  the Here are answers to some common pare the surface before applying either three or four old coats of oil-based 
your  home once  it 's spark l ing clean, whole house, painting questions from the owners of type of paint. •paint and you want to use an acrylic 
older homes. Q. How can you tell Whether the old 
and you'll probably come across a few Make sure you do "plenty of research Q. What ype of paint provides the paint isoil-based or latex? 
things that you hadn't noticed need before you start a •project like this. most durable protection for old wood- A. Remove a piece of the old paint 
minor repairs. Get those out of the way Don't just plunge in without horough- ("----~work? with a scraper. Then place it between 
"derin " - your fmgers and app.y pressure. If the A It depends upon the type of sur now, while they can be done relatively lYoC°rneSthiring y°UroWantsand eeds"lf ~ a  co'to be painted and its condition, paint snaps in hall or breaks into 
quickly and easily, rather than waiting y g ntractor to ao toe ~,h,,¢." , . .~ With a sound substrate hat has been pieces, it's probably oil-based. If it is 
until the problems get worse and you work,/lsk friends and neighbors for , / /~/"  ~r  properly prepared (i.e., scraped, sanded flexible nough to bend between your 
need to call in someone to fix them. their recommendations, and try to talk'Y~ \ ,q/  and cleaned), two coats of a top quality . fingers, then it is most likely a latex 
acryhe latex pamt provzde the best You might also try rearranging your to several contractors before you ~....,,~/ ~.. ! . " ~'i . product. 
, aanesson aria, consequenuy, maximum furniture to give all your rooms a new choose one. I f  you-don t know much /t'-~V~ = . Q. What is the best way to remove 
look. Just plain tired of all your furni- about remodeling and the contractor ~ • 
ture? Before you decide to have a tellsyou that your plans won't workor~__  ' ' l l~ lU  ~ U n ~11 d ion  I le -s~m°on garage sale, consider painting, refinish- need modification, take h i sor  her l~ l ,~ ,  
ing and reupholstering. This can be a advice. You want the job to be stmc- 
lot of work, but if you take the time to turally sound as well as attractive ~
do the job well, the results will be well and you want to still be happy with the New...fmlid PVg Vinyltek 
worth it. If ~,ou're not the do-it-your- results in years to come. A bonus of windows,  ~poda l ly  • 67% less alr inliltrefion. ]he 
self type, you can probably find some-, remodeling or building an addition is " [~ '~) /~ warmth of w°ed wilhaul p°inling, S O ¢ ~  
one in your area who is an expert at that your home may become easier to ~ peel ing or  rol l ing.  
this kind of work. You might also con- sell, at a higher price m or you may • 100O times more nergy ellicient 
than aluminum, wi lhau l  corrosion 
sider splitting up matching pieces of decide that you don't want to move,~ or fading. Unaffected by harsh 
furniture, making each a center of afterall! ' ~/~"  . I~lulianorsallair. 
attention i  its own right. • Ideal Ior conversions. Custom 
Adding, replacing, or even removing • Saving energy: A year 'round concern ~ made sizes at "in-stock" prices. 
carpets and rugs can give your home a [.]t~,,'~ 
whole new look, and so can a fresh Is your home well-insulated? You -~e"ff-'~ 
coat .o f  pa in t~ indoors  or out. A probably only think about insulation i n ~  ~_~.ni s. 
change of color can change the whole" the wintertime, but insulating your "--'- 
mood of your home. Just make sure home before summer comes can save 
before you start that you've chosen a you money on air-conditioning - -  and 
color you'll be able to live with for a your fuel bills will be lower next win- 
while. Trends in paint colors come and let. For more energy savings, consider 
go, but before you decide to jump on planting trees. While you won't get the 
the bandwagon, remember that this is a benefits immediately, a few well- _ i f - - -  informolion~ Give us a 
much bigger decision than buying a placed trees around a house can actual- ~ ~ Available Only At: carl, we'd be glad to helpl 
trendy new outfit that you can retire to ly provide nough shade to significant- ~ ow-) o , j l l l~  
the back of the closet once the novelty ly lower your summer cooling bills. ] L -~/ /  CCNVCY 
wears off. Plants are great to have inside the 
home as well. Not only are they beauti- /~t~ COll S t ruct i¢ )n  M a t e r i  a l $ 
Staying put and liking it . . . . . . . . . .  ful,.plants.can~remo~,e pollutants, mm ~.~. ,  .. : . ,  . . . . . . .  ":~,:. 
• the air. You can spend a lot of time car- ~ : 482t Kelth Ave., Ten'ace, B.C. : , ,. , ~: 
In today's shaky real-estate market, ing for your plants, or you can choose 635-4611' ' ' ' :: ~ '" ~:i~ , , - " : ,  , '~  f .  ;~t l !~  
it can be very difficult to sell a home kinds that practically thrive on neglect, m " 
at the right price :-- or any price - - so  I ® 
. . . . . . . .  ' GARDEN CENTRE 
I  6Husqvarnal I Growing  
I ~ t ~  \\\ 'sag" e us y's D'g 0 ea res.34 3- l I 
[ ~. . . '~t~i l~  \~ rear discharge mowing deck with nose milers, l [ . . . .  
/ t - - . ~ . ~ ~  ~.-~x large turf tread tires, and a "near zero" turning [ I [ , . , ,=, . , .  ~ [ I I 
I t ~ : ~ ~  I~'~A. radius that makes this great.looking dder[ I I r f lU l /  .,:~ ,I I D I :AT  MtI(~(~ I 
asmanueverableasawalk.behind. _,____ ~ ,I I /1 - - r l /  IllVll,iPli,~ I 
I I I  II 4cu.o,. I 
/d f r '~ ,~ l l~~~\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \~  ' , : ] 1 [ Many dl:v:~eal~I:arlotlos [ , - -  - -  - -  I 
I Terrace / l , 
sss-sss~ 
44~;~s~?A~ve" I I I  .... STEER MANURE ONLY I 
I I MUSHROOM MANURE ,~ ,m~ I 
[ I  CHICKEN MANURE ~ I [ ] l  I 
I I SHEEP MANURE ~ ~ I 
I u=u  _W. Y /I I I ,=- ,o;,o- I I GI:::RANIUM I" 
I :FAs"'°N  YlII FERT!L ZER I I  BASKETS I 
[ 9" !] 14 1 
II I '1 y Department Store 
! I / '~ 'Ter race  0p.. 1 " t'~r*~Zn ' i Mon.- Wed ... . .  ,am-6 pm I 
I ~  ~ ~  ' ' , :] Thurs.-Fd .... ".:gam.gpm I , .  m. . • ~,~- -  ~ ~ - ~  ~ ~'~' ] l J= ' !  'lSaturday .... . . .  9am-6pm I 
Sunday 11 am ; 5 I OOO oo , , /  I ....... i 
. II I III I I I I .  I I I . . . .  ,: 
I 
latex topcoat, then the old paint 
should be completely removed. You 
could, however, add an extra coat of 
oil-based paint without removing the 
earlier coats. • 
If the old paint is latex or if there are 
only a couple of coats of oil-based 
paint, however, you can use a quality" 
latex paint without removing the old 
paint, assuming that the surface is 
clean knd stable. 
i i i :  Since I began fishing it some aggressive fish. One creature, 
fifteen years.ago/ the Lakelse after •enduring the rigoursl of 
• River and theland adjacent to i t .  capture and the Stress of having 
have changed markedly. : . a foot-long radio transmitter 
The middle :reaches of the shoved into its guts, was cap- 
fiver - -  the riffles, pooh and tured another six times before it 
runs, below the miniature ca- was killed. 
ny0n --  were only gained with Since the time of that study 
some effort in late spring, sum, new roads have opened up 
met and fall and were virtually much of the Lakelse River, in- 
inaceesfible in winter. I suppose eluding the middle reaches/and appear on the banks. More fish 
the 'few" men that fished there exposed it to a lot more anglers, were hooked and more were 
might have reached the fiver on The few men who plied those killed. ' : 
a mowmobile, but we didn't; formerly less accessible parts of 
Winter :was time t0 give the the river appreciated that they 
overwintering steelhead a rest. had  something very special; 
The fishing was very good, as they knewthey owed the river a 
one might expect, since only a great debt for the wonderful 
handful of skilled anglers knew angling experiences it provided. 
of, and consistently fished, that They repaid that debt by keep- 
particular part of the Lakelse. ing the area clean, by killing 
There were plenty of steelhead almost no fish and by keeping 
for everybody - -  or so we the river's secrets. 
thought until we took part in a Inevitably, more people 
radio telemetry study on found their way in through the 
Lakelsesteelhead. labyrinth of logging roads. 
The results suggested we had Forked sticks, trash and rem- entered the streamthe previous .... perience and the health of the ' system should be made,/fly - 
been fishing over a small run of hunts of bait-fishing began to fall and have been in the system Kelt s, readily recognizable river's steelhead populations i fishing only in its entirety. 
qi 
SPORTS NEWS ,-,i, 
-SPORTSCOPE- 
Runners Northmen swat 
compete 
 so oo  =r. P G Gnats mrs were in Prince Rupert ~!~ 
two weekends ago to make U I .... 
their presence felt on the . : :i~'~ ~ ..... ...... , 
scoreboard at the Rupert TERRACE -- The Terrace leapt on a bouncing ball in the ing through the Gnat defence in 
Runners Half Marathon and Northmen rugby team kicked P.G. end. The call went against a deep running play to push 
Two-Person Relay. off their '91 season with a con- them, however, with the try Prince George back to their own 
Terrace's Gord Buxton vincing 26-3 stomping of the overruled, goal line. After a few setbacks, 
crossed the line at the one- Prince George Gnats here Apr. But they would make it 8-0 a the Terrace offence brought the 
hour 22-minute mark to cap- 13. few minutes later on Tony ball back to the P.G. line, and 
ture third spot, six minutes "We lost one player to a Pavao's deep drive into Gnat Wilson was there to 'carry it 
back o f  Rupert's Mike volleyball injury and another to territory to score for Terrace. across, scoring to boost the 
Flegel, whose winning time a volleyball game, and we still Northmen to a 12-3 halftime 
of 1:15:37 set a new course managed to kick some Prince lead. ":~ 
record. George butt," chortled team In the second half it was more 
Rose-Marie Cheer ran a spokesman David Hull. Terrace Northmen 24 of the same. Brent Rogers 
time of 1:24:28 to take first And ~gugh standoff Doug r,~ P,~. George Gnats 3 scored another Terrace try to 
in ~fi~.~ !individual women's Wils0~ ~.~.0-6~ on .  conversion ~"~ ~;  later.it%vasmake it 16-3Darrenand a feWpillaminuteScross, ~ 
divis~fon'i,-~'settJng - another attempts -throfigh theixlay~r.:he ~'; ,,- 
course record, made up for ~it on the ground ing the try fine. to add another ~ 
But two Terrace women with several impressive drives. The  out-of-towners got on four points. 
were at the line when it The Northmen got on the the scoreboard with a penalty The f inal Terrace scoring 
counted in the relay events, board first with a Bill Warcup kick to make it 8-3. But that was drive saw new Northman Brian 
Gall Sheasby and Diana try to make it 4-0. as close a view of the Northmen Sawich make the run  into 
Wilson missed the conver- goal line as they would get, as Prince George territory for a 
Wood were the fastest female PRECISION PASSES -- like this one by Terrace Northman outside sion, but tried to redeem Terrace pulled strongly away 24-3 final tally, avenging Ter- 
duo in the Two-Person centre Darren Pilla -- were a key to the Northmen's running game himself a few plays later, seer- the rest of the game. race's loss to  the Gnats last 
Relay, nabbing first with a in their victory over Prince George. ing an apparent ry when he It started with Wilson, weav- summer. 
combined time of onehour, "For the first game of the 
39 minutes. Their closest season, it was really well 
competitors were well back, ~ ~ !ili"-~i , ~  ~ played," said Hull, who 
with a combined time of two i credited backs like Pavao and 
hours. Wilson for their strong often- 
Rupert's Mike Hamilton give play. "It was one of the 
best games the backs have and Frank Falvo were first in ~ • .. . .  ~ ~ ::: 
the men's relay at h17:48, , . ~:,:~: played." 
while the mixed relay title , i~ i  i~! i li!:i!!!ii He also said the club's new 
went o  Deidre Twohig and • ......... ,= . -~ , . .~ ,.~ ~ players-- as many as 15 rookies 
Phil Pitre, with a combined ~:, :~, ~ : ~  ~ ~ ~  are on the Northmen roster this 
~~;~:~,  season - -  were key to the Apr. time of 1:35:37. :: ,~',!=~i~'~  ~ ."~'.7~ "~~.~:~: . '  ~' ~ 
Next up on the northwest , ~.~,if :~,:',., • 13 win, and have greatly added 
: . . ,  ....... ~, to the club's depth. racing schedule is the Apr. 28 ... . . .  ~ ....... ~ i~  
five-and lO-km run in .... ,. ,i,<ii~,~: "This is a good win and areal 
' ' ~ :  ~ -,~:, .... morale booster to start theteam 
Smithers. After that it's [;:,:i: . . . . . . . . . . .  :,~:,~,;~ ,;: !~;:~ ~ ,  :! for,:theyear." , 
Rupert's May 11 Glory Days ;~'/!~"~! : ~i~i " /~ ~ ' '.:~~ ~ The Northmen hit the !.tuff 
5 and 10, followed by the ;i ~:*: ~ ¢ ~  again at 2p.m. Sunday, tr~vell. 
,~+~e~~:~7~i.~ ing west to face Prince Rupert Kermodei Classic 1-, 5-and ~i ~:~t~'~,'~ : :  .... in the first North Coast Rugby 10-km right here in Terrace "~"":~' ~:'~:~~ 
on May 18. ..... , ................. ; .~: • Union contest of the season. 
Their first league home game 
will be May 11 at 7:30 p.m. at Cousins the Northwest Community Col' ~'r 
lege pitch . . . .  
( 
'triumph 
SEASON-ENDING scrub 'G0! G0! GO!' No~hman 
volleyball action saw Cousins ~ Br ian  Sawich eyes i his 
handoff from MalCOlm competitive division of the tsheith, alter Terrace ~l~iyers i local spikers' league. ~,i ~i: ~'" ii,~ . 
. . . . . . .  ' ..... get  the bal l  out '6 f  the I The Cousins went all the i way in, the super-serious " . . . . . .  . . . .  
make, era-swallow-the-ball :ii , : ~: ~!~ serum, The Apr. 13:game 
style division, dumping the 'i/~:i;i ~r'~'~ :;  ~:' : i ,~':,~ . :  ~.~, . i against the Prince G~,ge 
: ~-:~ !,~; ~ Gnats belonged to Terrace ,~  ~,! . . . .  
Flyers in the tournament ~ ~ ~  - ! ' i : ! :'~, ~:' ~!i~! i-~::;":i!)~ almost:~from the openihg 
final two weekends ago, i!~ ~ % i:! ~; t~ ',':, ~.~ . . .  ~ ~ ': ~&~."~ ' = ' 
In the Intermediate 1 divi- ~.~:i:~,' ~/f//i~']h.~ whistle. ~. 
sion - -  which is the slightly ~ ~ 
serious branch of recrea. 
tional . seven teams from Midgets a,m,ng" " To" r t-ne" lunuors" " the Psycho Chickens and the OP'Acers to Bad Influence " • ! 
honours. But when push . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
came to shove it was the Bar- TERRACE --  Several local midget year is high. "This is an exceptionally : "It's not unusual to  have a late Hockey I .~ ,  ¢ ~¢~lm~ on  :V~oll~eri~:i!::! :: 
cats, toughing it out past the hockey players are likely to  head for good crop," he explained,, " .bloomer, who everybody thought, was l=lana nn m ~e UXan~mt'an(! I .e . ; i : .  : 
OP Acers to capture first, junior team training camps this summer; The offi ' ~ aven;t one no good at IL turn into a hell of a goal M ai~ and..T~v0 racier junior: tean~ ::--!i~ 
, . + cnal invitations h, , g r " , ,  , ' ' the Medlcin, Hat Tigers andVictofla~  The non-serious recrea, in their quests for professional hockey ,. re-' .see er at 17. he said. And I Ye got __ . . . . . . . . .  ,:;~. . . . . .  out to the local midgets yet,. and p " . . . . .  Co ars - -have also expressed interest : 
tionel Intermediate 2 division contracts. ~ " " " ' - . . . . . . .  " u : two - -  Jared Ewart and Chad Wflson - -  ng . . . . . . . .  ,, , : : : . . . . .  bably won t until mid-Augtm ~ j st w . . . .  ,, ~ in'acouple0fTerraee ,headded,~: • We il robably have about eight ~. : ...... : he fit that dexerlptlon, : . . . . .  ~ ..... ~ ~ 
torious from the fourteams players go]ng~ to : varzous~ training :: . . . . .  ~ : _ 1 . . l  g JUSt about guatalltee that they I I .  i,,, .= ,,.~=Ah/~' ih~':kid~i~etiiee';,~eV : 
[competing, with Queen's camps,', predicted Steve Smyth, coach ; Most junior teamstagPmYerSa.t.~e ~ ln a camp somewhere come the end of ~ : .av.~C~'~--~'~'.;2Zoldlmdii~t~! 
of the Terrace Totem Ford ~dgets .  younger bantam level~ hesald,: adamg september, and with a reail ood shot were l~ aria =, ~,  . . . . . .  
[Cowboys nabbing Second Terrace usually ~d~ a.! couple o f '  :tlds year's midget eam features:a few o f  making a t~,"  Smyth ~¢~. look  ~ter thmi ; "he~d,"W6' te~(  " ' 
sPOt,:':: . "~ .17  - r-olds relatl el to HesMdhe 'sn  :t011 et'theNip~ysqualltyplacemen'ts~in~" s katerstojunlorcampseaehyear, but yea. y y ~ . ~0f l~L' tsonbdudfof  . ' uck? '  ~ 
• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - -  - ~, . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  " • , • s t e a d -  of jmtmt~forab  Smyth said the number anfldp~ed tldS '~ junior team tmem sco~s; ~U '~,: ,:~ ~,:' . . . .  the locm: midgets~, w i th  B,C.., Jun io r  ; . . . . . .  ' :, ~'~ " ~ 
: : [ 
,:ue(• 
%:'. 
Looking for a 
larger home? 
I 
. ,  .- ,':-,,, 
• . .  ., 
=7 
I'A 
Feature By 
Home 
[ - , . ,  
/l,:ocated on the Bench, 
ibis home has over 1,4OO sq. 
ft, on the main floor as well 
asa  finished hasement. 
Heated by a 98°70 energy ef- 
ficient~;gas, furnace and an 
approvedwood stove in the 
basement keep the heating 
,COSTS way down. 
Some o f  the other 
. features of this home in- 
c lude  4 bedrooms,  2 
bathrooms as well as an on- 
suite. : 
. The large rec room has a 
built-in bar for entertaining 
friends and family or, if 
ybuwish,  you can do your 
entertaining on  the 1,000 
• sq;)' ft~ sundeck which is 
great' for those summer 
barbeques. 
• i There,:is plenty of room 
for: parking in the double 
i carport as well as additional 
room for RV's. If you like 
to Putter and build, you can 
• do,, :,.so : in your heated 
workshop.  
For  more  in fo rmat ion  
and a persona] v iewing o f  
this well kept home, call 
Dave and let me show you 
Asking $93,500. MLS 
: : ,  j 
~, ri£ 
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Stephen Oownle 
CARRIER 
OF  THE 
WEEK 
- -  Quarter Cheese or Big Mac 
- Large Fries 
--  Regular Soft Drink 
- -  Sundae 
Compliments of McDonald's 
in a clear record of delivery 
and a job well done you've 
earned a FREE McHappy 
MeEd. 
['ERRACE STANDARD 
] SERVING THE TERRACE AREA 
L.,,,,u,.,,= vgaxu,vu,,u, re, ,,,v,o woedburnin9 stove. Good posses-I room includes 4appflances. Please bedroom and much more, Only] 
details call Gordon. $32,900 at ]sion. Smokehouse $53,000• MLS I call JoyeD Findlay for details $129,900. Call Verne (900098) 
635.9537 1(900218) Brenda Ericksonl 635.2697 MLS(900216) L 1638"1721 I 
~mpara~oleooele~i.~ceo~uncKo~°n~ uuWN'"UM~ ~.~/ .=~" ,~. l  SPLENDID ESTATE tional• Fireplace warmth, europeanl REDUCED n 
~, . "~' '~ '~o, . "~" :~. , ; ' r="~ " aou!ous qua.o.!evez. ~neer~u, I Super-status woodland Tbomhill 2 kitchen 4 BPJ4 Pc, & 3 Pc, baths] Unrivaled 2 storey 3 BR/4 Pc, I I  
.~,..,.?:,,,,. ,,,,, ~ . . . . . .  ,:,.., ,,-,,." neann, parquet !!oor~ ?ay Will" I storey cahlet Wood in secluded PLUS (leck new home nat. gasl baths PLUS *Near schools - [ ]  
In..0 uonveon~en~o~ve~n~ng 'une dows, 4 DR/3 ha, re.s: ~iooper~mg I satu,g. Country kitchen, 3 BR/4 Pc fireplace, walk.in bay window, / shops' *Gas heat "Deck *Partially ~" 
~-~' "l~,c~i" ""~'  ~e~or'~o,~,,: pzus o.ouom paved or!ve. ;~ vce• e.• I & 3 Pc, baths. Circular dove one $98,500 Southstde• Call Brenda| fnshed basement *Modern kilchen [ ]  
"i3'9 50~ E~L-s~E "-'"1' o ..... suitaljacuzzl, rmmeotate move.,n, I year new• Beautiful secluded set- Edckson 638-1721 (910042)Real./ *carpeting, Lovely family home in i  
~, u ~u u~ ~-ua~veme $124500 (910066) Ca Joyce ' ' ' ' ' . . . . . . . .  97 I tlng.$110,000•(910051)MLScall tyWoddMLS |great area• (910033) Gordon]B 
F ndlay MLb O..IO ,'O • ~ n  635.3389 | ~  
,r's,oE, Y I I  
I 1~ ,; ' ~ , . , ~ \ ~ ~  : &~G~:~:  ~ ~l r~ / ~ ,  ~ Large custom.built heme minutes [ ]  
, ,,=~',~ -: .v 
i ~ .  ~ ' : \ ' ;~  .......... - ~:,~ ;~~:~: ;  ~ B ~ ' ~  .~:.~-d]~gJl~ ; WB ~:~j [ I ,~  room. 3 BR, ens., 4 Pc. main hath [ ]  
~ HILLTOP PRESTIGE ~,~!~~i  ~ !  ~ ~ ~1 i~ i i  has marble fixtures with jacuzzi tub, [ ]  
Informal yet undvalnd. Freshly ~ ~ r i  ~ ~  ~;~,-  ...... f /~r ~/3~B I1~ Kitchenhsla Ight oak cabinets. Rent [ ]  
:~:,',: ' " i i  ...... . . . . . .  i decorated, 2 storey, 3 fireplaces, / ~ l  ~ : ~  '~: '  "DI~ ~J,W~i~]lt the downstai~ -- Living/dining, i 
~.~!~.~i~;l ~ i.?.<.,., formal dining room, 4 BR/3 bath, H~B ,~ ~P~BIB~BIBI~; ~, m .,.- m . ~t=~.[::,,~,m Ilght oak cabinets, 3Pc. bath, PkUS ! 
:.~3~,~&:./,~,~ :;~:i Master suite 484 sq ft jacuzz~ ~?;: ,  .~::! ~:, ~ :'/:~ ~;~, " ~ . ' :  ~;:; ,  ( ', " V~rn~ P~rn.s0n Brenda Erickson Gordon Hamilton Joyce end ay ~ub ie"shop:  ~i 
n it . . . . . . .  =- ' ' m as fireplace 4 Pc e su e) 1,000 sq. ft. sundeck ~c9;~°~,a~"~5.~:1°°36' =''  149.9o0.  c,os,;e(91006o) ,, oso.,   DS O.7 ., DO7   c'3OO,    5   o036) ca,, 
I I  JoyeD Rndlay 635-2697 
II ROADSIDE SCREENING DEVICES ; :~' .~. - FITIN THE PALM OF A~ POLICE OFFICER'S HAND.•• ANY "riME,,. ANYWHERE IN B.C. 
i , -~_ .  HORSESHOE DREAM THORNHILL PHASE Hi REDUCED 
i ~ An 1,136 sq• It. home with 5 YOUR NEXT HOME GOOD VALUE CUTE & COZY 
~ W ~ I  ~ bedrooms and 3 bathrooms. This - 3,000 sq• ft. "3  yrs. old - 1,140 sq. ft. - NIG heat - 1,013 sq. It• - N/G heat - 1200+ sq. ft .-  2 baths - 4606 Graham - 10 Yr, old 
home is In excellent condition, A 70 - 5 Brs• - 4 baths -- 3 bedrooms - 67 x 144 - 3 bedrooms - Fenced yard - 3 bedrooms - Oak Cabinets - 1,400 sq• ft. - Plus finished 
, x 132 full landscaped lot, for only - And much more - Vz Basement - Single garage - NIG heat - 75 x 117 lot - 5 bedrooms above ground , 
$96 000. Call Sbaunce for an ap- Asking $145,000 MLS Asking $84,900 MLS Asking $54,500 MLS Asking $102,500 EXCLUSIVE - 3 bathrooms basement - Double paved driveway 
pointment to view• MLS ~ $99,500 MLS. Call Laude 
• PRIME BUILDING LOTS JUST LISTED WELL MAINTAINED MOBILE. Y~ ACRE SERVICED LOT HOME FOR THE 
ili Two lots -- One 63 x 13t and the Attractive 4 bedroom 1,202 sq tt• This mobile Is a 12' x 58' Safeway Located in quiet residential area of TRUCKER VEW LOT IN TOWN 
• other 61 x 132. They are located on ~famlly home located on a level and- and has a finished 8' x 16' addition. Thomhill. This fully serviced and 0on't miss one of the very few lots 
: Dojonq Crescent and are waiting to scaped 80 x 200 fL lot, Just 1 A 12' x 16' wired/heated sh® just fenced lot is ready for occupancy• Attractive 3 bedrooms home 
i be built on. For $24,900 each you blonk from School, Features natural built in November ol 1990 and is on The features of the lot allow for Ingl°Catedwill°nallowlarge f r132constmctionX 140 lot• ZOn-ol thePresentlYend of available,cul.de.sac UnwellCedar Cres.l°cated at 
may want to consider one ot these gas heat & hot water. Rec room and a 75 x 100 lot• Listed at $29,900; some creative landscaping. Asking your own shop. Call Gordle 01son for cent• Asking $45,000• MLS 
"i ~ ~ ' ~  , lots for the Dream Home you bare workshop• Also' largs pdvats MLS• Call Ted now at 635-5619. $12,900 MLS. your appointment t0 view. Asking 
• always wanted to build, For.more In- sundack and 8 person hot tub• Call FANTASTIC PANORAMA ; RURAL ACREAGES $72,900 MLS EXECUTIVE HOME 
" ~ ~ ' . ~  formation, call Shaunce. EX. Gordle 01son for your appointment In'every direction the view from this - For the family looking for that 
CLUSIVE ' to,view, Priced at $86,~00, MLS . properly is fantastic, 17,9 acres Just north of Terrace, we have for special home, this 1 yearold split• 
: i i ': !' CENTRAL LOCATION , ' 16 +~ acres in size,and the second Located In the 4eoo block of Scott, answer. Over 1,900 sq. ft. on 3 : ' Ala~el,eOOsq, ft, home sits on a ,PRIVATE:ACREAGE', , ' ,  partlallycteared, A3bedroomhome sale 2 acreaoes..Ona of them is IN THE HORSESHOE level home could be just the 
:i THE WORLD w,th fell basomenL Listed at is lO+ acres in size• For maps or i this tamilyhomeishandilylocated levels plusa full basement, Three 
, : 84 xl00' lot. Has a chain Ilnkfenc• ~CHvo r 4.4 acres ClOse'to toWn $50,000 MLS• Call Ted 635-5619 moce information, please give Hans close to all schools. This home of- , bedrooms. Three baths, 
• edyard, a double garage and a 15' x vlth developed :;'driveway and' ' 
: :': ;" " ~ ' ' 20 workshop,:This home hasmanY building slte<Se~dced wlth water NEW REM0 ACREAGE a,na[L Asking $20,900 each, MLS fero 1,225 sq, It• plus a full base- Familyroom. Den, Double garage. 
IS Y0URS lETHE L •. ,: i more features including, oak and hydro. High:asSumable frier- 5•74 acreage In New Remo. 315 moot, Five bedrooms. Two baths• Located In a quiet subdivision on a : :  a" great invest- : cabinoLs in kitchen, a.paflW,' 3 :toage makes',thls , feet frontage on NoIsoc Road. Has a : : 10 ACRES -REDUCED TWO fireplaces, karoe sundock, Call laroe lot which bucks onto parkland, i i i .~ 'n  Le~lz l l .a  0~i i bedrooms, and asaona. R,dusedto sot with a IoW;d~.ln: payment, woll and power olfNelsonRnad.For Lo~lted approx. 7 mties south et Jim today to find out more about Call Jim today to make your ap. 
$105;000 MLS. Call ShaO~e fo~ an ~eal for relo~Iting ~mr mobile further Inlmmatlon call Ted Garner. Terrace, 10 acres level land. Asking this homo pdced at $95,900• Ex. polntment to view this homo priced 
~:~,L/U.I~/VUVV.,~:.;.:~ . appolnt~6nt teday,., . !' , homo. L!!t~ at $25,9 ,635.5619 MLS $23,000 MLS elusive• 'at $137,000 EXCLUSIVE 
i o . . . . .  . . . . . . .  • 
~uniiy,, : _ ~  • 
:!:':: ~';:"~: ::: Carol McCowan ' Stan Parker' ,,• Jim Dully Laurie Forbes Ham] McCowan Gordon Olson Hans Stach Shaunco Krutsselbflflk Ted Garner 
::: ".s.6. 6 ,:,, Kaih|~lri,038.TSO 4 70e.ezeo 636.4031. ,. 63~.!68il 838.630~ Tile.Z|06 038.1046 63§.6739 635.6382 
: :, kl 
/ !i~ ~ ,"  ~;i.+ 
t a,, 
x 
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HOME PLAN MEMBER 
I=-= 
Associate Broker Network 
TEI~RACE REALTY LTD. 
4635 Lazelle Avenue 
638.0371 ,*~, 
FAX 638-1172 
. " : .,- +" , 
~[ ~ "I 
++ '+~" ~[+ ++:.~;::'' f + ' i++ : ~ .I ::" q~' I JJ "~+ :), +~: ' , 
+ 
,.+,~p" - j  Q:+ + • :~.  : 
+:~+it+~" :.i++.+:  " ,  .,~ 
.:t;O,':~+ i '<' ,' "• ' 
- • 'I_ 111 ' . . . .  1," 1'., " ,:+'+i+ . . : ;  :: : ;+,}~,1"* ~:~ 
Main F loor .  1289 sq  f t .  :. : : :  i 11:: + ~ ./ ' " ' I + ' ' "~[ .  • " - nu IN I  f l I~ I=P I ,D I~ iM ' .: ...... ,,+~(' 
• " . '  ' ~ : I lero i s  a de l ight fu l  narrow day d in ing  the k i tchen has : . [ ]  I ' "  " ' . + , ' "" ' " :.~, ' a _ .  : II: UN~ : design that  o f fers  many foe-  its own-  breakfaet  nook wi th  .1  I TERRACE REALTY LTD., Is pleased to announce'that 
B ~i~ ~:~11 - ~ . . . . . . . .  lures despite its compact access to  a roar  deck for'  oat -  , 1 I • non  Redden has  ]D ined  the firm as a rea l  estate 
I +me,. ' 0~.  ~+~ I _ overall size. F irst  of all, aa door dlning in good wear ier .  '.. [] I .e l  . . . . .  l=,.~n hoe "~,-,m,-.,~,+~.l +I~ . . . . . . . .  m. , ,  m 
• .... ~.; ~r~__~ I f'-'~l a t t rac t ive  angled entrance Neat ly  arranged along .lho []  I o,,,,:. . . . .  ,, . . . . .  ,70  ~,,,,,~,:.,,,,,.,, ; ,~..w,, , .oo , , , ?  , , . - . , . , . .  ~ 
1 (~Wesplan f': .>.'~ ~::/I.': IL41-i-dn \ ~ al lows for a normal center left side of the home axe'ti~ee M i and is a ticencea realtor. He Is lOOKing torwarcl to.sew- \ ,: 
I ","=~"~ . . . .  ~ . ~k ~'~" foyer  +comrigurat ion"  and a .bed.rooms;.with the master .  J J ing his many friends and acquaintances in matt()rs';+\ ' 
i IdO I~l IJI \ I~ "J LL I  ~ J fu l l  w id th  l i v ingroom "bay win- odorous  " onsui to  conta ln ln~ [ ]  I roloq,.,~, tr, ro+d <~efot+z I~1~,0oo +~'  f,.+,,= +,,~ ,- , ; I  kz,,., , ,  ,~,,," 
1 + ~IF'~¢~'J| ~,N'~+ " ~ ~  dew. Put t ing  both the l iv ing-  a .shower. A handy  ut i l i ty  [ ]  I T . . ' "~ . ' - "T '2"E ' -  ".  . . . . . . . .  .= . . . .  '.'E~..'.."."..="'_  . . . . . . . . .  , 
I '~'. . _ ~ ,,..~'~, . . . . .  Inl zoom and dining zoom together room with space for a freezer 1 I Office at u:~u-u~r ! or evenings at t:lUU-'l EIZ O,  ' 
l I>'-4XlZ-O ~ I ~  " -u~' l~  - . I~ -  of fo rsa  large formal area acts ue a bl~fet  between the • l I 
I ~ ~ for  entertaining and for  every -  garage and thn house. I I 
. /~  --l'===~-I :~l ~ DININIG =l I 
l~ax lo+l  = ~111 1 ~ I MEMBER ~ 1 1 
. . . . . .  TERRACE REALTY LTD, + 
+Lm .j t l - -  4635  Lazelle Avenue 
' " ~ , - ta l l  ~ v s[+:,~. Associate Broker Netwo  638-0371 
r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  FAX 638-1  172  ; ....... 
9"0X10"2 ~ ' ~ V ~ ~  BR3 |[~t~ ~ ~ U " ::;.~+ . : " ~ d+  . . . . .  : : ' l ' . ' : :  
• / ALL YOUR DESIRES PRICE REDUCED & 4 bedrms., den, 2 baths, pave 
~i  l i e  I ~ /~ drive, landscaped yard. Askin DUPLEX- $54,900 A friendly and spacious 1,510 sq. PRIME COMMERCIAL LOTS LANDLORD WANTED $96,000 Becoming a landlord can be easier 
• ft. home with oak kitchen, High visibility - Prime location Located north of town, this 4.42 WAKEN TO BmDSONGS than you thinkl Up & down duplex 
dishwasher,, eating bar and pantry development prq~ertiA NJNE ~ 33' acre parce~ has 4 rental cabins, Well constructed 4 year old tw~ with 4 car carport on partly fenced 
~ ~ ~: ~ ~ J_ L~:'4"~ ~ :'"~ "'~, . ~.~  ~ 1; :  q~+ . . . . .  '; : 1~ " , ;.~ "11 __~'ll  ' .... ~'+ ' ' .room; 4 bedronmsvn.-oas.fireplace, x 100' city serviced C1 Iot~.ldsat each:with lddOe & stove. Main 3 +~idrey" 50md "oil ~ So~l~(}~,+; (~+ek "OO•x' 200 lot. 4 appliances. +Low 
. ~. , soaker tub and many+ other, extras; + .IocaHon'fOr retail, etc. or holding bedroom ho~Jse is 1,026 sq. ft. with 
. . . . . .  .+  ' i  -: ~ + , Inquireabout the wired workshop, property. FOUR lots front on Lakelse full cellar and in very GoOd condi• Road, 2 bedrms., on main, potential taxes. Exterior needs work but In- 
$129,500 E)<clusive Ave. and FIVE lots front on Grelg of 2 more up, oak kitchen cabinets, tedor is In good condition, For fur. 
Ion. For more details, call. today, separate laundry and storage, 24 x tber information, call tedayl ' 
Ave• Pdced to sell. MLS 24 dble. door garage, on 2.28 
• wooded acres. Price $79,500 MLS . . . .  
DESIGN NO. WP-934 l TRAILER OR BUILDING LOT LOOKING AHEAD VERY PRIVATE LAKESHORE 80 x 120 ft. treed lot located on Ot- Raise your family in this oldtimer 4 LIVE DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT SITE west  s ide  wat'e'rfrOrft 
ter Street in the Copperaide subeivi- bedroom home with fireplace, nat. Completely remodelled old timerat Well constructed older home, propsrty,..very private,..Jndo'or 
sion. Hydro, telepbane, cablevision, gas heat, 2 baths, carport and. 4505 Greig Ave., 2 bedrooms, presently rented, situated on an plumblno.. .hydro plant. , .3 1 House Plans Available Through and water from a pdvata system woodst0veaodsulxtivldethsp0ten, nat.gashsataodhotwater, 3pce. acreofland, fronting on two streets, bedrooms...propane fddge, stovd I 
available. Pdced at $12,000 MLS tial Horseshoe located No. 1 bath, oak kitchen cabinets and ne~ located near the Municipal building, and' hot water...200 feet of shore i 
residential ots In the future. Asking flooring throughout. Askin Ideal motel or office building Inca. lronL..Beam Station Rd. access, i TERRACE $115,000 MLS $49,500 MLS lion, presently zoned R3. MLS • . + L 
BUILDERS ? . . . .  ( ~ ~,~ 
CENTRE I + ~ ~ ~+ 
3207 Munroe ,  Ter race  Ralph Godlinskt Rusty LJungh Sylvia Gdflin Joe Rarbusa non Redden Chdstal Godllnsld 
635-6273 838-4980 e .mM RJ.(B.C.) 638-5604 63e .m6 638-5307 
- 638.0404 
S UMB,ER 
• 1 LODGE 
+'TERRACE ' 
4702 Lakelae Avenue 
Phone 635.6302 
+ 
Licensed Promises 
WEDNESDAY IS 
SENIORS DAY 
Senior Citizens receive 
10% off menu prices 
(Specials Exempt) 
i Monday to Saturday 
i 7 a.m, - 8:30 p.m. 
Sunday & Holidays 
I 8 a.m.. 3 p.m. 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASONABLE PRICES 
i Located in the Horseshoe, close to 
i schools & town. 1,100 sq. ft. Main 
floor has 3 brms& has just been re. 
painted & has new flooring. Liv. 
ingroom features ntce fireplace. 
Basement is finished with IBm. rm 
& 2 brms. Call Dave. Asking 
$87,500, 
PRUDEN & CURRE (1976) LTD. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ORIGINAL OW ~ ~ OFF TO A GREAT START 
NEW LISTING YOUR WHOLE FAMILY WILL Custambulltrancherwlthbaifbsmt, NO GST ON THIS 2-YR In this very clean3 brm home on' Molitor. BdOht, cheely f ,am+l!y ~.  
HANDYMAN SPECIAL 
Small unfinished house on 4.36 
acres, Only minutes from town, 
Land partially cleared, Owner anx. 
ious for quick sale, Will finance 
qualified purchaser, $20,000. MLS, 
Call Dave NOWI 
LIVE BETTER 
This 3 yr. old home is in like new 
condition and has 3 baths, 2 
fireplaces and a cheery family room. 
A choice location in the DeJono Sub• 
division comhlned with great quality 
construction make this home an ex- 
cellent buy at $134,900. Call Joy. 
MLS 
LIKE HITTING THE JACKPOT 
with this lovely ramhling rancher 
with a full bsmt at 3958 Old Lakelse 
Lake Rd. Fully landscaped 1,2 acres 
boasts a bonus for the small con. 
tractor with wired truck shop and 
barn/workshop. Asking $122,500. 
Call Joy. MLS 
COMMERCIAL LOT 
at 4635 Park Ave, Owner prepared 
to sacrifice. Make an oiler up to 
; $27,500 for this great location. Call 
Joy, MLS: 
SOUTHSIOE LOCATION 
Well constructed 14-yr old full bast 
home on quiet street, 1 °345 sq, It,, 
6 brms, 2 fireplaces, 2 baths plus 
ensuite. Garage, dbl paved 
driveway, Landscaped with fruit 
trees & garden area. Don't overlook 
this one. $81,000, MLS Call'Dave ' 
NOW. 
PRUDEN & CURRIE 
=]u:~a:[e]..~j ~s 
Tuesday, 
April 30 
, ,. John.Curde 
i : :  : , !eSOOooo 
only 6 yrs old on private 1.acre 
parcel. Solid oak cahinets In func- 
tional kitchen & laundry room and 
family room off to the side, Formal 
dining & llvingroom combo. 3 Ira, 
brms.& den, Great family home 
which should .not he overlOoked: 
Call Suzanne for more details, 
7:00 - 8:30 p.m, 
5242 Mountain 
Vla le Drive 
_ Joy Dover In Attendance 
Available In a choice Iscatlon. Could 
suodlvide Into several ots, Services 
available to the property line. Some 
newer homes in the area. Call 
Suzanne and enquire today• 
$64,900 MLS " 
REVENUE INCOME 
Side hy side duplex on large tot. 2 
b~s each side• Fddoes & stoves in 
each unit. Has good occupancy 
rate. Live in one and let the other 
help pay the mortgage, For more 
details, call Dave. Asking $58,500. 
MLS 
DON'T WAIT FOR SUMMER 
Spring is here. IF you've been think. 
lag of selling your home, now may 
be the rioht time for you. interest 
rates are down and the market has 
become active. For a no obligation 
market evaluation, call and ask for 
Dave, 
Saturday, April 27"  
3:00 - 5:00 p.m. -- 4326 Birch Avenue 
Joy Dover In Attendance 
LTD, 
' I l l Illlll III 
/ . . . .  
NEW HOME 
Great for bringing up your children. 
Thomhelghts Subdivision• 3 brms, 2 
baths, Iro spacious oak kitchen, din- 
Ing & Ilvlngroom combo. Quality fix- 
tures & features throughout, Call 
Suzanne. EXCLUSIVE 
IT'S NOT PERFECT BUT 
that's exactly why you can buy this 
2 brm home for only $29,900. Oo a 
bit ot homework and ydu could have 
a real cute place at a great pdce. 
Call Suzanne for an appointment to 
view. MLS 
NEW TO THE MARKET 
This well built 3 hrm, bungalow Is 
located on % acre and Is truly a 
gardeners delight, You can beat 
high food prices by Planting & pick. 
Ing your own vegetables & herbs In 
this sunny yard. Also features a'16 
x 20 workshop f~" the mechanic of 
the house. Call Suzanne for details 
on this cute & cozy home. 
$65,000. ML8 ' ' .. 
clw heatilator fireplace 
orowlng space for the far 
75 x 190 lot is fel~:ed 
PICTURE THiS ', 
Rolling hills and a clean creek• This?? 
59•acre parcel Is a special place to '! 
build your hobby farm. Par-~/ 
tlally cleared with some fen¢lnl;li!~ 
near. Kltwanga off Highway 37A,!~, 
OCCUPANCY'& CHEAPER i!;. + 
TWRmT / 
Vew this 3 bedroom home In town..;: 
on nice fenced lot, Aeklng $49,900,+! 
Call Joy, MLS '( 
JUST LISTED ..... / 
Good starter h~eill(l~..full baSe!~.! 
sent on I ] lgHi41~l l lhe 2 batl1~;; 
Dining ~ a  butit.ln I;Id~l, 
cablneI,- ~or~ gas heel• A~k.~i; 
"ing $51,500, MLS. Call Dave. .~!:i 
4650 LAKELSE AVE.; 635-6142: 
~ i  • ' 
"Joy Doveri;, Suzanne 61eason . 
• l+~;o;0:; ~ ;+ + ++~ m.+m + +:.*+ 
i i II 
/ 
i Wednesday, m Yo01 7:00 ,  p.m. 3046 DeJong Cre i~ent  
Joy Dover II1 Attendance 
• . . , ,  • 
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/ USI NE DI RECT OR  .17 .. . . . . P, ; .  , 
TERRACE;EXPERTS IN A GLANCE I /2=. .  ~,,, • 
. .  . . . .  , , • , • , , 
,~ * ,~, , t t~, .  , ,  , , , v ~ i l  I I I  i j l  I i i ' I 
'~  - -  - -  ' ' ' ' B r 'i4 ..... BUS INESS OF  THE WEEK 
, NEll)" ENTERPRISES LTD . I l l  " ,  c :  , .  
" :i '~. ',. i i,. ,SPEC IAL IZ ING IN  ALUMI I~}UM WELDING 
L '.,=.,,r,..,'. & MANUFACTURING 
'~ CUSTOM BUILT BOAT8 -- BOAT REPAIRS - -  EVINRUDS DEALER .... 7! 
. "#ALUMINUM I~ABRICATION _ GAS TANKS -- TOOL BOXES ;' • ., ' 
2"":"' RUNNNGBOIIIRDS--BOXLINERS--iOFT'SHEAR- "" ' SPECIAL! SPECIAL! SPECIAL! 
~' /F+-+~. .  ~ . :  J IM  NE ID  I 
( l~ I l l l  / / I  ~ 1  4575 LOWRlI:: AVENUE I 
. ~  ~. . - -~ ' "  " -- TERRACE. ~ C. V~ ~YS I 
SPECIAL!  SPECIAL!  SPECIAL!  
~.NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
.~ 635-3944 
U . "•  1 
, , i  c 
495 $5 ~: : ANY 3 ROOMS :,: • ANY S IZE '; : 
, o 
:",. ' Check our,rates for other • furniture and carpets :", 
" I' ~ NORTHERN CARPET l UPHOLSTERY CLEANING ~ 
• 635-3944 
i * V.H.F. & U.H.F. Radios 
' ~l ' . * Portable Radio's 
/ ' i~'] l  , * Marine Radio's 
( ,1~1~ ' • Mountain Top Repeaters 
l . . . .  - .~  
, ,  I1 \1 ,~ "~ ; , <* Scales 
I + "-°'°'"':='° 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS 
.o, 4.5oo~ Porte 638  0261 
i 1h i  
• MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD.  
Terrace Crematorium ' 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Di rectors :  ' 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
• , JEANETrE  DE FRANE . 
ze pisqueS ' ' e,o, . .  24  HOUR 
i l lO l l l l f f lO  I I  Answering and Pager Service ~F~ 
Terrace KlUmai Smithers P.=; ,u~..' 635-2444 Funera l  Serv ice  Assoc ia t ion  . 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
~TERRACE STANDARDI 
I SERVING THE iERRACS AREA 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
/SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS LTD. This space available to advertise ' 
;; : : ,  , vivleion of Eaat End Holdinos Ltd. your business or service centre! 
• ." ~ : Bricks, Blocks, Masonry Chimneys, Call an~,one of our Advertising Consultants today! i f ' /  
r.~, Reinforcing Steel, Cement, Lime, Grout, 
,' ,~ Sons Tubes, Blasting Sand and Many Other E R R A C  S TAN IFm i 
t'7', ; Construction Supplies; ~ T '  E ,  DART' )  
',,{.~- .4;:,,t.iLi, >.AlsoAvaii4~ls. Saad and Gravel., ......... ~,,: . . . . .  ~ l  ~~° ';,,:'~.:,;;,=,'~.'v,~,~':,,~,,.,~;~.~fA,,,,;,', ::,,:; : ,,' ?:' '~i  I SAFE  REMOVAL OF ANY TRE~ 
..,: . "* Concrete * Screened Top So I : .  $1.000,O00 liability for YOUR protection ~" 
.... 37.51 Old Lakelse Lake Drive 635.3936 or 638-8477 4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 635-7400 
PROFESSIONAL HAIRSTYLING 
& ESTHETIC SERVICES 
, MAIICIIRES • IdA~E.UP * FACIALS 
,SCIXPIUI£DNAiS •PEDICURES 
, EYEIA~ & EYEIOW IINnN~ 
• BOOY& FACIAL HAJIiREIVIOVAL 
PLUS 
TANNING & TONING 
Total Beouty & Filness Care 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
Thornh i l i  E lec t r i c  
175~i:;,.,::..:. ~, , Residential & Commercial Wiring , 
.N ,~%~ :? .  : ~ . • 
'~"' : "  "•  24  hr. Answering Service 
<~i ~ • Service Calls our Specialty 
~ " : 635'9787 ' 
.3532 Old Lakelse Lake Rd. , Rick Nc¢l inln 
,Se~ce, . . . .  Registration NO. 16984 B C. VeG 5A7 ' + Repdeter 
H trwev  
SALON BARBER SHOP ESTHETICS~ Jan 
4e#e ~.  ~v~., T~.~cs, e.c. 635-5727 or 635-4555 
.'.-"' • LOG WORKS 
Custom Bollt Lo~ Homes- Ooalily Pole Bo Idlngs - Anyllllng from Hay Barns, Car Ports, 
" WoodSheds to Picnic Shelters, Play H~slis and Gazebos, 
.. 1,200 .aq. ft. Iol building with loft and log roof etruoture. 
• fh ind  po i lod ,  eilasonid pine Or cedar logs $22,500. 
RR. ~ Box IS. im b,  Dr, Terrain, B.C. VBG 4~6 
;7 ~ 635-4600 FREE ESTIMATES 
. -  i . , 
n a I!.q. !iA 
i l~ l l l i "~ l l | .# i i . . . s , ,= , ,  
TRA NSPOR TA T IO N 
~ 'SYSTEMS LTD.=_ 
Dally freight service ex Vancouver 
TEL: (604) 635.2728 
I FAX:(604)635.7197 . , MEMBEROFq~I~ 
SKEENA VALLEY VIDEO CLINIC 
635-7762 
HOURS t TUESDAY '1'0 SATURDAY 
8 a.m. - Noon I p.m. - 5 p.m. 
Spec ia l i z ing In VCR and 
Cam©order  Repairs 
202  - 4716 Lazelle Avenue 
V8G 1T2  
ANE 
L HOME 
~ ' ~: .ion ¢ounlolll 
Mimoi l  mekerl r ' 
' ~ l l i l  I V l l  1 " ' , ' 
/ 
' ' l~ lV l~ '~ l : ' i  " ' "  "" " " T '<1 '  < i l  ' ' r I I  I I I  
i i :it i/:1:7; :~77~U :<:~ , ;~7'! i?- :: ° .......... " .......... 7 ~/,: ;;..' . . . . .  
This' space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
; z . , .  
I - -  .-. : . SERV,'O~,lli"~lA"~ •~ : '  I 
.. ~,;!~ i~,i ' "7.~ .. ........ 
. .  "1 e,SAVE 
:~ : ' "  . 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
k~;~ITERRACE STANDAR~ 
~l  s,',.G~,,..=--, "l 
" • ~"";":'" • 638 ,SAVE 4647Lazelle Avenue, ::7 :~!;~!~,~ , / : , . :. 
I ' i 
- , " • . 
I • 
i 
J: 
i 
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638 -SAVEJ " : '  v" BLJ 
r RATES i . ACTION AD 
• " "~ i E • , • 638  SAV 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holldey fmllo on e 
Saturday, Sunday or Mondey, the deadline le Thursday at 
5 p.m, for Ell display and cle6slfled ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C, VBG 158 
NI cb.asftled and classified display ods must be prepaid by either cash, 
Vlsn or Meetercard. When phoning In ads pleose have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready. • 
20 wordl (t!ret Insertlon) $4,70 plus 12¢ for-additional wordo, *(Addl-  
;. tlonal InsiHtlO~nl) $3,10 plus 9q: for additional wordo, *$8,95 for 4 woeke 
(not exco4KIIng 20 wordl, non-commeroial) Pricel include 7% G,S,T, r 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS. I 
.i'. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24. Notices :: 
2..Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3. For Rent 14. Boats& Marine Opportunities " 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
• 5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 27. Announcements 
6. Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks. 
7. For Rent Misc. 18. Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
LO. Aircraft 21. Help Wanted 32. LeBal Notices 
L 1. Recreational 22. Careers 33. Travel 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted . . . . ,  
sl~lel l'anm 
Tim Teffeso S t~ ~Mr,~s the d0ht to cla~fy ads 
uober'app~pdato headings and b set rates themf0ro Imd to, 
dofemine pa~ IocsUon. 
T/~ Terrace Stlnd41N reserves Ule rlgM to revise, edit. 
chlsslfy or mJest esy Mve~smant and to retain any answer~ 
d~cted to the News Box Reply Semite, and to repay the 
custom~ e sum i~ for the w iv~t  and box restal. 
Boo( rep~kHI on "H~d" insb'uct~ not I~k0d up wit~ I0 
days of explr/Of an advertisement wIHbe destroyed ~hF~S 
romeo Ins4~cttora are received. ~ answering Box 
Numbers ore rl~ted not o send odotnzis ofdocuments to 
zv~l Im. 
AJI ~ .o f  enm in adveCdsements must be recofved by 
tile ~ within 30 days.after the first IX~N~tlon. 
It  Is ~med by the ~'vm~s~ reque~Uno space that he 
1. Real Estate 
ACREAGE CLOSE TO TOWN. 4.5 acre lots. 1 
- 50 acre lot with potential gravel pit. Hydro 
available. $35,000 for everything or vendor 
will carry. 1-692-7658 eve. 4p52 
GRANISLE: HOUSE 3 bedrooms, master 
bedroom ensuite, renovated kitchen, full base- 
merit (unfinished). Sauna by the lake. On .9 
acre lot. Pdced at $45,000. Willing to take 
any reasonable offer. Interested parsons call 
1.353.7358 eves. 4p52 
ltlNity of thl Terrace Sanda~ in the event of faUom to " 4 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR SALE, Close to 
pu~shkladver~torintheeventofanerrorzppesdn9 , schools and town. Ensuite, also household 
in ~ zdve~sem~t is ~h~ s~ be ~mZ~ to ~e . furniture for sale. 635.2153. Sedous en- 
motmt pofd by tbe ~ for only ode I~:orre¢l Inse~on 
f~ ~ por~ of ~ zdv~..~g space ~,~I  ~y I~e Ir~- quidos. 4p52 
rest or omitted Item only, and thof there sr~ be no flabINty In ' 
any event 0mt~ than ~ amount I~d fnr such advertl~o. ; 
1. Real Estate 
CABIN FOR SALE. Rnished cabin of approx- 
Imately 900 sqare feet. Available for sale on 
4.24 acres of leased recreational property 
located on Scum Lake, 55 miles west and 32 
miles south of Williams Lake. Comes with pro- 
33 ACRES ~h NORTH LOT 1712 of NaBs River. 
Asking $27,000. Call (313)725-6363 
Michigan, USA. 4p52 
3 BEDROOM HOME ON 2.2 ACRES. Located in 
Usk, sundeck, fruit trees, large 9arden, barn 
and fenced pasture. Work shop located under " 
sunde¢k. Also suitable ss fourth bedroom. 
$47,300• Call 635-2750 4pl 
3 BEDROOM HOME 1,000 PLUS sq. ft. Close 
to schools, hospital. Call 635.4890 4pl 
pane stove, cook stove and propane lighting. 1,200 $0. FT. 1 BEDROOM HOUSE. Suitable 
Finished cupboards and Inted~ water system., for. siogle or couple. Appliances included. 
NO Peld'Or'Welh [a~e.has'private"alr-stdp. . . . . . . . . . . .  
~king $16,500 for quick sale. Call hxlre 0ra-/., ' ' 
inoer at Really Wodd Northern for ludher info. 
.398.0286 days ~398.7470 evenings. Lease 
is assumable or available for purchase from 
the B.C. Government. 44th~ 
IMMACULATE 5 BEDROOM HOME. PHmo loca- 
tion (Horseshoe) 1,000 sq. ft. Futly finished 
basement, pavnd driveway, tn 70's, Sedous 
enquiries only, 635.6154 4p50 
IDEAI~ FOR BED & BREAKFAST. One of a kind 
homel 6 bedrooms, 2Vz baths, 5 acres with 
highway lrontage. 635.5061 4p50 
RECREATIONAL PROPERTY. 30 acres fron- 
tags on Highway 16 and Skeena River. 2 
acres: level land with well and hydro. 
035.5061 4p50 
SPRING.CREEK DRIVE. Lot 10, % acre view 
lot. F~ more Into. call 638-1414 after 5 p.m. 
4p50 
LOT FOR SALE (quiet col-de.sac) Asking 
$12,000. Will use for down payment on home 
or will build to suN. 635.8230 4p51 
PRIVATE SALE. 1,525 sq. tt. custom design. 
ed rancher on landscaped lot in Phase III of 
Thornhelghts. Three bedroom, large 
kltchen,2v| paths, double jacuzzi, 5 skylights 
and exlm features galore. Asking $139,500. 
Phone 635-2833 for pppolntment toview. No 
agepts please. 4p51 
12.33' INDUSTRIAL LOTS with rented 24 x 
50 building in New Hazeltoo. 627-1048 Box 
942, Pdnce Rupert, B.C. V8J 4B7 4o52 
HOUSE FOR SALE. Near hospital, school and 
park. 1,200 sq. ft., 3 bdrm, basement, rented 
basement suite, large lot with outbuildings 
and garden, fruit trees. Phone 635.2489 
3p52 
WANTED TO BUY. House, cabin or lot at 
Lakelse Lake. Call 838.1663 2p52 
2. Mobile Homes 
SPACIOUS 1964 14x70 mobile home with ad- 
dition. Four appliances. All drapes. Excellent 
condition. $31.500 firm or will sell furnished. 
635-9575 4p50 
Pen SALE 1972 t2 x 52 Leader mobile home 
with gas furnace, patio, porch & storage shed. 
Clean unit. $8,000. Phone 632-4061 4p51 
1973 MOBILE HOME. Natural gas furnace, 
washer, dryer, fddge, stove, dishwasher and 
alr.condlUoner. Good condition. $12,500 COO 
567-3029 4p51 
12 x 68 MOBILE HOME. Natural gas. 10 x 20 
addition, fOx 32 sundeck. Fenced yard. Thor. 
nhlll $15,000 635-5939 4p51 
3. For Rent,: :  5. For Sale Misc  : 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES'featud'~ 22 - 250 REM(NGTON VARMINT SPECIAl.; 
1150.1300"sq ft. plus basement, 2 bathe/ Heavy contour I~ml. 4 x 12 power scope, 
• pdvatu yaM,. carport i and satellite T,V. $5CO, Ga0 635.4.69,~ ~ . , • 29tfn 
Hooston,~)hone845.3:161_ . '  . . . .  31tfn UKE .N.EW MAYTA6.21 cu. ft. fddge. Pakl 
850 SO, FT. of office space, 4623 ~---~-~ai~. $1,620 neW,~ iSelllno for $1,200 firm. Also 
$525 per month. Call 1.592.1177. 24tfn fireplace insert $100, Call 638-8054 4p50 
FREE RENT to an energetic semi-retired coo. 
pie willing to maintain ranch In Bums Lake 
area. Reference please. 'Phone 
(206)884.2619 : 4p48~ 
1 BEDROOM FOR RENT for gentleman. Has kit. 
chon facllltea. Call 635.5893 4p48 
HORSE MANURE FOR FLOWERS and gardenS.. 
$2.00" per bag (approx, 20 iba)~'Call 
635.3835 .:~' . ] :  . • 14p50 
SOLID WOOD DINING ROOM SET with 5'chairs 
plus 1 capBns cholr~ Call 635.632.8 after 4 
p,m, ~. :!! ' "  4p50 
ROOM & BOARD AVAILABLE for working per- 
son,638-8293 . .4p50 
MOBILE HOME PAD RENTAL, Laf0e lot with 
panoramic view In secluded rural area. Retired 
gentleman or couple only. Prefer craftsman or 
handyman as caretaker. Pets welcome. Price 
negotiable. Phone 635.7480 4p50 
AVAILABLE MAY 1st. New twn'bedronm 
suite. Close to town. Oft street parking, 
washer/dryer hookup. NO appliances. $600/ 
month 635-3438 ~,, 2p51 
FULLY FURNISHED 1 bedroom suite suItsble 
for single working parson. UBlitos and cable 
included $400 per month. 638.8084 or 
635.7559 . lp51 
FOR RENT OR LEASE in pflme business loca- 
tion across from school in Thomhill (former 
Video Station) 635-6416 4p51 
3 8EDRCOM TOWNHOUSE. Centrally located. 
W/W carpet, fddge, stove, washer, dryer, 
fenced yard. Available May lsL Phone 
638:1505 4p51 
TRAILER PADS FOR RENT. Lucated on Clark 
St. 1-592.1177 52ttn 
OUIET CLEAN 2 bedroom ap~tment, frldge, 
stove laundry facIRtes. Parking $440 per 
month. Available July 1/91 635-2556. No 
pets, 4pi 
WANTED 3RD PERSON (Preferably male) to 
share clean 3 bedropm house. Two blocks to 
town. $450 per ruth. References requlred. Call 
635.7579 between 4 and 7 p.m. 2pl 
OFfiCE SPACE TO LEASE I 
245 sq. ft., 525 sq. ft., 580 sq. I 
ft., prime downtown •location. Air | 
conditioning. Lots of parking. For | 
more information call 635-3475 |
evenings" : " " I 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
COilEII OF KALUII & ICOTT 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND 8CNOOL8 
FddGe, stove, heat, hot water and NOW 
hydro included. Carpeting, laundry 
facilities, storage space. References re- 
1 Bedroom Apt. $405.00 %Wire: 
2 Bedroom ApL $480.00 AvlabN 
3 Bedroom Apt. $550.00 
PHONE OFFICE 6S5"5224 
4. Wanted to Rent  
WANTED TO RENT, CABIN AT LAKELSE LAKE 
for the summer. Prefer waterfront. Reply 8ox 
6291,4647 Lazelle, Terrace. 35tfn 
LOOKING FOR A 3 or 4 bedroom apt or house, 
Ca~1635-3564 3p51 
BY RESPONSIBLE WORKING COUPLE. A house 
in Terrace or Thomhill. Would like large yard 
to work in. References available. 638-8287 
4p51 
RESPONSIBLE WORKING MALE looking for 
house, (preferably out of town) to rent. 
References available. 635.5543 4p52 
3 .4  BEDROOM HOUSE FOR professional cou. 
pl~. Very clean. References available. No 
pets. Non.smokers. clo Box 230, 4647 
Lazelle, Terrace VOG 158 or 635.3661 
4pl 
WORKING MALE (NONSMOKER) in early third 
ties would like shared accommodation with. 
one other person. Please phone or leave a 
message for Cliff at 635.9707 2pl 
WANTED 
Female university student 
needs small apartment. 
Phone 638"7283.  
Ask for Rod. 
MUST SELLHr1942 30130 bolt action Spr- 
Inglleld Savage rifle with original sidemount 
Sp~gfieid Savage scope and ouncasa,' $500 
firm, Call i after 5 p,m, 
639.6015 -. ..... 56ftq 
'74 CASCADE 8' CAMPER, propane stove & 
heater $1,500. Roland Bolt 60 guitar, amp. 
$450. Digital delay i:sound mixer $270, 
638 .0029 ; 4p50 
SEASONED B[RCH FIREWOOD (split) Full stack 
cord $90 Terrace; $125 Klemat. Free delivery 
In Terrace. Call collect 633-2646 4p51 
SOFT TOP ~R A JEEp YJ. Black $400 Call 
632-2683 " ' 4p51 
RAKKERS MODULAR STRUCTURES. For sale: 
Pre-fab greenhouses delivered and assembl- 
ed. Phone 638.1788 evenings . 4p51 
1985 BONAIR TENT TRAILER. 3 burner stove, 
3 way'fddoe, sleeps 8. Asking $6,500 GOO. 
Phone 638.1667 4p51 
HOMEMADE QUILTS FeD. SALE. A vadefy ef 
sizes. Call 6.35-557f ~ 4p51 
N NTENOO GAMES FOR SALE. $35 each. Also 
wll pay 15¢. each for comics in good condl. 
lion. Phone 635.3823 evenings 4p51 
NEED BOXED??? We have LOTSll 10 boxes 
for $2.50 plus GST Call 638.7283 51tfn 
76 GMC PICKUP $600 as is; 2 6res & dins, 
new 75815 $200; Hitachi AM/FM cass. 
player $150; ladies grey suede Jacket, small 
$50.6.38.0941 evenings 4p51 
SMOKED GLASS 6FT. TABLE with 4 burgundy 
chairs, chesterfield and chair. Call 635-5586 
.' .. 4p52 
1977 CAPRI ENGINE 302 (Parts). House for 
rent to couple. Nonsmokers, option to bW. 
Call mom[ngs from 8.10 a.m. or after 11:30 
p.m. 635.3841, . 6p52 
2.4 ACRE APPROVEO BUILDING LOT, ex- 
cellent view. Clamalh River, California. Trade, 
sell $10,000. 28' Fibedorm Executive C/B. 
Surveyed $42,000, quick sale $29,500. 
Video available 1.800-663-2968 4p52 
LIGHTWEIGHT PICKUP CANOPY. Complete 
with boat rack. $400 050. Phone638-1659 
4p52 
HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, '86 Aerostar van, 
'83 Dodge Are/s, 3 new blfold doors, N/G 
water• and Gas supplies for house 635.7710 
. . . . . .  '~ ~ 4p52 
4 TOYO P255160 HRI~ radials on Fold 5 b~t 
gold & chrome modutars, hardly used. Offers. 
638.8408 pr 635-4981 (Kelly) 41)1 
FULL LINE OF POTATO EQUIPMENT. Planter, 
hillers, 1 row harvester. ~ulk system, sorting 
equipment and much more. 963.8128 4pl 
26" RCA COLOUR "rv. Cabinet model with 
swivel base. Good operating condition. $250. 
Phone 635-3744 lp l  
MOVING OUT SALE. All appliances and fur. 
nlture. Call 635.5658 lp l  
1978 440 ARC'ric. CAT CHEETAH. Ex. condl. 
6on, electric start $900; Commodore 120 
computer system, keyboard, colour monitor; 
1571 disk ddve, printer, modem, some pro. 
grams $800 OBO. 1-694.3690 4pl 
DOUBLE BED $100. Also a couch $50. Both in 
good condtion, Call 635.4379 lp l  
MOVING MUST SELLI Everything must 9011 All 
office furniture. Please inquire at Avco Finan. 
¢lsl Services, 4609 Lazelle, 635.2826. Offers 
by sealed bids, Bids must be received by May 
1019f at 5:00'p.m. 3(:1 
1983 CHEVY SCOOTER. 77,000 kms: 5 
speed. $2,500 060. Kenmom dryer $225; 
Filter Queen Vacuum cleaner $350. Call 
635.3583 4Pl 
QUALITY 
Screened Topsoil 
& Driveway Crush 
CALL 
638-8477 
' • i ii i !  
SPRING CLEANING? Skeena Valleyl R()tery 
Club wl pick up your castoffs to: be sold at 
the Skacna Valley R0tary ~ Club Ganlge Sale.,: 
Proceeds te Cornmunity Projects, Phone 
638.1007 and leave a message with your 
name and phone no, for free pickup. 8p47 
WANTED TO BUY: 1979 FORD 250 4x4, 
already restored or In restorable condttian: 
Call 845.7419 or 845,2498 3P~ 
PILOTS WANTEDI Pacific Northwest Sky 
Divers are looking for commercial rated pilots 
9, Trucks for Sale ;:i 
1985 CHEVY SHDRTGED 4x4. Loaded, A/C, 
dual tanks, tllt, '~ crulsei v8  auto; up ~'om 
Texas, no rusL Never seen salt. 74.OO0 
tulles; New tir'es, truck owned by older man. 
Mint condftioln, $12,995; 1,694.3691 early 
mornlag best time to call. • : . . . .  4p52 
lOB5 CHEV V8 4x4 standard. Very sharp 
looking and In good mechanical order. All ter- 
rain tires. Very reasonable pdce. Must sell. 
Extras 627.8550 : 2p51 
91 GMC JIMMY 4 Dr. 4x4, crulsel tilt, PS, PB, 
to fly our 082 on weekends on a volunteer AM/FM cass., I0,000 kin. $25,000 OSO. Call 
basis, For more InformaUon, calIGary Pautson collect 1-846.5089 . ; 4p52 
635.2771 ~,  Ip1' 1977 FORD VAN AUTOMATIC. Pa~11aily 
sempedzed. Swivel captain seats. Good rub-' 
, w  'ri=n ber: $1,200 0Bo, 635-6310 u,c..' • :.4p1 
~plng"-r l B"%l 11  I~= ikWMushr0oms 1984 FORD BRONCO II. 4x4, 5 speed, um/hn 
cassette. Excellent condition. $8,400 OBO. 
(Early Morels & True Morels)" " Call 635.9069 : ' : 41)1 
Season Starting Soon '. 1988 FORD CHINOOK F150 Supercab 300 CI. 
DEPOT OPEN • 5 speed, OD, 44,000 km, aluminum running 
4:30 pm weekdays- 1 pm Sat. & Sun. beards, cloth seats. $10 500. Call 635-2439 
Hwy. 16 W, & Klrkaddy .4pl 
635-6479 or POE SALE 1990 BLAZER. Fully loaded, low 
mileage, excellent condition. $28,000 
635-7824 4pl • 638-1212 after 5 p.m. , 
FOR MORE INFORMATION :1978 CHEVY VAN. Customized, rebuilt 350, 
Mo-Na Foods w=n to SepL 1991. $4,500 OB0. corn- 
, piers natural gas conversion off 350 $2,800 
new, asking $1,400.1.694.3698 4pl 
8. Care for Sale .... 1978 TANDEM GMO 8V7A, 13 sp., jake, 
1982 BUICK CENTURY P/S,. P;B, V-6 sleeper, steel 16' duck. Red with gold stdpe. 
automagc, tilt, cruise, cassette, good candl, Lots of new parts,'runs excellent. Will certify. 
• lion $3,500Cal1845.3122.Patd~ys. 4p50 $10,O00. Call Ft. Nelson moblle phone opr. for 
• JJ3-7580'on Telegraph Hill Ch. • 2pl 
• 1985 DODGE CARAVAN. One owner. Ex. 
cellent condition. $5,500; . Call 1980 GMC Van. Great running condition. Has 
638-1514 4p51 some rust. Asking $3,000. Call 635-76834pl 
1984 PONTIAC ACADIAN 4.door hetchback. FORD RANGER EXTRACAB XLT. Cruise, tilt, 
Low mileage, excellent condition. Asking air, aluminum wheels, box rails, new tires, ex. 
$3,000. Call 638.0847 4p51 cellent condiUon. $12,995 OBO 635-25404pl 
1985 SUBARU 4 x 4 Turbo wagon. Special 1980 RDBOE DAKOTA 4 cyl., 5 sp, canopy 
edition. Lusded with every option. Immaculate and ronning boards, rust checked, full 
condRion. $10,900 OBO. Phone 635.9246 coverage w~ranty, 50,000 kin. Excellent 
.. 2p52 cood. $8 000. 638-0680 4pl 
1989 MUSTANG GT. Auto., red, loaded, ex- FOR 8ALE BY SEALED BID 
sept air. 16,000 Inn. Lady driven, stored .1987 Ford Ranger 4x4 - Auto bans., 
winters, extended warranty, underuoated, cruise control, air conditioning, power 
paint & cloth protectlen. Asking $18,000 0130 window, AM/FM casseHe and Idgh dse 
1.695.6530 4p52 canopy~ 
1984 TRANS AM. 5 spd. standanl, loaded, 1986 GMC 4x4 Sierra 1500, 115,000 
except air, power seats and power mirrors, kin., via 4 spd. trans. 
Never winter driven. Non.smoker, VG condi- 1942 Fargo Pick-up - Partially restored 
lion. 1981 Escod 4 SlXI. standard, In good and customized with Vl8 automatic 
running condition. $1,500 firm. 632-5026 bans,, lots of chrome GOOdies, 
leave message on machine. 2p52 1908 Chrysler Daytona - Shelby Turbo, 
1985 HYUNDAI PONY. 53,000 Ion. Excellent low mileage; 5 SlXL trans., tilt wheel, 
condition, 49 miles per gal. $2,750. Phone AM/FM cassette, cruise control, in ex. 
635-2466 4pl cellini condition. 
1990 Chrysler Daytona - Low mileage, 5
1977 CODGE WAGON. Slant 6, automatic, apd. trans., AM/FM cassette. 
needs carburetor $200. 635-2750 4pl 1988 Ford Mustang - Auto trans., 
AM/FM cassette, power lOCkS and mir- 
9. Trucks for Sale cruise con . 
i1988 CHEVPIONUP 4x4Z/4 ton EXCallentcon ~, /986.Yamaha 1100 Virago -- 12,773 
dillon. $13,500. Call 849.5305 ' 4p50 km~., lots of chrome and golf trim." 
4 x 4 CHEV V8 STANDARD. Long box 4" lift. For appointment to view -- call 
Very good mechanical condition and newly 835.7649. All sales are on an "as is 
painted. Chrome light bar. Exba.s included. -where is"basis, no warranties er 
627-8550 4p50 guarantees implied or given. 
MUST SELLL'89 Dodge D50 Ram PAL BdOht 
yellow. EC $I 1,000. CAll 632-7334 4p50 
'89 ,NTERNA O L, 5ton, H ue, Fist 1 1. Recreational 
Runs good, sound body. Price $8,000. Phone 
635.4600 4p50 Vehicles 
PeR SALE 1979 OODGE 1-TON trnck. 14' IL 1974 F 350 Ons ton Ford with 13 ft. camper.: 
box. $4,000 spent on repairs recent, Asking $4,000.635.4894 ttn45 
$6,900. Please phone 638.055.5 4p50. 1976 CLASS 'C' MOTONHOME. 440 Dodge, 
FOR SALE. 1982 DODGE 1.Ton t~ck. 12 ft. sleeps six. 41,000 miles. Phone 845-2639 
box;' Natural Oes. Asking $5,500. Please 4p50 
phone638.0555 4p50 1970 INTERNATIONAL BUS suitable for 
1978 FORD F-150 SUPER CAB wlthcap., V8, camparlzlng. Seats out and panelled Inside. 
auto, p/s, p/o, good tires. Body a little rough, Asking $2 500 Call 635-5205 4p52 
but solid. Excellent running truck. First 1978 8'0" SECURITY CAMPER. Four burner 
$1 300 takes it. 4840 Lazalle.Cal1635.4865 stove, oven, 3-way fddge, furnace, hot water, 
1977 WHITE WESTERN STAR. Cab end bathronm/sbewer, hydraulic jacks. Very good 
chassis, good rubber, $6,500 or best offer, condition. $4,200. Call 845.3108 4p52 
Call 842-6284 (New Hazetton) 2p51 1983 8 FT. 9 Inch Frontier camper, includes 4 
DUMPTRtlCKFONSALE.1971KW.$12,500;: burner stove .and oven, 3.wny frldge, 
1975 liD Hayes $27,500; 1969 HD Hayes bathroom (plush toilet), hydraulic jacks,.ronf 
$7,800; 1978 LT 900 FORI $16,500; 15 YD rack, sleeps 4. $3,800 firm. Call 845,7734 
Heavy steel gravel box and hoist $6,500. ' '4p52 
635.6711, 635.6606 or wdle Box 447, Ter. 1985 34 FOOT SPORTSCOACH mater home on 
race. : 31}51 Chsv.cheesls, 454 engine, cruise, air, tilt 
1987 F150 Supe~ 4x4 AutcmaOc. Natural steering wheel, ddver door, deluxe captains 
gas conversion, captains chairs. Rear bencl|, seats, swivel and recline, central vacuum, kit. 
air, power windows, locks, loaded. $16,500 chert center, microwave, rear bedroom, awn- 
635.5939 41)51 Ing, 5 kw Owen generator, storage pod, tow 
package and car deify. Automa~c leveling 
1982 F250 4x4 351 with auto bansmlsslon; lacks. This unit Is very clean and In excellent 
3" body lift, roll bar, trans, cooler, reserver condlUon. Will consider trede. Interested per. 
hitch, west coast mirrors. 50 waft stereo, sons call 846.9446 4p52 
$5,500, 632-7604 2p52 
1985 BONAIR TENT TRAILER. 3 burner stove, 
1980 FRUEHAUF LOWSED single drop. Offers. 3 way fddge, sleeps 8. Asking $6,500 060. 
HOUSE FOR SALE BY BUILDER. New 3 24 x40 MOBILE HOME on a nicely treed lot on Buffalo Head Forest Products (Stewart) Call Phone 630-1667 41)1 
bedroom, full basement, 1,225 sq. ft., 2 full a quiet street in Tho~nhltl. Includes 11 x 10 ft. 2p52 
PROPERTY oo. well built Insulated addition, n,g. heat, r - .  
Ifldgelstove, washer/dryer. $9,500 - - -  ; 
FOR 14 x TO MOBiLE HOME, Hasadditlsnandutlll- ¢olumbla/ouatsino Apts .  Are You Movin 
9 units containing a mix o1 1, 2 and 3 ty shed. Completely fence~ and situated In • Pine Park. Call 635.7424 eves. 4pl The Terrace Standard has 
bedreomhomespRis6mobllehomepads.,~,swwv ~- -  MONTHS L.LJ CARDBOARD Located on 2 acres. Excellent income. 12 x 50 2 BEDROOM MOBILE HOME with ~  
Asking ,,,~n nnn. fddge and stove $8,000. Set up. on private 
one acre lot. No rent on property for six men... 
p . . . . . .  A 35-44  ='z ,hs Rent or lot will be $95 per month. Phone 
oo o.. . . . . 1 .  4 , ,  FREE RENT!! BOXES 
"i WOOO( RB-R- R 1 bdrm. apts. With mountain Views.  ( 110i 250 
FOR SALE OR RENT LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS * Drapes ; CeblevlBiOn 
4832 LAZELLE AVENUE , w/w Carpets :~:i, :91 Super Channel 
Natural Gas FireplaoeB, DlshwaeherB, Frldge, Stove, Drapes, , Ensulte Stomge : : , ,.*:Baloonlee I ~ 
Plush Carpeting, Balconies or Personal PatiOs, I , Spaclou6 & Clean : . . . .  ~r'Free Parldng 1 2"  X 1 7"  x l  6"  deep 
Ceramic Tiled Bathrooms & EnsuRes ,, Bus Stops.Nearby --~ "/. i !' ~i!i: ..... • 
1/2 Block from Skeena Mall & MacDonalds ; . . . .  , :  " . : , ,  : .... : ' 
" Large Kitchens. beautifully appointed, s/oi~&*3BoiOu|tMho Blvd. [i 12"x 17" x 'l 0" deep 
..... . i : "  * *********  : -- , TERRACE,  STANDA , . ' ' : ' ReeldentMenager ancl Security Entrance " '~ ;~ ~ 5:! !:: - '~ : , . . , ' " '~ Iv4~Ju¢; ' . ,  ,,, ~ , ,,,, , - : , ] ~ ' , ,  . 
s .u  . .. ? .~  . ~ ,~ : ~ , '  , ~ . .  L . , *  + . , '  I I I I  ~1 I I  I I  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
: i  '~-~ ~'~'.;: ":; ~. :::; ".~ ,:,:~ , .  " ~.~;-~.•..~"~.':.~:,," :" ~:":~..~'i" ~"::, :,:: .. L: :. ":. : ~;.~ , :~, 
•, . . . .  r. ) 
: 11. Recreational 
" ....... Vehicles 
1981' TnAVELAIRE motorhome, Deluxe bath, 
eye ,~ level oven, awning, ptus more, EC 
$2t,500.' Will consider trades. Call 
639.1236 4pl 
1984 HONDA BIG RED ATV. Odometer 
wraparound engine guard, new battery, shop 
manual and cover $2,500, 1986 Honda AW 
350 4x4, new battery, shop manual and cover 
$5,00Q, 638.0892 lpl 
19Vz FORD MOTORHOME in excellent condi- 
tion, 3 .way fridoe, 3 burner stove with oven, 
bathroom with toilet, sink & shower. Swivel 
captains chairs, hot water tank, furnace, 
sleeps 6. Phone 635.5674, If no one home, 
leave message on'machine, 4pl 
12. Motorcycles 
'81 SUZUKI GSL 400, Excellent starter bike. 
ERC, $1,000 OBO, 632.7334 4p50 
HONDA V65 MAGNA motorcycle 1100 ec. 
10,200. km, Mint condition. To view caU 
632-2883 4p51 
1989 KAWASAKI ZXlO Ninja, 6,800 km, Ex- 
cellent condition. Was over $9,000 new, open 
to offers. Phone Darren at 635.6310 days. 
4p52 
1987 SUZUKI MIC Black, some options, good 
condition $1,500 finn, Call 638.8411 after 6 
p.m. 2p52 
1982 YAMAHA 400 Heritage Special. Only 
18,000 km. Askiog $750 OBO. Call 
635-6350 (leave a message on machine) or 
call evenings, ltfn 
19~}0 KAWASAKI KDX 200 ENDURO. Best 
bike In its class. Low mileage. Very fast 
$2,700 OBO 835-7367 4pl 
14. Boats & Marine 
22 FT. REINELL BOAT, new upholstery, no 
motor $2,000. Call 635.4894 tfnl 
ACHILLES INFLATABLE BOAT. 15.5 ft,, 40 
HP, Suzuki motor, troll plate, Scottie downdg- 
Gets, trailer, canopy, extras. Used 4 months. 
Best Offer. 635-3142 4pl 
SANGSTER 24! SEDAN CRUISER. Launched 
1980. Rebuilt Chev. 350 fwc engine c/w Mar- 
cruiser leg, new canvas camperback, new 
carpeting, many extras including VHF and CB. 
Immaculately maintained by owner since new. 
Very. clean vessel, Asking $20,000. Phone 
evenings, 635-3744 101 
18' WELDED ALUMINUM BOAT. 60 HP 
Madner, Steering pack, EZ trailer, Asking 
$13,800, 638.8724 401 
15 FT. CHRYSLER FIBERGLASS boat. 70 HP 
Evinrude and accessories, Asking $2,650 
OBO. Call 635.7309 401 
15, Machinery 
444 INTERNATIONAL TRACTOR, 4 cyl. dlese~ 
:40 hp, PIS, PTO; 3 pL hitch, 2 hydrauli¢cit i 
~ults, good, working condition ,$6,~500r~117 
EZEE-ON offset disk, wheels, hydraulic lift 
$1,900, H,D, farmhand manure spreader on 
6x6 army truck, hydraulic drive. 'Good work: 
ing condition, $3,900 OBO, International (68) 
c/o truck 250 Cummings diesel tandem, Good 
rubber, clw 32' deck, cattlemcks (tight for 
graih). Can be converted with a logging rigging 
for 33' short logs. Will sell separately. 
1.694.3456 eves, 4p50 
1985 KEORING 620 Feller buncher with 22 
inch Keodng sawhe:td. Priced to sell 
1-692-3748 4pSO 
MADILL 009 TOWER 12V71, Witchata's. All 
lines and dgglng In excellent shape. No Fdday 
nlght or Saturday cans. Call 842.6463 4p51 
FORD TRACTOR LOADER with arm mower. In 
Terrace call' collect after 6 plm. 248.3456 
4p51 
FORD 2000 FARM TRACTOR. EC. Front end 
loader with 60" bucket, manure, 3pt hitch, 
PTO and cab $S,800.635.3258 4p52 
1980 KENWORTH area 19 & 20 H plates. 40 
ton Iowbed, 9 It. deck, 1978 966C L.5 rubber, 
10 hrs on motor, EC. 635-6416 4p52 
16; Farm Produce 
HAY I~OR SALE. Good quality, No rain, $3.00 
per be!e, 635.3380 8p46 
HAY FOR SALE. Cummins Ranch, Hwy 18 
West; South Hazelton 842.5316 8p47 
ORDER YOUR PIG NOWl Weaner plgs about 50 
Ibs for Apdl. May. Butcher pigs about 200 Ibs 
for O~tobe', live, dressed or custom cut and 
deep frozen Ih pig Is possible. Phone 
1•694.3630 4p50 
SOIL & STAKES. Two types ol high quality 
organic screened soil for flower beds, 
greenhouses, vegetable gardens, potBng 
plants. We also have garden and surveying 
stakes,, treated •fireplace kindling. Call APD 
Ente~dses 845-7783 4052 
17, GarageSa~s 
III 
I l"er~.ace Thurnhill Band Parents 
GARAGE SALE 
!i::'s~atunlay, Apd, 27 
:~.~,. :c7'. From 9 am • 2 pm 
': :Jhomhlll Jr, Secondary School 
TIO N AD 
I I  BUY P"SELL RENT I I  TRADE 
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VISA 
18. Business Services Hanny 30th as. Cards of Thanks 
I N D U - - ~ I ~ N ~ K A Y  e r r  . . . .  
f'¢lalwHlsh°wy°uthed0htsklnc'reandthe Burthday 
dght make.up application - just for you. Call 
635.6972' " ' lpl ) UncleRoller i 
ment, perhaps a tropical island, Call E lan i Love ,  T roy  ~ : ~ T h a n k ~ l  
Travel at 635-6181 and catch the spldtll .1 cl . . 
You 
John's Roofing  'osve.d,,rsn6 , ,i f
"~) You can finally relax 
,New roofs r~ again, we've gone homel 
]11 Fmemln, Melvin, 
, Patching/repairs J~ 6ord, Kevin 
, Shingles ~ & Uz 
Call Today! 
635-7957 
~ -324 HRS. 5-6181 ! 
AUCKLAND,.o. r" $1399. 
EDMONTON ~o. $ 349. 
VEGAS 4 NTS. ~.~. $ 379. 
PALM SPRINGS PKO. $ 608. 
SUPERIOR 
DRYWALL 
• Resident ia l  
• Free Estimates 
• Commerc ia l  
• Compet i t ive  Rates 
• Clean 
• Rel iable 
C~fI 635-726,; 
RETAILERS WANTED 
We have a pdme retail location 
available in the 
DESIDERATA BUSINESS PARKS 
Highway 16/25 - Motz Rd. - 
Consisting of 20,000 square feet 
We are pmpared'te~offe~ generocs te- 
St1"0~ qua i~mta era: " " 
CaN Karl Motz 
636-2312 or 638,0444 ' 
. j 2.." 
SILVER BIRCH 
ELECTRICAL 
• Major Appliance Repair 
*. Electrical Wiring 
IVAN & MITCH 
Reglst~aUon No.  10573 
F---C.ALL-----1 
IS38 7299l 
19. Lost & Found 
LOST BROWN DRESS GLOVES, Downtown 
Terrace, week of Apdl 8. Reward. Call 
798-2286 2pl 
LOST AT SKEENA HIGH SCNOOL Black skate 
board (name Hassan under board), leather 
jacket and blue tie dye sweatshld (L,A, Cool) 
638-1276 . : 2pl 
FOUND 1 COLD AND DIAMOND woman's ring 
in May of 1990 at a local bank In Terrace, If 
you lost a dog please call 635.2261. Full 
description Is roqutred in oNer to claim, . 2pl 
20. Pets & Livestock 
INTERIOR TRAILER SALES. Charmac and 
Logan ,Coach. Stock and horse,"tra lem. A so 
used 'tillers.' 1.747-3785~ '1,992.9293 
PUREBREO REGISTERED BOXER ivallaMe for 
stud. 2V= yre old, Fawn coloring, Great dlspne- 
lion. 636.3677 evenings or weekends. Also 
laroe'bavellng kennel for sale 635.3677 45fin 
HI, DO YOU WANT "CLASS".? Co~ne leo me -: 
i'm a 15 h, 4 Yr. oM, buckskin quarter horse 
arab cross mare ,with ,GREAT/potentlal.r,.',~ 
847;4233or847-9612~' . , ,  4051 
3 YEARLING BLONDE d'Aquitalne I~lls. Call 
690-7325 ; . . : . ,  . 4051 : 
• ":31,'Auction 8ales 
~, n n 
. BEGINNING SATURDAY APRIU6 1 ,p.m. to 4 
p,m: every Saturday in April; F~r further Infor; 
maUonpbe~e 635.78246.8 p.m; weekdays; 
• L ,W,  Sears Aoctlon & S~ply~ $,100 Hwy. te 
East;Terrace, - ~ -.. 4pSf 
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon McConnell 
~" ' [  take pleasure in announcing 
~ ~  themarrlage of their daughter 
Lind8 Moargatet 
~" ~ ' Cot. Mark Wharton, 
i~ :~,~ son of Mr. & Mm. ROy Wharton of Bu~aby, B.C. 
The wedding took place in I.aRonge SMk. on April 1st, 
.~ . .~, (~ 1991, where Unda is employed aS a physiotherapist and 
• ' ' / '11|~\ Is with the local RCMP detachment. 
CITY OF TERRACE 
1991 SALE BY. TENDER ON AN 'AS-IS-WHERE-IS' BASIS No. 1 - AprlllMay r "T~ECI 
ITEM DESCRIPTION l TERRA CE  
BICYCLES 8e WALL PLAQUE, black Slamese/Philllpine design on red 
background 
H 8 (, Dustbane FLOOR MACHINE/POLISHER/SCRUBBER 
01 Toddler's Precision tricycle, red 90 G.E. Wood WOOD'S FLOOR MAINTAINER, Model MB15, 
02 Child's Norco Eliminator, blue, 1 speed " S/No. 1676 
03 Chil!'s Kuwahara, red, 1 speed 
04 Boy s Sportster BMX, silver, 1 speed 91 Used CARPET out of City Hall, orange/brown pattern, 1 roll 
measuring approximately 11' x 16' 
05 Boy's white/blue 1 speed 92 Used CARPET out of city Hall, orange/brown patter, 1 roll 
06 Boy's All Pro 2000 BMX, red/white, 1 speed " i: / i:i~ :: measuring approximately 11' x 16' 
07 Boy's Rai.der BMX, white, 1 speed ,=r~al i.~ ~: i : ] .  93MUsed CARPET out of City Hall, orange/brown pattern, 1 roll 
O8 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
2Q 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
2(] 
27 
2E 
2.~ 
3~ 
31 
3~ 
3~ 
3~ 
3.~ 
3E 
37 
3E 
3~ 
4( 
41 
4; 
4 E 
4~ 
4E 
4E 
4~ 
4E 
4 ( ,
5( 
51 
5; 
5" 
5z 
5, ~ 
5( 
5; 
5~ 
5(`  
6( 
6~ 
6~ 
6! 
6( 
6; 
6( 
7; 
7; 
7, 
7~ 
7( 
71 
7(, 
8( 
81 
8~ 
8, 
81 
81 
Boy's Precision BMX All Terrain 9559, red/white, 1 speed. !: :' 
Boy's TRX Supercycle BMX, silver, 1 speed : ;  ~i.i, ~i 95 Boy's Freestyle HighTech, blue/white, 1 speed 96 
Boy's Constrictor MX5OO, silver, 1 speed --i~ i-: '  97 
Boy's Sportster BMX, red, I speed ~i' ~ ~;iii! ~,i:i~: 98 
Boy's Scorpion II BMX, red, 1 speed *:;: ~ 99 
Boy's Norco BMX, black, 1 speed I OC 1 
Boy's Randor BMX, silver, 1 speed 
Boy's Sportster BMX, silver, 1 speed 101 
Boy's Raleigh MT-5, black, 5 speed 1102 
Boy's Sears' Free Spirit, blue, 10 speed ~ 103 
Boy's Nova Vector, silver, 1 speed : 104 
Lady's Empire, brown, 1 speed 
Lady's Apollo Capri, blue, 3 speed 105 
Lady's Raleigh, sage green, 3 speed 
Lady's ProTour, blue, 10 speed 
Lady's Apollo, blue, 10 speed 
Lady's Krane All Terrain ATB, white/It, p nk, 12 speed:: :i!i: 
Lady's ProTour 2000, white, 12 speed 
Lady's ProTour RS2420, pink, 12 speed . 
Man's greenlblack,,5 speed ~ .,.: .... ~  ~ .... : . ,  
Man's Sprinter Grand Touring, brown, 5 speed . . . .  ~-:~, 
Man's . . . . .  . ~, ~n',z . . . .  ~ ~, r SchWinn collegiate, ~ran~ IS, 5 speed ' 
Man's Sportster~ (silver) grey, 10 speed "i ~i:/ 
Man'S Tl-Raleigh, black, 10 speed 
Man's B & R Campus, (red) brown, 10 speed 
Man's Apollo Capri, dk. red, 10 speed . . . .  , ............ : 115 
Man's Norcu, black, 10 speed 
Man's Premier, gold, 10 speed 
Man's Raleigh Matterhorn, red, 1O speed 
Man's Raleigh Challenger, navy blue, 10 speed 
Man's ProTour, red, 10 speed ;~ !~/;~: 
Man's DiaPage, grey, 10 speed 
Man's Norco, blue, 10 speed 
Man's Norco Beretta, red/black, 10 speed .... 
Man's GS Sekine, blue, 10 speed 
Man's Free Spirit Custom, red, 10 
Man's ProTour, blue, 10 speed 
Man's CCM Tourismo, (yellow)lime 
Man's Apollo, green, 10 speed 
Man's white, 10 speed . . . . . . .  
Man's Norco, dull red, 10 speed 
Man's Norco, (dk. red) maroon, 10 speed 
Man's black, 10 speed 
Man's Apollo Capri, dk. red, 10 speed 
Man's Shimano SunTour, (overpalnted)red and bh 
Man's North Country mountain, dk. green, 12 spe._ . . . .  • 1 ;.lU 
Man's grey, 12 speed i :~ i  !i I '  ~ 
Man's ProTour M500, dk. blue, 12 speed 
Man's Norco Alpine, red, 12 speed 
Man's brown, 12 speed 
Man's Apollo, black, 12 speed 
Man's Sportster mountain, burgundy, 12 speed 
Man's Norco Monlerey, metallic blue, 12 speed 
Man s ProTour 5000 mountain, red/black, 12 speed 
Man s Royale Sportster, white/red, 15 speed ' 
Man's Royale Sportster mountain, white/red, 18 spa= 
Man's PaceSetter Western Express, metallic grey, 14 
~easurlng approximately 11' x 16' 
:l.V, SKYLIGHT 
~oad Patrol XK RADAR DETECTOR 
INARN ALARM BELL for vehicle 
TRUCK BENCH SEAT 
TRUCK BOX, 1 yd. 
Realistic RADIO CASSETTE PLAYER 
Alpine AM/FM RADIO CASSETTE PLAYER, Model 7156, 
S/No. R80222413B 
TdSonic CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER, S/No, 02277 
Pioneer CASSETTE PLAYER, Model KP.575 
Sony PORTABLE DICTATOR BM-5 
Sanyo MEMO SCRIBER, Micro Processor Control TRC8700, S/No. 
90130426 
BLACK BOXES, LD.420MP, Model ME711, S/NOR. 33247 
and 33519 
AMPLIFIER (Model MTA.1) 
electric II ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER, S/No. 924336658 
MISCELLANEOUS 
TREE CULTIVATOR (RESERVED PRICE) .... :~., 
! Cyclone GRASS SEEDER canvas bag ~ 
6 (, Cyc one SEED SOWER, canvas bag • ;~!~ 
71 Fenwlck3.5 TACKLE BOX, clw TACKLE, orange 
TACKLE BOX, clw TACKLE, grey 
ROD, 5 Star, SSIOM, c/w DAIWA MG7050H open faceREEL 
FLY ROD, 9ft. with REEL 
electric ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER, S/No. 4156373 
5 ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER, S/No. 113022836,: black ~:~.. 
IBM TYPEWRITER HEADS; 8 in case ................... , ..... ~ ~.~. 
)RAFTING MACHINE, Model 2287, S/No. 63660022 
) DRAFTING MACHINE, Model 5100, S/No Z688403 
113 Vemcolite DESKLIGHT 
114 Star DOT MATRIX PRINTER, Model SG-15 
Victor ADDING MACHINE, Model 1800, S/No 4647-893 
116 Texas Instruments ADDING MACHINE, T1-5219. S/No. 141046 
117 CHAIR, wooden frame, maroon vinyl covedng 
118 CHAIR, wooden frame, maroon vinyl covering 
119 CHAIR, wooden frame, maroon vinyl covering 
* 120 CHAIR, wooden frame, maroon vinyl covenng 
i ii I ~L 121 CHAIR, wooden frame, maroon vinyl covenng 
~ ~ 122 Typist's CHAIR, orange, 4 castors 
,, 2 castors 
.4 castors 
HEATER 
F~ UNIT 
!RCIAL WATER HEATER. Model BC460794S 
qqents will have to be made to view this item 
~venue water tower). The successful bidder 
Nn arrangements for removal of the 
CONTROL, Model 4, Miscellaneous electncal 
i: 131 
. 132 
133 
.... 134 
~i 135 
eed / ! ,  
Se ress, 8 speed ~ 
FISH retrieval NET, with handle 
child's PFD Mustang FLOATER VEST, Transport Canada approved 
to fit 30- 60 Ibs 
Child's PFD Mustang FLOATER VEST, Transport Canada approved 
to.fit 30 . 60 Ibs 
Samoca.35 35ram CAMERA, in case 
PUMP TANK FORESTRY BACKPAK, metal 
GOLF Club COVERS, navy/grey (set of 3) with GOLF GLOVES, 
nawIcream ~: 
Daisy, Model 111 B.B GUN, (part only) , ! 'T . 
q ~-w/~ut- n~ZUN PUMP CJW MOTOR AND HYDRO CELL; Piston 
dia. approx. 10", with a 14" stroke; discharge/intake of4;; 
steel piping; motor: 3 hp, 3ph., 1750 rpm, 2301240 volts, 
Peabody Gordon.Piatt GAS BURNER 
Torpedo KEROSENE HEATER 
8:: BUTrERFLY VALVE 
8 BUTI'ERFLY VALVE 
20 G.E. HP ELECTRIC MOTOR, 220 volts- 3 phase, 1180 rpm 
20 G.E. HP ELECTRIC MOTOR, 220 volts- 3 phase, 1180 fpm 
FRONT END SNOW PLOW for a tandem truck (RESERVED PRICE) 
HYDRAULIC CYLINDER, 4'x 3:: 
HYDRAULIC CYLINDER, 4 x 3 • i 
HYDRAULIC LIFT (RESERVED PRICE) i 
HALF A BARREL of PARTS WASHERS 
143 MARK IV COLLECTOMATIC TAILGATE (garbage packer) 
-; 144 Miscellaneous JEWELRY (package is ONE item) 
~i i 145 INSTITUTIONAL TOILETS: bid on items A, B, C, D, E individually 
146 INSTITUTIONAL SINKS: bid on items A, B, C, D ,E, F individually 
147 Dads Model 783 SCORE CLOCK FOR ARENA 
Items May Be Inspected At: The Public Works Yard 
5003 Graham Ave. 
When: Tuesday, April 30th through 
Friday, May 3rd, 1901, 
1 p.m.. $ p.m. ONLY 
Bide Are To Be Submitted: On the forms provided, In a seal- 
ed envelope, marked "SALE BY TENDER", 
For The Attention Of: 
M.S. Fjaageeund, Purchasing Agent, 
5003 Graham Avenue 
Terrace, B.C.. 
Kewasak180 MOTORBIKE 
Huffy WORKHORSE EXERCISER ..... 
Sundance Model No. 100 TRAMPOLINE, disassemMed:~iiO * X '10' 
frame sl~e; 8' X 8' bed size; complete *with ~ncingbed, 
sj~ngs, ~side pods and legs; weight f lmit. 120 ~i!50]bS. 
Set of 3 BANDANNAS: M ckey Mouse design s ~ new) 
CHAINSAW, 18" blade . 
A~te  KITCHEN TABLE with LEAF, brown :,:~:iii~ . , .  
. . . .  L ;  .:~ ~ . : .: ~..=~3215 Eby Simst, Terrace, VBG 2X8 
Please ~:  GeT will be payable on =11 itomi 
ALL i AlE 10 BE RECEIVED NO LAllEI1111AN WEOEIOAY, MAY l ,  1111 
The h~hest or any tender bid is not necessad~ accepted. Any item not 
C~imed o~'or before the 10th day after notiflca~on will be sold to the 
next • bidder; 
, S.C. Chdmnmn, Bnctw d 
~ cay mTe~ 
• I I I  q 
I . ,  
" + 1 J : ~ : L"  L " # ; " 
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REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY 
Prep and Short Order,Cook : 
+,,.~mlary based on experience. Apply In person to 
: 'Mount Layton Hotspr lngs .  
y 
GENERAL CLERK 
Position available at Terrace Co-op 
in Childrens Wear Department 
....... Please apply in person to 
Family Fashions Manager 
in Family Fashions Department 
Terrace Co-up Department Store 
461 7 Greig Ave. Terrace 
PUROLATOR COURIER 
[ • is now accepting 
applications for an 
OWNER/ 
OPERATOR 
apply to: unit 2 
4423 Railway Ave., 
........ Terrace, B.C. 
• ;~'i. • :,~ 
.+  . . . . .  635-1455 
I MlSSJONn, I 
I 
f ~Support Commission to recommend to Council and the 
/!igreater community methods of recycling which could be in- 
i~t ituted to enhance the environment, while being financially 
~:Vtable; 
~:: Council envisions the Commission to consist of approx- 
,,:;imataly 12 individuals and would, in the first Instance, like to 
:i:underteke some general study session workshops to collec- 
,iively delineate Terms of Reference for the Commission, as 
'Well as certain priority areas or programs to be investigated. 
The City of Terrace would appreciate receiving written ,~,~ 
esumes from persons interested in becoming 'a~volunteer 
nember of the Recycling Support CommissJ~i~Plba,se sub- 
nit your resumes to the undersigned by May 6, 1991, and 
i~feel free to telephone for further information. 
:.: E.R. Hallsor, 
i~: Clerk-Adminlstrator 
; " City of Terrace i ::; + i f : . ,  
' 3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X8 : 
Telephone: 635-6311 ~: ~:' : 
Fax: 638-4777 
20. Pats & Livestock 26, "Po "on-I : ............. "iS 
ALASKAN MALAMUTE PUPPIES. CKC- ; '  , '. ! '~ . . i l  li:. ' : '  "'!:~ :i~ + 
registration shots~ Excellent with chlMren. : , ? '~ ~ ~" : i  " '  ' '  ; =" ' '~:i 
Good work dogs - large strong dogs. Father ' From" the BAHA IHOLY wrltin0s ~-., ~': ,, 
110 I1~, mother 85 Ibm. Wolf grey and black 
well Phone Sonday thru. Friday only. 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 88 
TERRACE 
Competition One 
Vice.Principalship of Hazelton Secondary School 
Hazelton Secondary School, to be relocated in a new $16,000,000 
facility in January 92, is situated on the banks of the majesUc Skeena 
whose hinterland encompasses undvalled physical beauty including 
the overwhelming Roche de Boule mountain range and includes a vast 
and diverse geographic area renowned for its outdoor ecreational op- 
portunities, The school enrols 500 Grade 8 - 12 students, offers a 
variety of special programs including a detached Alternate School, and 
provides it student body with an enviable co-curricular and extra- 
curricular program. The multicultural nature of the schoul and its 
demonstrated community focus contribute .to its uniqueness and its 
pleasing school culture in which both students and staff take pride. 
Applicants should carefully consider the following desirable at- 
tributes before applying. 
, 1.  Recent exemplary experience, preferably in a multi- 
cultural setting, as a secondary school teacher, depart- 
ment head, counsellor or school administrator, 
2 .  Exceptional interpersonal and communication skills, a 
• high energy level, and possession of the ability to positive- 
ly impact on the over.all school operaUon and on all 
school constituents, and to maintain the present caring 
and empathic school ethos. 
3.  The ability to maintain effective community-school reta- 
tionships with the numerous communities served by the 
school. 
4.  The ability to share to a varying degree all school based 
r ... .  administration with the pdnclpal and to offer effective 
,: .... ~ leadership to staff in the area of poslUve student 
+,- . behavlour. 
: 5 Knowledge of current trends in education wlth the In- 
" lUatlve nthuslasm and ablllty to provide and support 
- )  
•/ 
r 
! / 
849.5811 5p51 
GREYHQUND neutered, °atoned. Needs a gen- 
tle flrni hand and a country hotfie. Call 
639.1966 2p52 
1988 ROAD KIND HORSE/STOCK TRAILER,. 
13' long, 6'6" wide, 6'6" high. Brakes both 
axles (B.C. legal); Excellent condition. Phone 
845.31e8 @52 
REG. ANGLe.ARAB GELDING 4yrs Back/grey 
16HH (El Hilal/Northem Dancer) Fdendly and 
gentle, potential Jumper $3,000 includes one 
months training with Jill O'NeilL Also reg. % 
arabian filly, 3 yrs., chestnut with stockings, 
14.3 HH, halter broke $1,500. Phone 
847.2463 4pS2 
HORSE CAMP. Gids only. Teaching young 
alders ince 1973. Good horses, certified In- 
structors. Lots of fuel Wdte/call Saddletremp 
1-694-3521 Southbank B.C. VO~J 2PO @52 
WANTED TWO MILK COWS. Either in milk or 
soon to freshen. 1.694-3615 4pl 
2 REGISTERED PUGS FOR SALE. (2~/z years 
old) Also 1 registered'male nd female shlh- 
tsu. Must have fenced In yard. 635-3756 bet- 
ween 5-6 p.m. 2p1 
GENTLE REGISTERED half Arab mare. 
635-2750 4pl 
21, Help Wanted 
AMBITIOUS PERSON, NEAT, good character. 
OpporP;nity o earn $250 pies per week. Ma-. 
jor company. No experience, will train. Car 
helpful. Call 635-3066 4p50 
LICENCEO HAIRSTYLIST NEEDED for Bennies 
Cut & Cud. Contact Llnda t 635.3637 tfn51 
WANTED: SUMMER SALES AGENTS. Apply at 
Deckle Dee ice cream. The Ice¢ream bicycle 
people. Call 635-3102 4p51 
HOUSTON PRESCHOOL requires upervlsorr', 
starting September. Six Classes a week. ECE 
preferred. Send resume: Sex 791, Houston, 
B.C. by May31, 1991. 4p51 
NEED DISTRIBUTORS/HOME WORKERS. Ex-. 
cellent pay. 100's of companies. Recorded 
message gives details. 1-604.591-9402 24 
hrs. Dept. ASO 4p51 
SPONTWEAR PARTIES. Enthusiastic reps to 
sell fashion sports wear and t-shirts at house 
parties. Good income. Call Alien Wear. 
1-768-2567 Kelowna collect. 4p52 
HOUSTON PRESCHOOL reeulres upervisor 
starting September. Six classes a week. ECE 
preferred. Send resume: Box 791, Houston, 
B.C. by May 31, 1991 4p52 
RECEIVE $500 WORTH DF FREE LINGERIE 
when you sign up and qualify. Undercover 
Wear lingerie sales is offering aepeolel collec- 
tion of designer lingede free. Looking for 
women who love lingede and want o make 
lots of money. Call Weedy 845-7695 2p52 
LOOKING FOR WOMEN who love lingerie and 
want to make lots of money. Flexible work 
hours. Be your own bess. Work full or part. 
time. For details call Weedy 845.7695 4pl 
We are seeking a 
Government Cerlifled 
Individual 
in the commercial/residential refdgeraUon 
a~ air C,O~J. i~onlng,.~,~ :,,'........ t,~ ;, 
e|ease ~ -su~.i~,+, zasume..tO;.. ,C,a i~ 
3103 Hampton Street, Terrace, B.C. VGG 
IN9 
Delivery 
Drivers 
Wanted 
"Lave the Ore0tUlilo for ths sake 
of God and not :~or themlmlves. 
:Ysu win n8vor blooms angry or 
impatient Ifyou I~e them for the 
ssked~ God." 
To ~xp~e ~s~ v~U~ tufter ca, 
e35.3219 or 636.9012 
i i i 
with own vehicle. Rate 
negotiable. 
638-1500 
Ask for Jerry 
HELP WANTED 
The Stikine River Fish Company needs 
six exppflenced fishermen to fish the up 
coming season. Three applicants must 
ewe a boat and necessary equipment. 
They must have at least hree years ex- 
perience ddft fishing acceptable to depart- 
ment of Fisheries & Oceans standards. 
Preference given to people of native 
ancesW. 
Apply to: 
Stlkine River Fish Company 
c/o Tahitan Tribal Council 
General Delivery 
Dease Lake, B.C. 
v0C IL0 
Contact: Don Asp 
Manager Stikine River FiSh Co. 
Phone No. 771.5161 
CAREER TRAINING 
IN 
HAIRDRESSING 
Come to Vernon In the sunny 
Okanegan Valley and study hair- 
drea~ino, 
A new and rewarding career can  ~ 1 
youm In 10 men,he, with our B.C. : 
government approved coome. ' 
Cla~ie8 start the first Monday of 
eech month. 
1. PdncipalCd iculum Designer 
, To provide overall shcoot management, supervl. 
sign and administration In a •small community 
school with 43 students. 
• To assist with teaching staff pro!essional 
development. 
.k In cooperation with the Society, parents, elders 
and, chiefs, to assist with the implementation ofthe 
Society's curriculum design plan of action. A 
redefinition of education With an Innovative ap- 
proach to learning and teaching. The curriculum will 
reflect the Gitksan worldvlew; knowledge and 
thought, systems and structure, laws and prac. 
tices, authority and jurisdiction and, communlca. 
tions. 
• k To describe and contrast "western" knowledge, 
topics and, subjects with the Gitksan curriculum 
through a cultural translation process to examine 
the relationships and articulate each. 
• With the program team of staff, volunteers, 
parents and elders to; 
- conduct research and development 
-desion themes, content, subjects and topics 
- identify skills and exploratory questions 
- define learning and teachng objectives 
- identity learning activities; classroom 
based, territory based and community based. 
- development and production of teaching 
materials 
- plan teaching methodologies and evaluation 
processes 
, , , ' r  L -~  
~ ~' ~r , ' i  . . . . . . .  ~ REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY 
i:!~/, i' :+Tiie ~ Inn of the West rmea position open for One 
~;~  ..... PART TIME EXPERIENCED ~ 
": WAITER/WAITRESS 
Applicerlt must have cashier experience, end be ~vllfln0 to 
work weekends. 
Please apply In person at the Inn of the West . .~  
~.  :.-, 
ii ill 
I I I I I I  I '~  r ~ 
:GJTWANGAK EDUCATION SOCIETY :: F ' 1 ' ' ~; '~-+: ':', ~ • ~ ~,'.~,Vj .; 
Box ___ ,  ...... o ~t~:  Kitwanna, B:C. '""" r: ' " " " *' '~:" ~: ~'~::* ~'~" 
' "  1 " " ' " .: ~VOJ 2AO ' : i.'?i 
Telephone: 849-5330 Fax Line: 649-5327: 
": ( "Exc I I " IHG AND CHALLENGING EMPLOYMENT oPPORTUNIT IES  
. . . . . . . .  . . . .breaking new ground and redefining educat ion . . , . .  
Three (3) positions with the GItwangak Elementary School which offers Gltksan Immersion. Apply by 
resume to Employment Services Office, Box 229, Hazelton; B.C. V0J 1 Y0. Deadline May 15, .1991, inter- 
views to take place May 16 and 17, ~ : :'~':'i.~:~ 
2. Teaching Positions: 
Immersion Kindergarten .... 
Grade1 Teacher and 
and Immersion Grade •2/3 
teacher 
* TO participaie with and assist"in ihe im;]emen:; 
tation of the Society's planet action forGltRsan" : 
Immersion Curriculum Design. 
, To teach the immersion curriculum in G!tsanimx 
to the classes; Kindergarten/Grade 1 split class. 
and the Grade 2/3 split class. 
, The immersion curriculum is based On Gitksan 
knowledge of natural sciences, humanities, 
histories, literature, arithmetic and, language 
arts. 
. Must have a valid B.C. Teaching Certificate and 
be a fluent GItksanlmx speaker, 
. Ten month probationary pedod, future contract 
offer to be determined by a successful evalua- 
tion. 
, Salary scale between $25,463 to $57,809 
dependent on experience. 
. To begin teaching this next school year, 
employment to begin prior to school year start, 
Complete and detailed job descriptions available 
upon request, please contact Employment Services 
or the Sociely. 
. Valid teaching certificate, at least 5 years . . . .  
teaching expedence or direct related experience in 
education field, good working knowledge of Gitksan 
culture or another aboriginal culture, 
, A 13 month term position, starting salary at 
$37,000 per year, With qualifications and ex. 
,-perience;,~he.salary maybeincreased to $61 ;000 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' " 
per year; ~:%n,_ '.:' ; ' '~ ~'~ 
* Employment :1o ~in June 3, 1991.' . . . . . .  ,~..~,~.  , ,~,-i~ 
BCYCNA 
BRITISH 
C(XUMe~ 
ANOYUKON 
COMMUNITY  
NEWSPAPERS 
A880GIA 'nON 
- . . - . . .  
1 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
: . , "  ~';,~',~ d~.;~..~ " ! . ;  '~ . .~1 ~;,~ ~'~", ':~i,~,'.;: 
for26 
ad'-- r,n mors than 100 commurmy newspapers InS.O end Yukon $1  95  
and reach more d~an 3 mlglon readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD OALLTHIS PAPER OR BOYONA AT (604) 669.9222. la.7o ath additional word 
mOPt~DITn J lg lES  
VERY SIMPLE, rell.ble, 
SUPER mo~y ~ brad- 
r im. For FREE InfO,'l~tlon 
S.A.S.E. to FLY., P.O. 
Box 6028~, 8uemex St., 
B, rnab~-, B.C.. VSH ~X~. 
Have ,, vado~ofweg edab- 
i ilsh~t bud~ omme~y 
I~atad. Phone Jacq_ uio Brlen 
or Run Oavles~t R0yal LoP- 
. age, A.B.W. ~ Re- 
~0'1  ~mJmOn Anrn' B'O" 
: l~ l~ Style Restaurant for 
lcue In Caoml~, V ~ r  
~m n~ltmge ~ umnl~ 
plus pZz2e ovens, ~ end 
ixJa~xd~ng. Phone 1,248- 
4183. 
Sm~J loves°men°with big po- 
mnd&l. Ton~ ~ for 
Sale. 7 motorized ~mzrcbe 
zm~m, mton m~d omce equ~ 
merit. Tradnlr~ Ind set 
provided. 4;28,OOO, C~q 1- 
(604)702.886~. 
IMp of ~vf r~mla l  Jan], 
todd PmductL Your Oily. 
Pm|0(~KL M/F, I~  Pmf- 
l~. Stm uP eo~r:, mb~mL 
7o~-125~ Oardem, 
van~uver, ~0., We 2HO. 
 .(eo4)4 p. =,z. 
,90'a OAREEFL Start yo~r 
own ~omp~er .Train~ I~ud. 
s'r/u:l INO. (t~r]~,,~z.~,. 
~ ~ =PdvmTrCn. 
. . . . .  leadership by working closely with the staff and pdncipal E~tudent loans are available to those Looking to PJl~or your ,"J,- 
In developing policy and programs, who qu¢ify, merinmwemy _ . _ r~ One of Wemm 
6.  Possess a minimum of a professional certificate (PB), and . Accommo~aUon namofance con be e~'e  m~ ma~ 
n ~ ~ o n t h e  , .: prepared to make a commitment to obtain a M.Ed. or M.A. irenood. , • 
degree In the Immediate future, we have the latest equipment bokoi,tlfor ~ II1¢1 mtrl- 
7.  Computer llteraey, and, in particular, possession of the m,~e or write for full ,nforrn~Uon w",,.~l~'lu~ m~PO~ 
• .,. ~,skills necessary to effectively utilize an office ad . . . . . . . . .  ' e ,~nmeand~ew0~m 
' minlstrative computer system • NORTH OKANAGAN nd~;~a~ to Brlt~dl C, olumE~z. 
• . . . . . .  n SCHOOL Bot~d~ etd Pml[t :; 1 8--" Possess a excellent sense of humour, . - . . . .  npmlo f~to~,~q~ 
• 'j,,:rhls p~itlon includes a part.gme teaching assignment, of HAIRDRESSING LTD, wr~m~wme 
For further details; please contact'Garry W. Underhlll, Principal, at : ' ~ " 3OOl.3O,i Avenue KW~ ~ "_re==, 1~ N. 
: ve to°n ,  u 'u '  V l /vu  ' ~C~ V '~ IY~,  ' /842-5214: 0uallfled appllcants are r~uested to forward resumes by  . . . . . . . . . .  1 1~,,vamue, wmm= ume, 
..M#y 3;~1991 to: ,•:: :, ' ;:r : ' .  Ph. (604) 542-8393 :w.v.z.r=MA Y ~rroN-' ,a,, 
Frank M, ~llton~ : ;: : .', ~ . . . . . .  I " """  = ' . ~ , : ~ . , '=  ,'~ "_  : ; . . . .  . . . . . . .  " r .  I ; ~ ;~ , 'na  M ~ . . .  :: J ' .  ~ TR/MNNR INST i -  
!?Aqh ngli l l~gl : •' ': ' : ' r LTrEnow~ nmk,. 
;?: [ , i i ' I  i i, ' ~ ~ ;- l l r~'+ 
n end Inl~li ~r thl nex~ seimlo& In PRO-LIFE EDUCATION available 10 ge ,,~,..~.u,,mn,~ .~ 
, .  
m=~w su~a u~ " 4E881]mO, B,O. VOGI~_ 
tloa and euthanula, Student ~eqquldll :('e04)~"/'4~t8o- - - "  
wek:ome, Call 6~15:§427 or638.0382[~ 5tffl:~:'!; • " , ' 
Program. Deuglascollegein 
New West~of fere  B.C.'s 
only pmgra~ In ~ Hedth 
Inform~on ..'~rvloes~eld. As 
8 gr-~ua~ of our program 
you'fl have ~e sldgs omp~y- 
em dlmand In h~d~ <me 
p~t.ems, computer ~ymm~ 
l~Uslness and resesroh. 
Choose elt~r the one-year 
Health Record T ~  or 
the two-year Health Record 
Admln~Oamrol~on aed st~'t 
on your wey to ~n exxddng ld~ 
te~ mu'eerl~ the Hu]th Care 
field, Cog (604)527,5076 for 
more i ron  or write to: 
The O~ce of the Regtslrar, 
Douglas College, P.O. Box 
L~,  New Wes~m]m~r, E,G. 
V3L 5B2. 
Pp,~'~ N~in~. You he~ 
90~ d cornmudca~n @~s end 
care 8b~u~peoi~o, Y~ wmlt 
e cereerwfiem :you can makl 
s dIfferenoe in ixm.~e'a Ike¢ 
The elderiy, ,bused d'J]dran, 
~ur~t~'¢e ,~u~em and bat. 
t~md women m Nit  some 
or¢~ paop~ ~o bokto 
?sycl~c-Nunms for help, 
Douglas Coflege In New 
WedmlnCer offers B.O:s only 
Ps _ychz~dcNumlng pogrom. 
gram g~ves you ~ pra~ed 
exporter, s ~ ~ 
room teaming to get darlad 
In b"dsl:rofemlm. P. ,al (:kxJelss 
College m (604}527.5420 for 
more ]nfmn~GQn orwd~ to: 
The Of~o~ of ~e ~ ,  
Doug~m Cotim~e, P.O. BoX 
FORSAI.EMISC 
WIFE WANTED, Due to 
special pumhase situation 
,SlngerSewipg. I~ne lso f -  
feting mr ~de to'the pulse 
EmI~KI number of new 
rna¢¢z~nea, ine~a mlollnes 
are U~du~dal ~eng~ end sew 
~m denim to dlk even 
m, ~utorn~ bugon. 
ho kp, monogram, ~R:~e 
ana morn. "them ~ 
w~ ~l~lebr  home, p'utes- 
~donal or ~chonl room 
~,  ~ yeet extended war- 
ranty. Your pd~ wilh ~ 
62w~,, price.after raze $499. 
"8B; IGEg:~ With DIFFB% 
ENTIAL FEED. We are eJ~ 
offedng • new sl~ofoJ 1591 
dlffemn~ feed, four thn~d 
turner. Sews four ~de,  
'.am, ~ ~d homs,~nd 
nsms, mtd l  w/dst bends, 
9athedn9 and mere. Your 
price $699. Pdoe alZer ~de 
~999. Cheque, oaeh orcrsd~ 
m.,ds welcome. At 
Singer se#~g Conbe~ only, 
Coc i~ O*nlZll Mag, 944.. 
t119, Ri~nond. 4580 NOJ~ 
3 Road, 270.2521. OUT OF 
TOWN ORD~ BY PHONE, 
TOIL.FREE 1-800-661.6064. 
OARDl l I~  
Aluminum/elm Green- 
or. ~ for FREE BRO.2 
OHURE: B.C. Greenhouse 
BoP~rs Lid,, 7425 H~II~y 
Am, Bumlby.B.O., VSE ~P,I. 
483,4220. r 
_E!aPLOVUBmWm H~W~ 
C,~'emker ,,..,.,,,*, ..-,-',, LAID OFF? TRNN to men- 
work. E t ,~e~.  Bond. , . v , -  . . . . . . . .  
7,,,-~'.~.,~-"-"b.."~'~"~. =vag~ble. OovemmenZ ti- 
v.a l311 l l ,  mw*  , |m i~.  i ~  • ' ^.m~. ~nnn b:,,~.~ m.o oenmdhome~udyoWdfl~- 
~"T '~ '~,~. .~ ° ""~=,_,,"'~ tim ~ume, ,lob pkmment 
. . . . . . . . . .  "~""  " "~ '~~ 800.665.8339. . 
Wanted" Gmeml Motor= 
Pwtemen, ~4 yoam wq~Id- Palm's Brae, Paving And In- . , . , .  ~,,., ~,,,,~,,,,,~,,~,~,~ 
kind COn imi (~q~e. " . . . . . .  ~"" ' - '~  . . . .  ~,,, .., L~. , .~ .  ,=,, Dea~en~p. toe.K! on I~  
" ' i l l  v°  w#i .nv , ,u t i l o J :m) .  , ;~u  ~. ,v*~. l~rma*  R~l~,ml lew4 
srs, 
pu.mp~, ~ny~ H~,  An. B.O VaA 2Ca. 
oulanca~, Low Bed~ Exm- . . . . . . . .  
~to.m, Do~.~r,.Tnmk_l~a].u, EXPERIENCE Iivl~ end 
meet. ~ VIe Kampe, ~: . .T3 . . - "~,~. . . . . ; ,~  
- :  ,, I nndmuohmoml F~rdetidls 
II I Inter.=   
Hu.Pw,um~b 
Ovemea Politiorm. Hun. 
P.oyaJ, ~uebe~. ~ 807. 
Expeder~ed Muffler mad 
Bc~ke Imam" requbad eL 
W~gam I .~  M~ Muf- 
tier. Preweedve new chop, 
exmller~SerBS~ Od J~es 
800-4~2-070~. 
*BE RiCH AND FAMOUS" 
FT S100,000, PI" ~.,~,000 
Commisdon. Mad=t C4m- 
ad~'s H0t~ Muslc Yldao 
vaca~on Program Book~. 
P ro t~ Tenl~dm =~¢d~b. 
24 hour Infonnaffon h .  1- 
800-283-1900. 
season. Conla=t Re.,,, 
BOON, Box 4132. Wh~ 
Yukon, Y1A ~L.~9. Phone 
(4os)~e~7m. 
Reporter/Photopz=4~r re- 
~er end r",,mm-,e ~: Editor. 
Pewetl PUrer New~ 7080 
LlVESTOOK 
ARABIANS FOR 8AUE on 
Br~dz~ ot~k~t honm, 
for de'~la on'sell ~z~lto~ze. 
PE.eeoNlurYx m', 
Your'~e~nmy ~
F.O .-T U.TX i 
ferunl~dtaXeS. ~Land 
mm~l~,  For inlogna~ 
on b~lml~medm.  Dmt. 
zwm. Kraal. 
rand, m~kkt boo~ :MM- 
em 4Mdroom, M bmmdm 
hom~ 1 ~4 '~ mUn futy 
i ii ii 
,11 I ' ql I I 
LisnunLimited " . , . . :  ::: : i  . . . . .  1 : 
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICIAN I :  
ugnUm Umlled o modern~sowmllllng comp OxJn WilllOms Loke. I 
u,.~.., requires an exper ienced Indusfilol Eleclrlclan; Three veers  I I  
m*nlmurn sowm experience and on nferprOvlnclal or B.C TQ i 
ore requlred, Exporlise n t he following oreas is preferred : I  
• DC and vodable frequency drives . " ; : ,  U 
-PLCconlrols.'MIc1°pr°cess°1c°ntr°ls . . .  'i . i 
' 'O  llmlzlngsystems • : : • : ,  : 
~e  offer excellent working cond l t lonsond IWA rates end ~1 
beneflls, r ' '  : '  " ' " . . .  , i 
Reosesubrni lresumeto: * " :  " : I I  
W Personnel Monoger  ~ ~ i 
Llgnum Limited - ' . I  
' : '  : N 180Hodgsonnoad " " : : ' L ' I 
Williams [ake.B.C . . . .  : i 
I.l'."J n u m V2G 3P6 / i ~r J "L ~ 
• ENERGETIC NATIONAL COMPANY 
PUROLATOR COURIER 
• Requires A Pad-Time .. 
DISPATCHER 
: Saturdays And onCall Basis 
DISPATCHER AND OFFICE CLERK 
• Between 8 & 16 Hours Per •Week 
Must have good telephone manners and :some office ex- 
)edance . . . .  
Dispatching experience an asset but not  necessary. 
$8.20/hr. 
Apply with resume in person to Purolator Couder, No. 2 
-4423 Railway Ave., Terrace. 638-1455 
23.  Work Wanted 
JBURNEYMAN CARPENTEH WILL do tinishing, 
renovation, install cabinets, patio, painting. 
Also builds furniture tc. Carl 635.6277 and 
leave messaoe • 8p49 
B.C, INTERIOR SCALER needs work. P-~oee 
635.5353 4p51 
JODI'S PET CARE SERVICES. Certlfled groom. 
ing, exercising, pet sitting, 2678B Clark. Call " 
635-7797 " ' 4p52 
CARING MOM OF.ONE WILL bubysit for $12 
per day in Tbornhill- area. References 
available. Call 636-7245 4pl 
KITCHEN HELP OR EXCELLENT COOK for small 
Crew willing to travel. Available immediately. 
Phoce 638.1850 after 6 p.m. • 4pl 
LAND CLEARING, For estlrnafes phone even. 
lags. 638-7285 4pl ' 
EXPERIENCED CERTIFIED DENTAL Assistant 
relocating to Terrace, Available for work May 
15/91. Phone 1-967.4551 evenings, lpl 
EXPERIENCED SIDING.APPLICATOR will supp- 
ty and Install vinyl sidingts your home. Good 
prices., Will take photocopier as partial pay. 
meat. 635.6230 4pl 
25 YRS. EXPERIENCE CAT OPERATOR, ddller, 
blaster. Some excavator, class, driver's 
ticence, Call 632.7131 4pl 
26.  Personals 
SINGLE MALE, MID 3O's; 180 Ibs, 6', social 
ddnker, about average otherwise, but don't 
take my word for it. Looking for female com. 
I~nloNfdend between 25- 48. 100 to 165 ib, 
5 • 6 should be reasonably fit with good per- 
S'onality. Reply ts 9ox 13 tie The Terrace 
Slandard,.,,464T,Lasbile-Ave,, Terrace VGG. 
1S9. , 3p52 
26. Business 
Opportunities 
EXCITING BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Phons 
635-3484 42fin 
• /~ Nirvana 
~...~ Metaphysics Centre 
Is Now Taking- . 
Registration For Class 
Sessions Starting May 10 
~a~l co.~,~ c,'.. 635-7776 
RETENDER 
Project 196002A: To supply labour and 
materials to CONSTRUCT FOURPLEX, 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS, OUEEN 
CHARLOTTE CITY, B.C. Tender 
documents may be obtained after April 9, 
1991 from British Colombia Buildings Cor- 
pomtl.on, :4825 Keith Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. VSG 1K7. Tender documents am also 
available at the Government Agent's Of- 
fice In Oueen Charlotte City and Pdnce 
Ruperi, B.C, 
A bid deposit In the amount of $100.00 
(certified cheque) will be required and will 
be refunded upon return of plans. 
Sealed Tenders will be received at 4825 
Ksith Avenue, Terrace, 6.C. VSG 1K7 un- 
lil 3:00 P.M. May 1,1991 and wil be open- 
ed in public at that time. 
Tender documents may be viewed at Nor- 
them B.C. Construction Association, 
3851 Eighteenth Avenue, Prince George, 
6.C. V2N 1D1; Terrace Construction 
Association, 4416 Legion Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 1N6; KItimat Satellite Plan 
Rnern, 724 Enterprise Avenue, Kitimat, 
B,C. V8G 2E6; Prince Rupert Construction 
Association, 601 Fraser Sires, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. VOJ 1R1; Bulkley Valley - 
Lakes D!strlct Construction Association, 
P,O. Box 2258, Smithere, B.C, VOJ 2NO; 
Amalgamated Construction Association, 
2675 Oak Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6H 
2K3 
For further information please contact 
Bamj BOOk in Terrace at 638.3221. 
n :R~l:ll]lPili~u~,]i.z,]rt([.]im 
VENDING EXPLOSION 
Best one man business ever. Will not interfere with present 
employment. 
NO SELLING 
This is an incredible opportunity to secure your financial 
future. We have the hottest little vending machine eger made. 
All cssh, unbelievable repeat business, huge profits. No ex- 
peflence necessary. No competition. Exclusive machine• We 
supply premlum established locations. Requlred Investment 
$16,500. Seoured by equipment. 
For your information colour brochure. Call collect: 
Marketing Manager 
(604) 464-0296 
Vancouver, B.C. 
I / 
"i'RaN5 C.a..N.,aBa CREDIT 
Is Moving To 
4548 Lakelse Ave. Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P8 
(Beside Wilkinson Business Machines) 
On May 10, 1991 
Barren and staff invite you to come in and visit us at our new loca- 
tion for all your personal loan and mortgage needs. Earning your 
respect In Canada for over 50 years and Terrace for Over 25 years. 
i 
CiTY OF TERRACE 
Ferry Island 
: Campground Tender 
The City of Terrace Invites sealed tenders for the opereUon 
~of Ferry Island Campground. An option for annual renewal of 
!the. contract, to a maximum, of three yee~., alld baaed on 
eatiMaotory performance will be included In the contract, 
i: Bid packages will be available from the Parka end Recrea- 
~:tion office from April 17 to Apdl 2e, 1991, dudng regulm~ 
business h,ours (8:,30 a,m. - 4:30 P.m.).i. .~ ';.-. ., :. 
A bidders meeting will beheld a ta :00  p.m; April'26 at:.: 
.. Ferry Island Campground, to discuss therequhemen~ of the :" 
' Contract, ', " . . . . . .  I-: :~ ~n'~:  ~ 'n~'n ' r n : ':" 
-;-.. Sealed Tender must be submitted to: . . . .  : • : ;.. . . . . . . .  
' Clerk Mrnlnlatrator' - '  ~ ' : "  ' : : .  :.',. ~,,': . . . . . . . . . .  : 
City of Terrace ,.~ ~.........:.{.{~ : .{.  :,,' , 
3216 EbyrSt reet  •• "~ *'~" •"'•' " 
. Terrace, B.Oi . - ;~ ' ~ ~ '"; ~! :":~..~:..~:'*'., ~: : 
:'~ ,The City of Terrace' res tS '  the.rloht".td:~.~, i ~Y*:~:~l " 
;i tandem,' . . . . . . . . .  .~: '~: 
• : .:,.,... . ..-..::.~ ................. _
...... : ' ,  , "  ,~, , ..... , .;~ ~ , , .~  . 
i ii al i 
I~  ,,~ ~1- e~c~v , 
ICLE~I  owner  
PUDUCATli0N RHUEST 
NOTICE is hereby given that ~ aPldlCation 
will be made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a chan0e of name, pursuant 
to the pr0vlsl0ns of the "Name Act" by 
f118:, 
HAE OFAPPLICA110B IN FULL= Kenneth 
Patrick Natchford " 
ADOI~ 3960 Mountslnvlew Avenue • 
CRY'Terrace POSTAL CODE VOG 3VO 
as follows:. 
' m mUSE mimummm 
• ml, O's NAUE RWl 
' SURNAME, Peehanoc 
GIVEN NAMES, Samuel Kenneth 
TO SURNAME, Ratchfo~d 
GIVEN" NAMES, Samuel Kenneth 
Pecl~anec . . . .  : 
DA~Tm 2~ BAY 0~,~1A.O. 1991. 
i i  
• 
6dtlSh C~un~a Faes~ 
. NOllCE INVITINB APPLICATIONS ' ' 
FOIl A WOOOLOT I,ICEI~ " 
- Forest Act (lklCikm 41) 
X~KE ,0m~ ~= ~ ~ ~,e  ~r~. Co,. 
perz~ons, ~ ,  ~ Indian Bands we invited to 
s~=fl~i ap~k:aUon~ t0 the OIsYicl Manag41r, Tenac~, 
• British Column. for me er more Wo~dlof i.k:enc~s) In 
~e Ka~um Fm-t 01side1. 
Appl]cas~ls most be hi,dyed m or before i2:OU a.m. 
June 10. 1991, by the ~txlct ManaGer, Ksfum Forest 
Bst~t,  No, 200.5220 Kelth Avenge, T~ce .  6 t i t~  
Co I~, 'VOG 1L1, 
Ape.agora xe to In¢10de an I~fom~l description ~ 
up. to 400 hectares of O0wn ~ and Ixlvete aiM/or 
leased Iw4 I~ekl by the app~ (i1 any). wopesed for 
i~.Juslon I  a Wo~lot I.kence, Applk:aqms am not o 
k',clo~e a Uop~t or bonus bid. 
' Upon review of ~ zp~caUeos, ~ ~1 m~'  
L Wtti detemline which m'ezs are of gmlto~t Idtorest to 
qualified appUcants and time sam ~dll be statu~, 
zd~mrUse¢ and ~ rmly..  
John Pe.as 
IN ~E MATTER OF 
THE'BANKRUPTCY OF 
. GARI~I~ and GBALD 
RICHARD GARDINB 
NOTICE Is hereby given that DOROTHY 
JEAHETTE GARDINER and GERALD 
HICHARO GARDINER filed assignments on 
the 9th day of Apdl, 1991, and that the 
first meeting of creditors will be heM on 
Friday, the lOth day of May, 1991, at the 
hour of 8:30 o'clnck in the forenoon, at 
The Court House, 100 Market Place, in 
the City of Prlnee Rupert, in the Province 
of B,'ltish Columbia, 
Dated at Pdnce George, B.C. this 12th day 
of April, 1991. 
Deloitte& 
:Touche 
/800 - 299 VJ.ct:oc~La St;teat 
Pr ince Geoz'ge, S.C. va[, 5B8 
• (604) 564-LZ12 
i i 
IN THE MATTER ~" ' :  
THE BANKRi]PTCY OF 
YVONNE SHERYL '•  
OUANTZ 
iOTICE iS hereby given that WONNE 
SHERYL OUANTZ filed an assignment on 
the 5th day of Apdl, 1991, and that the 
first meeting of creditors will be hem on 
Friday, the lOth day of May, 1991, at the 
hour of 11:15 o'clock in the forenoon, at 
The Court House, 100 Market Place, In 
the City of Prlnce Rupert, in the Province 
of Ddtish Columbia. 
Dated at Prloce Ge~ge, 6.C. thJs 11th day 
of April, 1991. 
Oeloitte& 
Touche 
• Trustee '~-~ 
#900 - 299 V£c~o~la SC=ee~ 
P£/nce Geo~e, B.C. V2L  SB8 
• (004) 564-1111" 
ii i 
IN THE MATTER OF 
THE BANKRUPTCY OF 
JOHN ALLAN CHARLES 
• KENNEDY 
(~o i as "Jm~ 
(r.mnody amn~ on -anrowayz eocud~ 
,u,- and,'~'co,,.w EUOfd=") 
i NOTICE is hereby Sly~n that JOHN 
• ALLAN CHARLES KENNEDY filed 
an mlgnment on the ! Sth day ot 
L ~,  1091, end. l lmt the  first 
. meeting of creclltore will be held On 
Frlday,the 10th day of May, 1991, 
at the. hour of  11:80 o'clock In the 
forenoon, at The Court House, 1 O0 
Market Place. In the CI Iy  of: Prince 
Rupert, In the Provlnce of Orittsh 
Columbia. ' ' 
Dated at Prince George, B.C. this 
171h day of/Iqwil, 1990. 
Deloitte& 
' Touche 
'rl~ust, ee 
/800 -. 299 vJ.cP,.orla St:rest 
PcLnce George, B.C. Y2L 5go 
• "((;04) 564-1111 
i I I 
I I 
Pro~ d Mi~s~ el 
etffi~ ColvmNa Fomll 
NOTICE INlflllffil NqqJCATI0ffil 
11~ 8ALE 
• ~ A311971. 
P~=a~ m sx~ IS of t= r~rm A=.==~ w~W 
apW~rs ~ be ~t~ by t~ OUter M~=W, 
KNOm Fm~t nstrlct, Twits, ~ti~d~ C~ upto 
1O:OC a.m., m the 0th day el May 1set, to be opened 
at 11:OC Ira. m b'ze 9tlz day of Mly 1901, f~ i Te't~r 
,~  LiCe~C8 tO Im~odze the ~Ung e~ 19,436 
¢~k: mo|rr,, morn t less, of ~ Wjd~ ~ ~e 
T~o ~'b~e K~en Tambor Selp~ly Mm. 
YOLUM~ 19.430 CUbk: rneUw. ~O or 
~'EQES: ~ ~Y~ . H~ork  84%, ROn 10%, 
Tim, q: One (1l yw 
UPSET STUM~AGE: 12.e5 
~ddlng Izmtdctod to pastas r~ed I~ be Sm~ 
e~e~ss r-w~t ~ Pr~r~, cmgmy 0no (I). 
e uwo ~ re ~t  Irm Cmgcy 0m 11) ~zr~a 
~ nW be Cdalond hmHh., ~V,¢I /ar,~w 
at No. 200.6220 Kli~ Avenue. T in ,  D~ C~ 
~a, VSG I LI, 
,~t~ Ponss 
• Swrao0 ~y 
I 
( ~  Provide of Minls~ of 
•lUsh Ce~el~l Forest, 
CONTRACT FVLCRO1R04-O02 
Propo~ for ul~ folow',ng 3-ymt Murd .~ 
Wamte Surer/Co~lbact will be rOCOIWKI by IhO 
I~lVtot M~.  MIn~by of Forests, P.O. Box 
215. I-bzelton, B.C.. VOJ 1YO, on the d~be 
Ihown below, 
Conbact FVl.CRalR04.OO2 I~ kx~led wtihtn 
Ibe K I~ Foreof BiMct end the Clatter 
Forest D~Vk:t with morn ~mn e5% of if4e 
Ioclbed ~ the Kt~plox Ferns1 Dl~t. Th~ 
co~ln~t ~ include: the I~yout m~d ~tablk~- 
meat of ~te  8ur~ey INePt: me me~ounm'~mt of 
wt=to w¢l re~lue wlg~ me ploto; ~ me~,~- 
merit of the ~le of ae Imdln~ w~l Imdng paee 
~on of d ,~to end residue; me woduc~on of 
on ~e I~:~; ell to me stxnd~da ~tof~l~d by 
me M|r~trv of F(xesto. 
Tim convict will be f(x On WN of approxkrmtely 
900 be per year In¥oMng 35 to 40 blockl. 
end IOO ~ ploto per y~. Theoe 
~ are i~aoU m Wo~ Sma~ Uua~nm~ 
. Forest Enteprl~ Pn~raun amUvUy end may 
c~ doe to uefonm~n ckconxtanc~. 
A Propon i lb  Cofl f~ronco wE be hokl III 1',OO 
P,M, On ~ 10,  1901 ~d U~ ~ Disblcl 
Forest Office, H lghww 02,  H iz~,  S,C,, at 
t~n(u, orlbe'l~z for O~N~D the Propeuts 
wtil be dlecuued u weU ~, gibe" pe'B~ent 
I~mu. 
i~fornmtion p lc t~ am zw~id~e att~e mbo~ 
oddrou ~' by contacUno the I~  ~xest 
~trlct 8n~d I~Jak~ Fomst~, P~ul I ~  
el (804) 842.6581. 
nel~Hne for ~ I~ 1:00 P.M.. May 17, 
1991. 
CW~4KI C,l~luoo wOI no to,got be accept~KI ,,, 
I~d o¢ lecudty cbe~oeltl ~ of/~t 1. 1991. 
" NOTICE OF 5 YEAR 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
The Bell Pole Co. Ltd. wishes to make available for public 
viewing the 5 Year Development Plan No. 6 under Forest 
Ucence A-16832 for proposed operations within the Klsplox 
T.S;A. 
The plan may be viewed at the Bell Pole Co. office, 5630 
Highway 18 West, Terrace, B.C. until June 28, 1991, during 
regular working hours. 
Comments are Invited and to ensure consideration they 
should be in writing and directed to 'Forestry Supervisor', Bell 
Pole Co, Ltd., P.O. Box 280, Terrace, B.C. VSG 4A6. 
Invitation To Tender 
B.C. Hydro is Inviting tenders, from powerline 
contractors .for the conversion of approximately 
190 mercury vapor street fights in the Terrace 
area. The tender also includes the replacement of 
approximately 60 arms and the addition of 23 new 
lights, 
: .  '~ :  : -. 
Tender closed Wednesday May 15/91. Copies 
of the tender documentsare available at the local 
B .C  i Hydro office at 5220 Kelth Ave., Terrace. 
FOr anY  further Information p lease  contact  B,P. 
Clarke iat the above address or phone 638-5615.  
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32, Legal NoU.cls 
J ~ Province of " Ministry of 
I tCK~/ S,,sh C~,mti,a Foree~ 
, t 0:no ~.m., en U~ End day of I~y 1~11, to be upe~l 
in11:os n,m. on tM 2nd r,~r/of May 1091. for | Timber 
.s~ L~o~o to mm~tzo ~ h=m~ of t,eso ~ 
imeVos, morn ~ leas, of timber ~catod Inthe vicinity el 
2.5 km north of Oeep Creek Hig~way Md0e, rma~ Ta~. 
race In Ihe K~m ~ GuR~y An~. 
VOLUME:. 1,e3s cubic mtn~ mote of less 
SPECIES: r .~  e%, Hendock 04%, Pine 7,/,. 
• Sp~.e 1% 
• 'lZe, l: 0m (1) y~r ' 
Sl"UA~A~E: e&e4 
T,~ (~l. 
Pank:~ta~ may be d~d from I~ O~tdct Macaw at 
NoI2OU.5220 KeUh A~, Terrace, 9dUsh Cdum~a. 
~/ilG 1L1. 
I 
OAM<JU'~ Of !: 
KEVN LOreS F 
• - vHNmlE -~ 'i': 
.O~C~js ber~ ~.n t=t x~m Lore I. 
mneUng of creditsm will be held onFdday;ii, 
the tOth day orMay. 1991, at the beur or;.| 
Ho0se; 100 Market Place, In the ~ ~: ' I  
column: ~ ~ /'!it! 
Dat~ at~ G~oe, e.c. ~e 11 th ~:'!  ofA~,.1.,. \ i:i] 
:/:] 
" Touche  
logo - 299 VLc'corLaet:~eeP. 
P~J.nce George, B.C. V2 r- SOS," 
'1604) $64-1111 
i ii 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
B.C .  Hydro is inviting tenders from PoWedlne con- 
tractors for system improvement work in Ter race :  
wh ich  involves pole rep lacement  and re -  
conductoMng on Loen Ave. and Kalum St .  
Tender closes 1 1 :00  a.m. Wednesday May 8/9!  
and copies of the tender documents  are available 
at the B.C. Hydro office at 5220 Kelth Ave.  Ter-  
race. ' • 
For any further information please contact EP ,  
Clarke at the above address or phone 638-5615, 
BGhgdro . ,  " 
MINISTRY OF SOLICITOR GENERAL 
B.C. CORRECTIONS BRANCH 
TERRACE PROBATION OFFICE 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
Proposals are Invited from perso~Vapeneles/corporatlons  enter into a con. 
tract with the B.C. Correclions Branch for the provision of a Community Sevlce 
Order Program serving the ProbaUon Office and Court within the Qty of Ten'ace 
and District. 
The Community Service Order Pfogram provides the opportonlly for, and the 
supervision of, persons required by law ts pedorm a certain number of hoers of 
se~ce which will benefit he community at large, throngh service to nonprofit 
societies, individuals and victims. The contractor is reepmsibie for developing 
and maintaining a range of suitsMe work locations, screening, assigning, equipp- 
ing and supervising clientele in accordance with Corrections ~ansh Standards. 
Information about the Community Service O~ler Program and the request for 
proposal process for those parties interested in submitting a Ixopoul can be o13- 
..tainedfrum:~ ., . .  . , ~,.- J~..: -~L~ 
... . . . .  K e~le.Sony ............ : . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~.; ,;,,J ,'i . . . .  -,,.~ 
Local Director . . . . . . .  :,. ,. 
Terrace Probation Office 
120, 3408 Kalum St., 'J'errace, B.C, 
V8G 2N6 Telephone 636.3231 
All proposals must be received at the above address by May 1, 1991, 4:30. 
p.m. 
MUKS-KUM-OL HOUSING SOCIETY 
PROPOSALCALL ' 
Muks.kum-ol Housing Society invites interested developers or con• 
struction firms to submit proposals for their eighth .Housing Project. 
The Project will consist of a multi-family complex consisting of eight 
units with the following bedroom count break down. 
0 two ~ m  an~. 
2 three bedroom unfls. 
Some units are to be designed for disabled persons in the following 
mix. 
3 Units 100% disabled accuslidHty -- 2 bedroom 
3 UnH8 modified disabled accessitJy - 2 bedroom 
2 Units non.handirJppod dosi0n - 3 bedroom 
The complex will be constructed on property acquired by the Society 
but designs, permits etc. will be the responsibility of contractors. 
Closing Date: May O, 1991 
For further information interested parties may contact the Society's of- 
tics at: 
3024622 SndD Avenue 
Tsar ,  B.C. 
638-8339 
GITWlNKSIHLKW INDIAN BAND 
CONTRACT NO. 267 .015  
WELL WATER TREATMENT PLANT 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
• " r 
_ _ ' . . . . . . .  - - ,  L . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  
Sealed tenders clearly marked "CONTRACT NO. 267.016 - TENDER 
FOR WELL WATER TREATMENT PLANT" wm be received at the office of 
KERR WOOD LEIDAL ASSOCIATES LTD. up to 1400 ~ local time on 
Monday, May 13, 1991; end wig be openecl In publ~ at thst time eed date. 
The iwoJect la located in Canyon City on the nodh bank of the Nmm River, 
e,oproxlmately one hundred 1100) km north of Terrace, B.C; /~ceez to the 
south beak of the river 18 by means of a public reed. From the south ~ the 
village con be reached by a footbridge or by barge. 
The work comprises the following: 
• Diamantte the exlMMg well pump control shed. 
• Construct a new treatment plant building comprising a concrete foundation 
and a prefiibricsted steel building eupptied by the Band. 
• Install a skid mounted h'nobnent Plant supplied by the Band. 
• Amm¢tated eteofrlcal and machanlcal work. 
PronpecUve tenderam are advised that construction rnuat cornrnence no 
later then Monday, June 10, 1901 . . . . .  
Tenber documents and drawings may be obtained at the offl~m of KERR 
WOOD LEIOAL ASSOGIATES LTD. any lime after 1200 houra on Wednee•.  
day, April 24, 1901. There la • $40.00 non.rafundsbta depowit, for i ch  eel 
of docun lents .  . • , . -  
Each  Imldar mum be accompanied by a bid bond..The lowell or my 
tender will not necessarily be so,opted. 
TachN~al en{~lrtee ~ ld  be ~ to Mr. Allan Bronaro,.P.Eng, of " 
KERR WOOD LEIDAL ~IATE8 LTD, (Tel. 085.83el) .  * 
KIBIA WQO0 LBOAL'AIIOQA11~I I,;rB. MR. ART/U~ 
Cmanlq ~ sand ~limlmm . .... .:;, 
111 k 11 Imet ~ had 
Ne~ Vmeeew. &C. " p.~ De= 1 ~" 
VTM 111 ' IIItwl~mMRm, IkC. WM an  - . '  
i 
~ i ~!-~ . . . . . . . . . .  
.o 
I 
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This w .  I [ ' : '  : help; ' ,!ionog history of 
k h°TP ~t~chatt~h¢" 
~has  contribut? to that [Y  h ' ' ' !  ~ ' ' " f ]  ' / i( 
,^ . t .a . . . .  ; . . . .  h..o, h,.,~,.~ lne  I im rtorton ous win De morner Mane,: sisters Estelle 
,~^. I,'- . . . . . .  ~, . . . . . . . . .  t, ,, _ back in town in mld-May for a Deschner and Theresa Obzera re ,  . . .  ,,,,-,~ 7~-.,o . . . . .  n the :~usie Green . . . . .  
• ' . " was made week ox community service. 30 and brother Pat • " auxiliary, Mary Little . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  nn hnnnrniv., member, dollars to the .h°spltal which anyone, washing to go on a.love- . A memorial was  held at 
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Cdedonbflenlor Secondary GRADE II Botelho, Phdlip H.W, Bradford, Lxsa I ~mm~a.~me~.Us.sm ' -n
2~L'~h~,Ho~zour .Roll is con- Oa~ndlng: . . . . . .  Marie Chop;l, Line Dougan, Heather ! .... 14~T '~ '~I !  ...... :" 
:strpgted:~in, ,three categories 
cakulated for full-time students 
and using the marks from all the 
courses the .student is taking 
when report cards are issued. 
Outstanding Achievement 
means a grade point average 
greater than or equal to 3.50; 
Meritorious Achievement a 
grade point average greater than 
or equa l  to 3.25; and 
Honourahle Mention a grade 
point average geater than or 
equal to 3.00, where "A"  is 4, 
"B"  is 3, "C+ " "  is 2.5, "C"  is 
2, "C - "  or "P"  i s  I .  
David Carson, Raymond Chretlm, 
Amanita Coosemans, Brian Cox, 
Meredith Crampton, BaD Long Diep, 
Jason Elorza, Alayne Fleischmann, 
Aaron Hanson, Angela Henszd, 
Michael Hewitt, Dana Johanson, Bar- 
bara Kuzyk, Theresa Laderoute, Jody 
McMurray, Suzanne Miskdly, Mark 
Neeve, Key;n" Oats, Joseph Pdletier, 
Matthew Phillips, Roy Preyser, Megan 
Reid, Nicole Sanches, Kyle Stevenson. 
Chris Starer. Dennis Venema, David 
Western, Chris Wilkinson. 
Merilorious: 
Link Baker, Bobby Basanti, Chris 
Oldham, Nancy Pereira, Tyler Robin- 
son ,  
Honoumble Merit;dun: 
Carl Anderson, Mark Anson, Fatima 
Dreger, Aiiibur Hall, Jarod Holma," 
Bradley'HoL'fiberg, Tarfil~ Humphreyl 
Leila Jormanainen, Julie Kozier, Trev0r 
Muller, Kirsty-Ann Palmer, Kip Par- 
sons, Wes Peterson, Lemuel Russell, 
Robin Sharples, Nell Strain, Talesa 
Wielm, Chad Wilson. 
GRADE 10 
Outsl~mdlng: 
Anna-Marie Graham, Mathew Mer- 
rill, Darcy Peters, Jason Prevost, Ja¢- 
que Scriver, Jeff Smithanik, Daniel 
Wheeler. 
Mefltodous: 
Jared Wilkerson. 
Honoumble Mention: 
Sonja Krus, Susan Munson, 
Christine Nadeau, Quinton Rafuse, 
Luis Teixeira. 
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